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Those who appreciate good sound will prefer the tighter "S."

New 3010S series:
Tighter bottom-end, livelier sound, more drive...same price

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD player £1200</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Brand-new &quot;CD solution&quot;—custom-made transport mechanism, servo units and control mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Twin Burr-Brown PCM 1704 mono DACs and a discrete output stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Low jitter clock and a large toroidal transformer with separate windings for the transport mechanism and audio stages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Amplifier £1000</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Larger power supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 110 watts RMS (as compared to 100W for the previous model)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 6 line inputs, bi-wiring and bi-amping compatible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Option to fit a MC or MM phono cartridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Remote control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Amplifier £800</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Larger power supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 110 watts RMS (as compared to 100W for the previous model)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Capable of driving sophisticated speaker systems, in bi-amping mode or monoblock mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Clean and extended low frequency response</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exposure Electronics Ltd: The Works, 59 North Street, Portslade, East Sussex BN41 1DH, England. Tel: +44 1273 423877 / Fax: +44 1273 430619 / Email: info@exposurehifi.com
testing

To ensure the utmost accuracy in our product reviews, Hi-Fi World has extremely comprehensive in-house test facilities, and our test equipment - from big names like Rohde & Schwarz and Hewlett Packard - is amongst the most advanced in the world. Loudspeakers are measured using a calibrated Brüel & Kjaer microphone feeding a Clio-based computer analyser, using pulsed and gated sinewaves, in a large room to eliminate the room's influence. Pickup arm vibration is measured with a Bruel & Kjaer accelerometer.

No other UK hi-fi magazine has in-house testing, and no one has access to such advanced tests across all types of equipment. That's why you can depend on Hi-Fi World reviews.

verdicts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUTSTANDING</th>
<th>EXCELLENT</th>
<th>GOOD</th>
<th>MEDIocre</th>
<th>POOR</th>
<th>POOR</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>simpy the best</td>
<td>extremely capable</td>
<td>worth auditioning</td>
<td>unremarkable</td>
<td>seriously flawed</td>
<td>keenly priced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Raysonic's CD128 - super valve CD sound.

Accustic Arts CD Drive 1 Mk2/Tube DAC 2 - superlative Compact Disc sound.

Mid-price Wharfedale standmounters face off rivals from KEF and Aurousal.

Iconic screen star - Transcriptors' Hydraulic Reference turntable.

Magic touch - Project's new RPM1 Genie.
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Adam Smith listens to three mid-price standmounters from Aurousal, KEF and Wharfedale.
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Haden Boardman is impressed by B&W’s new budget boxes.
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Velodyne’s tiny new subwoofer gets a blast from Adam Smith.
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David Price is wowed by this high-end German CD transport and DAC.
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This stylish silver spinner is auditioned by David Price.
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David Price hears players from SanDisk, Creative, Samsung, Apple and Sony.
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David Allcock tunes in to this brand new Internet enabled AV receiver.
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David Price, Adam Smith and Channa Vithana pitch three sub-£800 systems against one another.
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TUNER GROUP TEST  33
Steve Green listens to three DAB/FM/AM tuners from NAD, Onkyo and Yamaha.
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HISTORICALLY SPEAKING  39
Adam Smith looks at some of the milestones in the development of the modern loudspeaker.

ALMOST BLUE  51
Patrick Cleasby on the latest developments in the high definition format war...
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FLUID MOTION  64
Tony Bolton celebrates Transcriptors’ Hydraulic Reference - a film star turntable!
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VINYL NEWS  85
Paul Rigby has all the latest black plastic releases.

ACOUSTIC SOLID CLASSIC WOOD  86
David Allcock checks out this German company’s quirky mid-price turntable.

PRO-JECT RPM1 GENIE  90
This new entry level turntable enchants Adam Smith...

VALVE PHONO STAGES  94
Tony Bolton compares valve phono stages from Icon Audio, Quad and Eastern Electric.

NORDOST HEIMDALL/AUDIOPHILE BASE  98
Two essential vinyl accessories reviewed by David Price.
Gold Signature

We've claimed that Gold Signature reaches unprecedented standards of design, innovation, performance, technical excellence, build quality and value in its class. But you don't have to take our word for it.

Of the GS10, Hi Fi Choice said "...this one most definitely sings...its appeal is obvious...it is a vice-free, expressive and refined speaker with more than enough subtlety and transparency to suit almost any taste, and the resolving ability required to extract the most from high-quality amplifiers and source components."

And for Hi Fi World the GS60s 'are a class act...an addictive listen...clear, fast and detailed like little else'. It awards top marks 'for the totality of its engineering, superb finish and great price.'

If you're looking for affordable high-end performance and engineering wrapped in beautiful wood veneers and piano lacquer finishes, just listen to the chorus of acclaim.

monitoraudio.co.uk
STREAMING MEDIA

Leema’s brand new Stream CD player delivers “breathtaking performance in a beautifully ergonomic package”, the company claims. It sports Leema’s unique MD2 Active Differential Multi-DAC technology, where sixteen 24bit/192KHz Crystal CS454x multibit Delta-Sigma converters are used, and an unbalanced stereo output is derived from a fully balanced signal that is generated in the digital domain. Apart from the standby button there is just one control: Leema’s L-Drive. This “intuitively performs all the usual CD functions” such as CD tray open and close, play, stop, previous and next track as well as allowing direct track access. To match this comes Leema’s new Pulse amplifier, said to be “easily capable of driving today’s audiophile speakers with a vice-like grip and precise control”. Input selection includes an AV input, separate moving magnet and moving coil phono inputs and a front panel mounted MP3 player input. The company claim 80W RMS per channel into 8 Ohms, and nearly twice that into 4. Prices are £1,095 for the Stream CD player and £1,195 for the Pulse integrated amplifier. For more information, click on www.leema-acoustics.com or call +44(0)1938 811900.

NEW HORIZONS

The Boston Acoustics brand is back in the UK, and the new Horizon floorstanding range is the latest addition to the portfolio. Its novel moulded self-damping ABS cabinets are said to achieve rigidity equivalent to 3/4-inch MDF; the company says. Extensive ribbing and bracing is used on the inside of the moulding, which further strengthens the structure. The £469 HS450 features dual 5 1/4 inch mid-woofers with dual passive radiators, while the pricier £669 HS460 has dual 6 1/2 inch units plus passive radiators. A 1 inch Kortec soft dome tweeter completes the driver count. Both speakers come with an unusual soft-couch finish with colour-coordinated rubber trim, while the Boston Personal Option Plan lets buyers to match speakers to their taste, using replaceable cloth speaker grilles. For more information click on www.bostonacoustics.com or call +44(0) 1753 287 947.

DANISH NEW

Davone’s stunningly styled new Rithm loudspeaker is described as “a unique design concept which does away with the normal square box format and gives music back its natural form”. By using specialised wood moulding technology from the Danish design furniture industry, the company has come up with a fluid shaped, 700x210x600mm cabinet with acoustic properties that surpass the normal square box format, they say. Prices are said to be between 3500 and 4000 Euro per pair, and they come in quarter sawn Oak and slab cut Walnut, with a Black Oak to follow next month. For more information call +45 3323 8811 or click on www.davoneaudio.com.
MONITOR REFERENCE

Harbeth's new reference Monitor M40.1 was unveiled at January's Las Vegas CES show. The new three-way loudspeaker is an evolution of the original Monitor 40, itself "a direct drop-in replacement" for the famous LS5/8 when it suddenly ceased production upon the demise of Rogers. "The Monitor 40 has worked well in the 'dry' acoustic favoured by broadcasters," says Harbeth's Alan Shaw, "and we have sold the speaker to the BBC and a host of commercial programme makers". The new Harbeth-designed bass unit in the M40.1 is the culmination of a twelve-month research programme initiated when the previous model's was no longer available. As part of the design process, a prototype M40.1 was carefully evaluated in the BBC research department's anechoic chamber at Kingswood Warren in Surrey. The company claims "drier, tighter and more extended bass, noticeably increased sensitivity, easier amplifier load and smoother overall balance" for the new speaker. For more details on Harbeth products, click on www.harbeth.co.uk.

WELL CONNECTED

NAD's new C715 Compact Music System is an affordable music centre bringing together a sensitive FM/AM tuner with 30 station memory (and with the C715DAB, a DAB tuner too), CD player, 2x24W amplifier and a versatile remote control. Its compact size (only 8 1/2 inches wide) makes it perfect for locations where music is desired but space is at a premium, the company says. Connections for adding portable devices are available on the front panel - a USB port lets users easily transfer music files. All functions are available using the supplied remote control. The NAD C715 costs £325, with the DAB version costing £425. For more information, click on http://nadelectronics.com.

FOR THE RECORD

Clearaudio has made a name for itself as a purveyor of fine turntables, tonearms and cartridges, so it's no surprise that the company now has a test record designed to optimise setup. Phono cartridges need running-in to reach their full sonic potential, which can take anything up to one hundred hours, and the Clearaudio Cartridge Break-in Record is designed to speed this. An endless groove cut with pink noise, a total of twelve continuous tracks are provided along with other tracks to aid the accurate set up of the cartridge, tonearm, turntable and the whole hi-fi system. Pressed onto high quality vinyl, it costs £45. For details call Audio Reference on +44(0)1483 301412 or click on www.audioreference.co.uk.

THE EQUALISER

XTZ's (220 Euro) Room Equaliser is a box "with all you need" for analysing your listening room's acoustics. It features a USB microphone with a built-in soundcard, plus easy PC software "that does not require any greater computer skills", plus a user manual and cables and connectors for hooking up your system and/or subwoofer. It performs frequency response measurement, high resolution room analysis, room mode finder and a spectrogram. For more information click on www.xtz.se or www.xtz.se.

SPOTTED:

Hi-Fi PR svengali Andy Giles whetting his whistle at his much publicised December party. Thousands of fans from all around the world paid hundreds of pounds to come and see him - including his support band Led Zeppelin, also reportedly on fine form too...
FIRE STARTER
Escient's new Fireball S-E500i is a hard disk server described as "an amazingly pain-free way to get the most from your music collection". The latest music server from the American specialist integrates your hi-fi with music stored on everything from a computer to an iPod. Its colossal half terabyte hard disk can hold up to 8,500 hours or almost one year's worth of music, and works with FLAC, WMA, AAC and MP3 files. It also browses, plays and transfers music stored on any Apple Mac or Windows computer. It can import and manage songs purchased from online music stores, such as iTunes, or stream radio stations directly via the Internet. Via the optional Escient FP-I universal dock, the Fireball transfers music to and from an iPod or any MP3 portable. It can be controlled from any PDA and is completely compatible with multi-room control systems from Marantz, Crestron, AMX, Niles and many more. For details call +44(0)1753 680023 or visit www.escienteurope.com.

ACCUSTIC FEEDBACK
Accustic Arts' new £4,995 Tube-Dac II is described as a "state of the art digital to analogue converter" that combines the advantages of both solid state and vacuum tubes. The first component in the company's new Reference Series uses bespoke signal processing technology, routing digital inputs through a 32 bit microprocessor containing a high precision quartz crystal-oscillator, 32 bit digital filter and 26 parallel operating processors which scan the incoming signal and calculate two 32-bit signals for the left and right channels respectively. These are then decoded in two separate DAC chips in full dual mono configuration, and sent to a Tube-Hybrid filter circuit, leaving the unit via balanced XLR-outputs or unbalanced RCA outputs. For more information, click on www.accusticarts.de. [STOP PRESS: see p10 for a full review]

THE REEL THING
Here's something you don't see very often — new music released on open reel analogue tape! In a world of optical discs and digital downloads, The Tape Project's first title, 'The Number White' by jazz singer Jacqui Naylor has just been released to market on reel to reel tape. This is first in a series of analogue releases "that gives the discerning audiophile an analogue listening experience almost like hearing the original master tape", says the company. Slated for ten releases per year and sold primarily on a subscription basis, the 15 ips (inches per second) half-track stereo, reel-to-reel recordings encompass a wide range of musical styles. The company is recommending tape machines and specifications for playback, as well as offering its own specially modified tape decks with custom valve components from Bottlehead Corp. Full descriptions of each music selection is available at The Tape Project website (www.tapeproject.com/catalog/catalog.htm). There are two tiers of subscription costs: $1,200 US for a selection of six of the ten releases a year, or charter subscriptions of $2,000 US a year to get all ten releases. Each album will be also sold individually for $329 US to non-subscribers. Each tape release comes in a custom box with full-size color artwork. "The highest quality duplicating system that has ever been attempted" is claimed to give "the most involving experience that has ever come from reproduced music", no less! For details, call +1(650) 303 2565 or click on www.pdbmusic.com.

iTIME
PMC's new i series directly replaces the company's DBI+, TB2+, GB1, FB1+ and OB1 loudspeakers. Three major technical upgrades are featured, including a new precision built Solonex soft dome tweeter with custom dispersion plate co-developed with SEAS, new PMC designed mid/bass drivers displaying higher power handling and a flatter, lower distortion mid range and hand built high order crossovers featuring French Solen capacitors. These make for "a greater soundstage with a more tangible vocal character and faster, cleaner edged bass", says PMC. The hand finished exterior has also undergone an extensive makeover with the cabinet veneered on all surfaces and a deeper and finer sheen. Prices are £770 for the DBII, £950 for the TB2i, £1,275 for the GBII, £1,850 for the FBII and £2,950 for the OBII. For further information click on www.pmc-speakers.com.
When it comes to high end silver disc sound, Accustic Arts' CD Drive 1 Mk2/Tube DAC II can teach the best a thing or two, says David Price...

As regular readers will know, it's not every day that this magazine bestows glowing praise upon boxes of electronics designed to play Compact Discs, so I suppose it is all the more significant when it ever happens. Several months back, Accustic Arts was a rare recipient of the Price purple prose - I found the high end CD Player 1 Mk 2 to be an exceptionally good sounding device.

Well, now I've been let loose with their very best two box machine, costing some
£8,000 in total. The £2,990 Tube DAC II Mk 2 and £4,990 Tube DAC II is an interesting package, but not without foibles. Unlike Naim’s superb CD555/PS555 — another one of that select group of truly special CD players — the Accustic Arts duo follows the conventional paradigm for high end CD; namely the transport in one box and the DAC in another (the Naim has both in one box, plus a separate external power supply). The problem is that it seems Accustic Arts don’t advise positioning the transport box on the DAC box, as the latter is a tube design and risks overheating — which makes sitting it on crowded equipment racks such as mine more of a chore than it should be. Can AA really not design a DAC that can keep itself cool?

Other quirks of this package include the excessive size (482x100x375mm) of each box, which I suppose is par for the course for high end stuff, and the slightly chunky top loading arrangement of the CD Drive 1 Mk2. I didn’t really like it on the CD Player 1 and still don’t — the £1,500 Raysonic CD128 feels nicer to use, and the top loading £4,000 Naim CD555 feels like a work of architectural art by comparison.

Although it lacks the finessed feel of many other top loaders, it’s very solidly made indeed. You slide the mirror finish lid of the drive open manually, insert the disc, hit the magnetic disc clamp and slide it closed. Then the Philips CDH Pro 2M drive, with its cast metal frame and clever mechanical decoupling spins up the CD and you’re off. But again, the front mounted controls feel crude; the action is smooth but they’re simply too big — like a Fisher Price My First CD Player. By comparison with the £10,000 Esoteric X-01, it’s like a Casio G-Shock against a Patek Philippe...

Inside its 15kg box, the CD Drive 1 Mk 2 sports a big magnetically shielded 75VA toroidal core transformer with 45,000 µF capacitors courtesy of four separate supplies, for laser control, digital signal processing, display control and display heating. It is constructed with separate shielded compartments for the drive mechanism, mains power components, digital signal processing and display control. Digital outputs comprise a balanced XLR with HF-transformer plus similarly equipped unbalanced RCA and BNC outputs. The 12kg Tube DAC II is a fascinating bit of kit; so obviously not just another proprietary digital-to-analogue converter chip stuck in a box, Accustic Arts use their own unique ‘2x32bit’ technology, giving simultaneous digital signal processing, separately for left and right channels, via a 32bit microcomputer. This contains a precision crystal oscillator, 32bit digital filter and 26 parallel working multiplier processors. This feeds a full Class A valve analogue output stage, aspirated by a very chunky 84,000 µF power supply section via two magnetically shielded toroidal core transformers. AA say that, “all components used are of outstanding quality”.

Instead of following the herd with an upsampling DAC/digital filter, Accustic Arts have chosen to do things differently. When reading the audio data stream from the transport, the special digital filter takes a mean value via its parallel multiplier network until an accuracy of 32 bits is achieved. “This so-called mean value method is highly precise”, compared to upsampling where “the failures are also upsampled”, the company says. It also offers automatic de-emphasis, recognising the many classical music discs of the 1990s with pre-emphasis recorded and correcting them via DSP. Finally, the system outputs the separate left and right channels simultaneously via two separate lines, whereas “all other current D/A converters alternately process the left and then the right channel”.

**SOUND QUALITY**

As someone once said, it’s “déjà vu all over again” hearing this high end Accustic Arts combination — barely had the first bar of Soul II Soul’s ‘Back to Life’ kicked in and I was remembering moments last year spent with the CD Player 1 Mk II. This twin box high end cousin is better of course, but it still has that distinctly ‘undigital’ sound that, as I’ve said, I rarely hear from silver disc...

At very first acquaintance, this AA twosome impresses on a hi-fi level. Its tonality is beautiful, by which I don’t mean it’s as warm as a greenhouse in the tropics — rather, it’s very neutral, natural and seemingly distortion-free.

The track’s female vocals were deep, fruity, breathy and arresting direct, as this player portrayed their inherent tonality like few others. Move to Supertramp’s ‘School’ and it did precisely the same thing, Roger Hodgson’s vocals, often sounding anaemic and chromium-plated on lesser machines, seemed hauntingly real thanks to a total absence of digital artefacts.

Still, within seconds it’s not that splendid clarity and immediacy across the midband that you’re struck by, but the fact that you’re listening to a real musical event without being aware of one’s cartridge tracing a vinyl groove. (Normally, I only feel like I’m listening to real musicians playing for me — as opposed to a plastic facsimile of it — when my turntable is rotating...)

For this writer then, what defines the sound of the Accustic Arts top two-boxer is its wonderfully organic nature, and this ultimately comes down to the special way it times. Interestingly, it doesn’t play rhythms like Naim’s CD555, which has a very positive, pronounced and explicit sort of style. Rather, just like the CD Player 1 Mk II before it, this twosome is both deliciously relaxed yet sharp-as-a-knife. Just like a good 300B valve amplifier, it gives all the appearance of being laid back and easy going, and then hits you right between the eyes with its dizzying speed and glassy clarity.

Sony Music’s excellent remaster of Peter Gabriel’s ‘Solsbury Hill’ was
Simplicity.

The Aura Note: Perfect Everywhere.

Hate clutter and complication?
Aura Note is the answer for all music lovers who value elegance, ease of use, and stunning sound quality.

www.hifi500.com
www.aprilmusic.com
UK: +44 1900 813064

Features
• Top-loading mechanism for best CD playback
• 50 Watts/channel stereo amplifier
• AM/FM Tuner with multiple presets
• USB input for use with computer and external USB memory
• One Touch Recording to USB (FM&CD with 128 k bps)
• Aux input for portable music players
• Easy-to-read LED panel
• Simple, intuitive user interface
• On/off timer

Circuitry and design highlights
• State-of-the-art internal DAC
• Custom-made toroidal transformer
• High-current power supply
• MOSFET output stage
• CS3310 digital volume control
• CD stabilizer
• Glass cover
• Remote control
• Classic British design by Kenneth Grange
song's climax without the slightest hint of losing its vice-like hold on the respective positions and parts of all the instruments involved. Such grace under pressure marks this package as truly exceptional - however complex the music becomes it never loses its grip, or descend into harshness or grain. Unexpectedly perhaps, it's also super in the soundstaging department, the duo opening a wide window onto the world that provides a panoramic view. Inside this, all instruments are locked solid, whilst - depending on the recording - the vocalist or soloist towers high above, behind or in front of the plan of your loudspeakers. Although lacking high end vinyl's truly three dimensional pur-view, its image width, height and depth are surely about as good as it gets from 16bit digital.

CONCLUSION
Accustic Arts CD Drive I Mk. 2/Tube DAC I is a hard machine to criticise; it comes as close to my sonic (if not aesthetic or ergonomic) ideal from 16bit as makes no difference. With a sound that's so faithful to the live or studio performance - thanks to its

Diffusion

Dynamics are also delightful; again the AA feels a tad less in-your-face than the supercharged Naim machine, but it can roar like a lion if called upon so to do. The crescendo part to Peter Gabriel's 'Humdrum' was blissful, with the Accustic Arts combo remaining languidly smooth whilst blasting out the

Vocal separation

height and depth are surely about as good as it gets from 16bit digital.
Electrocompaniet has been in the High End audio market for 35 years. The last few years have been characterised by continuous innovations and a rapidly expanding international market. Our products are sold in more than 40 countries, with a range spanning audio, visual, stereo and multichannel technologies.

We have today one of the most complete High End product lines with more than 30 products in all price ranges.

Please visit one of our shops for a demonstration and let us show you why our products are so popular throughout the world.
Low Life

Three Hi-Fi World reviewers were tasked to assemble their best budget system below £800 — and they came up with three very different solutions. David Price is your host...

It's all too easy being blind when you're a hi-fi hack. If you find yourself in a situation where your system's not doing quite what you want it to, you just pick up the phone to a manufacturer and ask them if they've got something that you think will fix it.

This creates an unhealthy state of mind which pervades all journalists across all the magazines — put crudely, we're not terribly in touch with cheap stuff. Whilst our own abodes may not be palatial, we invariably have a healthy throughput of equipment that is. A £10,000 CD player here, a pair of £6,000 speakers there, plus the occasional £2,000 tonearm thrown in for good measure means that we tend to occasionally forget that much of this sort of exotica is out of many audiophiles' reach.

Well, I thought it was time for us to put on, figuratively speaking, a hair shirt and sit on a woolsack — and assemble systems coming in at a good deal less than £1,000. A little dose of real life wasn't going to hurt us, was it? All that remained for me was to find three victims — I mean reviewers — to rise to the challenge...

Well, the ever diligent Mr. Vithana was the first to get my call — and to give him credit he rather liked the idea. Channa, whose day job is an architect, appreciates "the stripped-down aesthetic", as he put it in his own distinctive way, and didn't seem in the least bit worried. Indeed CV was never a fan of vast sprawling hi-fi boxes, ostentatiously advertising their worth with fussy styling and fripperies. To him, the chance to do a minimalist, low rent system rather appealed.

My next sufferer (I mean reviewer) was our very own Adam Smith. As I explained my plan to do a "real world budget system feature", he looked a little nervous, and when I told him the budget he seemed unhappier still, especially as I stated firmly that eBay and second hand shops were out of bounds! Then I spotted a little twinkle in his eyes, and he said, "Can I do one with a turntable?". Of course said I, and AS suddenly looked as happy as a drunk locked in an off licence. Nanoseconds later, that glint brightened appreciably as he announced, "I'll do a Technics"...

Having press-ganged two hapless hi-fi hacks in on the project, my thoughts turned to my third victim — Noel, perchance? But then I remembered that recently he's been moaning about £5,000 loudspeakers more than a Mancunian complains about rain, so his rarefied sensibilities might not be attuned to £150 CD players right at this very moment. So who else could rise to the low rent hi-fi test? Doh, it had to be me!

Of course, Channa would have already come up with the best possible budget CD system, whereas Adam was already removing the headshell grommet from a new SL1210, so that left me with the audio equivalent of the 'sloppy seconds'. Well, not wishing to be beaten at playing Channa or Adam's games (and they would, of course, be getting the best in that they'd heard at the price), I decided to do something completely different in the shape of an Apple iPod-based set-up. The question was, which one would turn in the best sound quality of the three? Seconds out, round one...
This is my first Hi-Fi World fixed-price system challenge, and it required a slight brain re-train. You see, when a reader writes in with a request for equipment, we always like to give a few different options - after all, one person's 'laid back and smooth' is another person's 'flat and dull'. So naturally, my mind immediately started to ponder various possibilities and got into a bit of a tangle. That was, until I stopped and reminded myself that I needed to think in terms of what would I buy were it my own precious funds at stake - then it became easier.

Starting at the source, there are some very fine turntables around the £200-£400 mark but I knew straight away what I wanted, and that was a Technics SL-1210Mk2. I realise this may cause some raised eyebrows but it really was no contest for me - this deck has absolutely the best bass you will find on any turntable south of £1,500 or so and the rest of the frequency range is pretty good as well, even in standard form, with a couple of provisos. Firstly, that rubber washer between arm and headshell is best removed so that the headshell can be firmly clamped to the tube and, secondly, the rubber mat that many still come with is best junked and replaced by a thin felt item.

To briefly recap, the deck is a two-speed direct drive design, with variable speed and virtually instantaneous platter start and stop - belt drives seem comically slow and laborious in comparison. It comes fitted with a shiny S-shaped arm that is something of a bone of contention between editor DP and myself. He hates it with a passion, but I personally believe that, although it doesn't allow the full potential of the motor unit to shine through, it can still perform quite nicely [mumble, grumble, etc. - Ed.].

...in which our resident vinyl geek Adam Smith blows most of his budget on the analogue front end...
on where you buy it from, the SL-1210 will come without a cartridge or, if you're really unlucky, it will come with a Stanton 500 pre-fitted. Either way, a decent hi-fi cartridge is required and you need look no further than Audio Technica's £30 AT110E as an excellent starting point. It is a definite step up over the £22 AT95E and turns in a remarkably respectable performance for its low price.

My next thought turned to loudspeakers and, sadly, the imposed budget constraint ruled out my favourite Usher S-520s, as their £320 selling price would leave me £60 for amplifier, phono stage and interconnector. As a wise man once said, "miracles are instantaneous; the impossible takes a bit longer"... Consequently, my mind turned to cheaper designs and led me to Mordaunt Short. Their Avant 902i is one heck of a lot of high quality loudspeaker for £150 and this would leave me a decent budget for amplification. The 902is are a compact standmounter, available in Black, Calvados and Honey Maple finishes and use Mordaunt Short’s latest generation of drive units, namely a one inch (25mm) aluminium dome tweeter and 5.25 inch (130mm) CPC aluminium bass/mid driver.

For amplification, my first thought was the NAD C315BEE that I reviewed in the January 2008 Issue of Hi-Fi World. However, whilst the NAD and MS worked well together on most levels, the amplifier’s rather soft bass was not seeming to help the loudspeakers’ occasional reticence in bass detail terms. Consequently I dug out its rival, the Cambridge Azur 340A SE and this did the trick perfectly. It is interesting to note that Cambridge Audio and Mordaunt Short equipment generally works so well together, but I suppose this is not a surprise, given that their respective design centres are separated by little more than a staircase at Audio Partnership’s headquarters in London!

All that was required now was a phono stage and some cables, so I plumped for Cambridge Audio’s £490 plus a 1m length of their Atlantic interconnect and, having exhausted my budget, a few pounds worth of B&Q’s finest 6A mains cable for loudspeaker connection duties.

**SOUND QUALITY**

I absolutely guarantee that you will not hear bass like this from any other system at the price (sorry, David and Channal). Take the rock-solid and snappy low end of a Technics DD, combine with the punchy bass delivered by the Cambridge and send it out to the world through loudspeakers like the Mordaunt Shorts, and you have the recipe for some impressive low end action.

The system sounded tight and deep, with enough low end impact to do a passable impression of small floorstanders, rather than standmounts. Reaching straight for some reggae in the form of Maxi Priest’s ‘Maxi’, the bass line from ‘Wild World’ was magnificently reproduced. Each bass note was snappy, swift and expertly rendered; the Technics’ bass insight working perfectly with the Avants, which can tend to be a little veiled in this area, to ensure that everything shone through perfectly.

Across the rest of the frequency range, the Technics/Cambridge/MS system worked beautifully as well. As would be expected from a good direct drive, instruments were very well defined, with leading edges of strings expertly delineated, and good levels of perception right into the depths of the mix. The system laid the performance out nicely across the soundstage and offered commendable width, pushing the action right up to the loudspeakers and out into the room.

Spinning Diana Krall’s ‘Christmas Songs’, her version of ‘Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas’ was sublime, with her vocals suitably husky and intimate. Equally, the backing double bass provided a solid underpinning and the piano sounded just like a piano should, with real presence to each note. Although perhaps not spreading out the performance behind the plane of the loudspeakers as well as a more expensive setup, the system nonetheless created a good sense of spaciousness across the front of the soundstage to wrap the performance around the listener. At the top end, treble was crisp and detailed, with fine levels of insight into instruments. Cymbals were snappy and had a delicious metallic ring to them but without ever straying into being splashy or messy. Spinning ‘Uranus the Magician’ from Holst’s ‘Planets’ showed that the Technics/Cambridge/MS setup also has a superb ability to follow orchestral action from a murmur to a soaring crescendo, and hang onto it with impressive dexterity. Never once did I feel that I needed to make any excuses for any aspects of the system’s performance as a result of its comparatively low price.

Continuing the acoustic theme and spinning Antonio Forcione’s ‘Touch Wood’, the Technics/ Cambridge/MS setup once again proved that the intricacies of real instruments held no fear. The fretwork on each of the acoustic guitars was well revealed, and the double bass, which can sometimes shrink into the background somewhat, remained well placed within the mix. Once again, the SL-1210 Mk2 proved its worth at the low end by picking up each bass string pluck with commendable accuracy.

**CONCLUSION**

This system proves very nicely the theory that we always try to remind everyone of; namely synergy. It shows that setting up a good system is not just a case of gathering a bunch of ‘live globe’ products and putting them all together. Obviously, each of the system components are fine performers in their own right but, most importantly, they complement each other to gel superbly.

Another nice aspect of the system is its user-friendliness, thanks in no small part to the Technics turntable. The headshell comes off to make cartridge fitment easy, arm VTA adjustment can be carried out with a record playing if you’re careful enough and operating it consists of hitting one button to start and stop the deck and two other buttons for speed selection - no messing about with belts and platters to change speed here! Finally, the deck really is built like the proverbial tank and I feel sure will still be spinning silently when we’re all long dead and gone.

All in all, theTechnics, Cambridge Audio and Mordaunt Short system assembled here is a mightily impressive vinyl playing setup. Even at its fairly modest price, it offers a dynamic, tight and detailed performance that really gets to the heart of what vinyl is about.
Bit Player

Channa Vithana’s budget Compact Disc system sounds far better than its lowly price-tag suggests, providing it’s carefully tuned...

I didn’t instantly recoil in horror when editor David asked me to assemble a sub-£800 Compact Disc-based system, because gone are the dark days of the eighties when most inexpensive CD players would perform sonically-assisted dental filling removal the moment the play button was pressed. Thankfully, modern machines have improved with better build, power supplies and Bitstream DAC implementations, and an excellent example of this digital renaissance is, of course, Cambridge Audio’s range of affordable audiophile kit.

Their £149.95 340C CD player is a quintessential low cost, high quality design. For example, the casework is well constructed and aesthetically pleasing, with its non-standard side panels, flush-mounted fixings and thick aluminium front. Unlike many at the price, rapping it with your knuckles isn’t akin to banging a tin drum — rather it resonates very little, which can only be good for sonics. It uses a smooth-loading proprietary acoustically damped transport mechanism with Sony optics and Crystal CS4338 24 bit/96kHz DAC with separate analogue and digital power supplies. The 430x70x310mm machine also has optical and coaxial digital outputs and weighs an impressive (at the price) 4.6kg.

Working with the aforementioned Cambridge Audio silver disc spinner is the new £180 NAD C315BEE amplifier, the self-same that Adam reviewed in our January 2008 issue. It was awarded the full fat five globes, and under measurement Noel wrung 55 Watts into 8 Ohms and 80 Watts into 4 Ohms from its innards, which is much higher than NAD’s factory specification of 40 Watts into 8 Ohms. Indeed, Noel stated that distortion levels were extremely low at all levels and frequencies - just what was needed if I was to better my rivals’ systems!

The little NAD integrated has up to seven inputs, including a front-mounted iPod/MP3 socket and switchable tone controls, balance,
headphone and remote-control. Although individual bass and treble knobs will be heresy to purists, let us remember that some people have to live in the real world, and if you're committing 'just' £1,000 on a complete hi-fi system it proves you're more realistic than many reading this magazine, some of whom spend such amounts on interconnects. The NAD comes in the new modern Titanium silver finish or the company's classic military grey, which is my preferred option as this is how a NAD should look: a purposeful and business-like countenance that performs way beyond price and size considerations. Happily, this is precisely what I believe I have achieved with this system. To complete it, instead of going the obvious Usher SS20 route that DP took (hurrumph! — ed.) I pointed my ears in the direction of the new Acoustic Energy Aegis Neo One standmounter, the very loudspeaker that received five globes in our February 2008 issue. I knew instantly that these would form a good match to the Cambridge and NAD because in my experience, the lower-cost AEs have always timed well and provided a propulsive and clear sound. The single-wired Neo Ones feature a 130mm pressed alloy mid/bass cone and 25mm neodymium ring radiator tweeter. The 357x182x237mm cabinets which weigh 6kg are made of braced 15mm MDF and come in Black Ash, Light Oak and Walnut finishes. The quoted frequency range is 45Hz-45kHz with 8ohm impedance and 89dB sensitivity.

**SOUND QUALITY**

Even cold out of the box, the basic quality of these components shone through, giving a sound that was disproportionately good considering its lowly retail price. This was surprising in itself, but I hadn't bargained on the magnitude of improvement that the extra outlay on interconnects and mains cable would bring. Suitably wired up, the Cambridge Audio/NAD/Acoustic Energy system seemed to gel, proving rhythmically coherent, tight and tuneful across every music I tried. Listening commenced with the challenging 'String Quartets and Duets' on Sony Classical by György Ligeti. This CD has an edgy music structure - a traditional hallmark of Ligeti's works - and is notable for the destructive ability of the violins with their potential for very strident high-frequencies if the system isn't good enough. Thus, I wasn't expecting great things from my humble budget system; especially since it was a CD-based one and I'd duly anticipated it being cold...

Well I wouldn't quite call the results warm in the classical analogue sense, but it was nonetheless a satisfyingly smooth sounding set-up. Not only did it capture the deftly layered phrasing of the sinister Ligeti violins, but there was little in the way of high frequency stridency. Instead, I heard real depth and clarity to the cello, making the Ligeti works thoroughly convincing. Powering up my £10,000+ reference Densen/Spendor CD system showed the budget combo's restricted bandwidth, but it gave nothing away in terms of musical timing which made it just as much fun to listen to. 'The Chauffeur' from Duran Duran's 'Rio' proved a delight via this system, which gives impressive instrumental separation and managed to unwarp the intricate opening layers of the complex recording. The Acoustic Energy speakers delivered an expressive, clear and atmospheric sound, ably capturing the lilting, nor
feel of the music.

I next subjected myself to the fire-breathing rock of Guns 'n' Roses' first and best album, 'Appetite For Destruction'. 'Rocket Queen' was an exhilarating power-house rush as Duff McKagan's sinuous bass lines pushed the song along its trajectory. Guitarist Slash could be heard doing his complex rhythm and lead parts with ease, while Axl Rose's powerful voice was also well resolved. I could hear his singing parts and the chord changes of the guitar lines interacting with the perfectly-placed (and notoriously recorded) sighing female vocals which permeate throughout.

**CONCLUSION**

Whilst this is far from the best system I've ever heard, it does give a tremendous bang for the buck. Costing around £530 for the Cambridge CD player, NAD integrated and Acoustic Energy loudspeakers — plus £102.50 for all the Supra cabling [see TUNING] — this turned out to be one of the nicest integrated systems I have heard in ages. The music was full of life, bristling with detail, depth and a wide-open acoustic canvas that made me want to keep listening.

Previously, Adam noted slightly loose bass within the NAD and AE reviews as their only minor flaws, but with the crisp sounding Cambridge Audio Azur 340C and high-resolution Supra cables, in this case such anomalies were harder to spot. Be it classical Ligeti, electro-pop Duran Duran or hard rocking Guns n' Roses, the system served up rhythmically coherent, tight and tuneful music. Allow it about a week's worth of running-in and it will make you forget all about hi-fi and instead enjoy music much more, for far less money.

**TUNING**

I needed something special to bring this budget system to life, but at a low cost, so I contacted Supra Cables and they supplied me with a rather attractive and nicely made set of wires in Ice Blue! Sweden-based Supra is a rarity amongst cable manufacturers in that their products are made in-house and not merely assembled from outsourced parts. The LoRad 1.5 CS-BS mains cable is fully CE approved and starts at £39.99 for one metre. It has gold-plated connectors with three sets of conductors and 90 x 0.15mm diameter strands of tinned Oxygen Free Copper (OFC). The Dual interconnect costs £44.99 for one metre and uses an aluminium foil screen with 19 x 0.127mm tin-plated strands of OFC. The Rondo 2x2.5 loudspeaker cable costs a very reasonable £3.50 per metre, and it was recommended by Supra UK to have them unterminated as this offers superior sound quality plus keeps the cost down. The Rondo features two conductors and 320 x 0.10mm diameter strands of tin-plated OFC. The Supra cables came in high-quality ‘Heat & Ageing Resistant’ PVC jacket. In use, the Supras were, well, super compared to a fully run-in set of 'free' interconnects, a standard-issue moulded mains cable (into the Cambridge) and cheap 79 strand loudspeaker cable which cost £50/pair. The Supra upgrade was frankly, enormously by comparison, where they not only revealed the fantastic timing of the Cambridge, NAD and AE combination but also excellent levels of instrumental and vocal resolution and spatiality. These attributes allowed the music to be free-floating, lacking in harshness and yet remain emotionally involving unlike many a mid in high-end that concentrate on a few key non-musical 'hi-fi' misnomers like 'sound staging' and 'warmth.'
Come and meet the Hi-Fi World team in the conservatory for our latest subscription offer at The Bristol Show Sound & Vision Show on 22nd-24th February 2008 at The Marriott City Centre Hotel.
The combination of Technics turntable, Cambridge Audio amp and Mordaunt Short speakers is big audio dynamite...

The sound coming from a modest system of carefully matched separates, properly set up and positioned, is a sharp reminder to me — who lives his hi-fi life mostly at the high end — of just how good entry level stuff can be. It’s also far easier to make an expensive system sound bad (i.e. by getting one of the many set-up parameters wrong) than it is to get an honest budget one such as Channa’s to work badly. I love the functional simplicity of it, and the fact that you can just feed it a disc, whack up the volume and enjoy it.

There’s no waiting for your valves to warm up, no worries about whether that £600 you’ve just lavished on interconnects was money well spent, and no crowding around it at parties lest Auntie Jackie spills her glass of Australian Chardonnay on it. Channa’s Cambridge Audio/NAD/Acoustic Energy combo just plays music in a stress-free and enjoyable way that lets you focus on the music itself rather than the hi-fi, and I’ve heard some £100,000 systems that can’t do that.

Keen students of statistics will have deduced that Adam wins our super budget system shootout; then. Not only for having the audacity to use a turntable, but for bringing it in on budget (unlike yours truly). Much has been written about the Technics SL-1200 in these pages of late, and once again it proves its worth as a brilliant budget buy. I can’t think of anything else for £350-ish that touches it sonically — turntable or CD — but there are some caveats...

As Adam explained, the Technics needs careful setting up with a decent cartridge, and not everyone can do this. It is obviously only of interest to those with a sizeable vinyl collection — or the intention to acquire one — and it’s not as compact, user-friendly or indeed family friendly as a CD player, as anyone with young children will know. So, Adam’s system is not for everyone — but boy, the sound is!

Small and cheap though it may be, the combination of a Technics SL1210 mk2, Cambridge Audio 340A SE and Mordaunt Short Avant 902is is big audio dynamite. The scale of the sound is in another league to the other two; despite the tiny speakers it hangs in the room with eerie realism, going wide out of the boxes.
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MIT AVt-1 INTERCONNECTS
£197 - 2metres
AVt-S1 LOUDSPEAKER CABLES
£505 - 3metres

There can be little that inflames many audiophiles like a debate about cables. Hi-Fi World is well aware of the benefits that good ones bring, but still cannot recommend spending silly amounts on them before the basic system hardware (source, amplification, speakers, etc.) is right first. They undoubtedly make a difference, but on a purely material cost level it’s hard to see how some high end prices are justified. Happily though, we can’t level such criticism at MIT with their AVt series of interconnects...

The company halls from Rocklin in California, and founder Bruce Bisson first started developing cables back in the 1970s. Many of his designs were licensed to Monster in the 1980s but in 1984 he branched out and founded MIT (Music Interface Technologies) in order to develop his own range of audio, video and mains cables.

Where MIT’s designs differ are in their use of passive networks along the cable in order to improve their transmission efficiency over a wide frequency range. MIT state that, “all cables have one ideal area where the capacitance, inductance and resistance are balanced for proper articulation. This describes a single-pole of articulation. With Multipole networks, we can create additional poles (within the cable) for ideal behaviour over a broader range than just cable”.

The AVt (Audio Video terminator) series are second up from the base of MIT’s range and the ‘1’ level comes above the ‘2’ and ‘3’ levels in this family. The AVt-S1 loudspeaker cables use ‘eight conductor’ geometry and P.E. insulation, and incorporate both a multipole network and MIT’s ‘Iconn’ connection system, where each conductor terminates in a gold plated screw thread, to which you can attach the connector of your choice – MIT supply both 4mm plugs and chunky spade terminals.

The AVt-1 interconnects are the matching items, offering ‘5 Patented Articulation Poles’ over a standard cable’s one, along with hybrid copper and silver conductor construction, dual shields and some very hefty locking phono plugs. Certainly in terms of build quality and construction, the AVt series items are very impressive, but does their performance convince?

In a word, yes. These are one of the most impressive cables we have auditioned. Listening to the loudspeaker cables first, the AVt-S1s offered a noticeable improvement over the van den Hul Royal Jade that is our normal reference item at World Towers. The MITs opened up the soundstage to let the whole performance flow from the loudspeakers and out into the room. The Jades are no slouches in this respect, but the AVt-S1s still showed them a clean pair of heels.

In frequency terms, bass was solid and tight and the MIT cables added a crispness and richness to the mid and upper frequencies that made instruments easier to follow, adding precision to leading edges and making it easier to pick up on subtle effects that normally remained tucked away in the back of the performance. Strings were better defined, cymbals sounded more metallic and vocalists gained extra body and scale.

Even more surprising were the AVt-1 interconnects, which did all the above plus more besides. Substituting these between CD player and amplifier was an ear-opening experience, not only in the way that they opened up the image scale, but also made everything snap into focus with real precision. Whether the source material was classical, rock, dance or jazz, the AVt-1s simply made everything sound more real, giving definition and an increased sense of impact to everything. A really impressive product that is worth the asking price in both construction and performance terms. [Contact: Audiobility, +44(0)870 777 2991, www.audiobilityuk.net]
"This is one of the most impressive hi-fi products I've heard this year"

Ketan Bharadia, Technical Editor What Hi-Fi? Sound And Vision, Awards 2007
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World Radio History
I still have a pair of Revolver R45 loudspeakers at home as stand ins to partner any amplifier that is giving me matching problems. Being many years old now, they might not have quite the most sophisticated sound going, but they do have a knack of making any amplifier sound balanced, unstressed and basically able to cope with life. As often as not, it is valve amplifiers that benefit most from their easy ways. The result is usually an entertaining sounding combination, for although the metal dome tweeter may be a little 'obvious' and a slight edginess from the glass fibre cones lends bite to the upper midband, underlying strengths such as a composed bass performance, plus a revealing midband can tease more from quality amplifiers than most alternatives available today.

Only RRR's FS100s have managed to be the answer to all problems in similar fashion, but they are too large for most people I suspect. Would Revolver's new Music 5s continue the role of having broad appeal; they are, after all, the same size and have a similar drive unit line up to my old R45s? Or would they build on the subtly different strengths of the Music 3s I reviewed in our November 2007 issue?

Standing 930mm tall the Music 5s are a fraction below the common 1 metre figure of many of today's floorstanders. At 25cms wide and 32/cms deep they look compact too and a reasonable 25kg weight makes them liftable. The Music 5s are as domesticated as the R45s I have around the house from one floor to another, according to where they are needed, low weight and compact dimensions make them easy to store and easy to move. A big improvement has been made to the standard of finish though. Where the artificial veneer of my 45s is starting to lift under the pressures of a hard reviewing life, the new Music 5s have a deep gloss black piano lacquer finish that's altogether classier and more professional. Edges are gently radiused and slippery smooth, the rear panel blends into the sides as it too bears the lacquer finish.

The front has a removable grill covered in black cloth. I remove grills simply because the internal edges of the drive unit cutouts set up complex reflections and refractions that degrade imagery. A smooth front face with heavily radiused edges best supports concise imaging in my experience, something the RRR FS100s again demonstrated to me until they were cruelly wrenched from the Keywood household before being declared 'furniture'! With grills removed the Music 5s still look good. Their woven glass fibre cone drive units look smarter than those in my old 45s, although in basic specification they are much alike. The top unit of the trio covers the midrange, matching into a metal dome tweeter at 3.5kHz. Below lie two more of these 165mm drivers to deliver bass, working up to 200Hz according to Revolver.

On the R45 and current RW45s the woven glass fibre cone of these drivers brings a sense of incision to the sound that almost certainly comes from cone breakup modes. Sounds bad perhaps, but in truth I have never found it detracts much from the listening experience - and most cone loudspeakers suffer 'breakup' to a varying degree. As a result vocals carry just a bit more bite than lies in the recording perhaps, but you need to have another loudspeaker for comparison to demonstrate this before it is apparent. Otherwise, the R45 seems natural enough. I mention this because the Music 5s eliminate this
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feature of the sound, explaining one obvious difference between the two loudspeakers.

The twin bass units work into a ported cabinet, the port being sited close to the floor for best boundary performance, Revolver say. In truth this best drives the vertical mode of a room, livening upper bass. The plinth is tapped to accept spikes for use through carpets, and gold plated bi-wire terminals will accept 4mm plugs, spade connectors or bare wires.

SOUND QUALITY

In essence the Music 5 offers an altogether smoother sound than the R45 or the later RW45, as I remember it. Whilst the basic construction and drive units are similar the presentation is not: the Music 5s differ by quite some margin. Where the R45s could be a little edgy as the glass fibre mat cone material brought an audible 'crack' to the sound as a result of breakup, no such effect exists in the Music 5s. Quite the reverse; they are now creamily smooth.

Even recordings which are in themselves a little edgy were gently honed to silkiness I noticed, whilst not losing treble sparkle. A Telarc DDD all-digital disc of 1990s Wagnerian Overtures and Scenes, laced with digitalitis that for me makes it barely playable, came over as rich, warm and full bodied. On the end of a muscular and forthright NAD M3 amplifier horns rasped, fruities, strings were creamy smooth, and kettle drum resonated through the room.

There was seemingly no holding back with grand Wagnerian crescendos; the orchestra had force and majesty, sailing forth from the Music 5s with a gusto that brought the majestic Overture of Reinzi thundering into the room. Where I can jump to turn down edgier sounding loudspeakers as they track a slow Wagnerian crescendo, the Music 5s remained easy sounding, confident smoothies. At times the violins that dance vigorously in Tannhauser were a little recessed for my liking; their contribution is important and not best underplayed like this. A -4dB dip in the Music 5's frequency response at crossover explains the smoothing effect. It existed with the excellent Music 3s but was more noticeable with the Music 5s.

With Rock music, heavy bass lines brought some boom from the cabinets, an effect that was evident with Angelique Kidjo albums where bass level is substantial. I studied our measurements and there is peaking at 100Hz that likely explains this. Otherwise, bass lines had weight and convincing depth, if not quite to subterranean levels. The complex rhythms were nicely separated and presented, but the Music 5's smoothness did mean there was some lessening of insight into the complex arrangements of percussion instruments, something I was not aware of with Music 3s. Vocals were clean and easy, and stereo images well established between the loudspeakers.

In a direct playoff I found that whilst the R45s brought out the best in valve amplifiers they were perhaps a little less kind to run of the mill solid-state. By way of contrast the new Music 5s lack the edginess of the 45s and smoothed solid-state amplifiers, so here is their meter. Where most modern loudspeakers tend to have a bright, forthright presentation, the Music 5s are relatively relaxed and easy on the ear. They are a good foil to modern transistor amplifiers that are a little bright in themselves, Denons and Marantz for example. The treble unit sounds more refined now, providing a sweet top end that was quite neutral - again good for modern amplifiers that can get almost tizzy at the top. Our measurements clearly identified this property too.

CONCLUSION

If you find modern loudspeakers overly bright and too forthcoming, perhaps ragged or revealing in front of a modern solid-state amplifier, then the Music 5s offer a fine alternative. I used them at home and in our office system, driven by a variety of amplifiers, both valve and solid-state and felt they best counterbalance the latter. A Marantz surround-sound receiver suited them - as it suited the Music 3s - and so did a powerful NAD M3. The Music 5s apply a calming hand to over enthusiastic recordings and amplifiers, bringing a relaxing presentation to both Rock and Classical. This makes them quite different to the RW4/5s. Rather, they are weightier versions of the Music 3s.
A new name to the UK, but Raysonic's star will shine brightly if the CD128 CD player is anything to go by, writes David Price...

**Ray Of Light**

What floats the audiophile boat in today's digital disc player world is likely to be interestingly or unusually styled — regardless of its intrinsic aesthetic worth. It has more than a passing chance of featuring valves, at least its analogue output stage, and is highly likely to make a styling feature of this rather than hide its light under a bushel (or top plate). Finally, more and more CD spinners are going topless, so to speak, meaning the end of the spectre of a little motorised tray that comes out to take the disc at the touch of the 'open' button.

In themselves, none of these features necessarily improves the sound, but that — it seems — isn't the point. As the insides of CD players become increasingly similar, today's machines at least have to look and feel different. To wit, we've had a number of such mid-price designs, not least the Shanling and Rega I've reviewed in the past couple of months, with striking top-loading styling and/or tube output stages. And now into the fray steps the Raysonic CD128, which presses all the above buttons — and seems to do so with more aplomb than any other I've tried at the price.

It's a beautifully built machine, feeling better styled and finished than the £1,600 Shanling CDT-1000se reviewed recently, for example. The lift-off disc loader and puck is very tactile, while the four Russian 6922EH valves are neatly inset into the top plate behind it, while the transport controls sit cleanly forward, either side of the tubes and are subtly uplit. It really does feel well conceived and all-of-a-piece, rather than just being contrivedly different for showroom appeal.

Inside the immaculately hewn 8mm thick aluminium (480x300x130mm, 11kg) case sits a suspended Sony KSS-213Q mechanism powered by a large C-core transformer, feeding a Burr Brown PCM1732 (quite an old chip that combines the HDCD decoding and filtering from Pacific Microsonics with a 24bit/88.2kHz upsampling DAC). This in turn drives a full Class A triode vacuum-tube output stage giving single-ended and balanced operation, with a smattering of designer passive components like Mundorf and Solen capacitors.

This Toronto designed, Chinese built machine reminds me of Plinius kit, thanks to the beautifully radiused curves at all four extremes of the large case, and feels so well made that it's a veritable showcase for modern CNC work. The full metal remote — suspiciously similar to some Shanling models I've seen — is also impressive, and it's here that you find the CD128's only special control — the upsampling button. You can also scroll through a three-stage display dimmer, and it's with the display off and the upsampling on where it gives of its best, which as we shall see is nothing to sniff at...

**SOUND QUALITY**

Were I to appear on Mastermind, my specialist subject would have to be 'contemporary CD players, £1,000 to £2,000' right now, such is the dizzying number I've reviewed of late, so I shall rather immodestly proclaim to be able to say authoritatively that this is a cracking machine.

The story so far is that the
Trew simply let it pass you by... you. On the same track, the Astin it suddenly jumps out and surprises until you reach a dynamic accent and lulls you into a false sense of security, naturally warm and inviting nature dynamics; at the very beginning its this, the Raysonic also showed super and less fluid. In conjunction with everything just that bit more orderly between on the notes, the percussion atmospheric way, offering less insight Astin Trew carried the song in a less into the recording, less depth and a natural as it was. By contrast, the still was the saxophone sound, which to give a rich, earthy and fulsome rendition of Ms. Adu's voice. Better really got into, Without sounding in demeanour.

Tonally, it's actually quite hard to pin the Raysonic down - its not as bright and spry as the rival Shangling or Rega thanks to a big hearted bass, but is airy up top and doesn't sound in any way rolled off. The deliciously transparent midband further confuses; it's both sumptuous on electric piano sounds on 808 State's 'Gorgeous' yet that very same instruments glistens with harmonics in a way I'm not used to hearing from CD. Pink Floyd's 'Us and Them' was a delight, giving an LP-like floaty feel and blissfully natural sounding instrumentation. The Astin Trew AT3500 was also a joy to behold, but just didn't quite have the incision, depth or confidence of the Raysonic.

Pink Floyd's 'Us and Them' showed the Raysonic at its very best, throwing out a canyon-like soundscape that was able to better even the widescreen Astin Trew. Inside this it imaged with precision and was easily able to hang instruments back when needed - only the Edgar CD-1 betters it at the price in this respect. The CD128 was also excellent when the mix got busy, separating all the strands out with ease and maintaining its distinctive easy musicality all the way through. Rarely have I heard 'Dark Side' so engaging and yet so natural on digital disc - at this price.

CONCLUSION

Another superb circa £1,500 silver disc player then, and surely fairly mean-spirited carping; brilliant build, lovely ergonomics, peachy looks and a sound to match make this a super silver disc player - and more than just another novelty with niche appeal.
A new star is born

Each year the European Imaging & Sound Association (EISA) assembles a panel of expert judges from some of the continent's leading hi-fi press to investigate the world's finest technology.

After rigorous evaluation they return to vote on one product in each category that they believe offers not only exceptional levels of performance but also provides incredible value. This year they chose the Cambridge Audio Azur 840A Class XD integrated amplifier.

"...a genuinely novel approach... a highly sophisticated, efficient and attractive-sounding amplifier" EISA citation

Cambridge Audio

To find your nearest approved Cambridge Audio specialist, read extensive reviews and more, visit: www.cambridge-audio.com
Radio Three

Steven Green pits three of the best new mid-price tuners against one another...

Although regular readers will know this magazine's objections to Digital Radio on sonic grounds, for many radio heads it has become a necessary evil these days, as there's no denying the superior selection of stations on DAB. Internet radio has vastly more of course, but it's still a bit fiddly and the quality is variable, whilst we've yet to get a true 'crossover' product that offers a 'plug and play' hi-fi solution. With this in mind, we decided to pit three of the latest and greatest mid-priced hybrid DAB/FM hi-fi tuners against one another, with surprising results...

**NAD C445**

Like all tuners in the group-test, the NAD C445 supports both the Band III and L-band frequency ranges for DAB (L-band is used in some European countries), and also provides MW and FM with RDS. The NAD was slightly cheaper than the other tuners in the group-test, costing around £300.

Its design follows NAD's minimalist styling philosophy, which I've always found attractive, but I wasn't very keen on the display because, although the text was readable from a reasonably close distance due to the high-contrast of the white text on black background, the characters were too small and spaced too close together to be read from a distance of more than around three metres.

When setting up the tuner I first tried the 'auto preset' feature, which is meant to scan for FM stations and automatically enter them into the preset slots. Unfortunately, however, this feature stored too many non-existent stations, and the thirty FM preset locations had been exhausted by the time the frequency had reached 100MHz. Entering stations into the preset slots manually was also slightly fiddlier than it is with most other tuners. In terms of the number of presets provided, there are ninety-nine presets for DAB and thirty presets each for FM and AM. The NAD provides an optical S/PDIF digital audio output in addition to the standard phono and aerial connectors.

The NAD was easy to operate, as the tuner responded quickly to button presses on the well-designed remote control, and the tuner was very quick at tuning into stations and switching between frequency bands. I rarely witnessed reception problems on the weakest DAB multiplex I can receive, and reception was solid on the other multiplexes. FM reception was hiss-free on all of the stations I live inside the coverage area for, and reception quality on MW was significantly better than usual, with the tuner filtering out most of the objectionable interference you normally experience on that band.

**SOUND QUALITY**

When delivered with well-engineered audio on FM, such as you find on the classical music stations, the NAD performed very well indeed, delivering a nice crisp sound with a good attack and plenty of detail. One very slight criticism of it when playing back good quality source material, however, was that it could sound a little disappointing when handling poorly engineered audio, as it had a tendency to sound rather gritty and the soundstage could become rather homogenous. Although it isn't the tuner's fault that some radio stations don't take care of their audio prior to broadcast, this is unfortunately all too common, and a tuner at this price level should be able to handle such audio in a manner that makes the most of the quality delivered to it.
The NAD performed well on DAB, though this made up for the slightly disappointing performance on FM to a certain extent. The C445 delivered the better-sounding DAB stations with a good deal of finesse, and displayed a particularly good bass response. It also did a good job of adding energy and detail to the FM stations with a good deal of finesse, although Onkyo has said that a replacement tuner module that supports DAB+ would likely cost in the region of £100, so this must be factored into any buying decision.

Setting up the tuner consisted of entering stations into the forty preset locations, which were shared between DAB, FM and MW, so each preset could store a station from any of the three bands. Operation of the tuner was very good via the remote control, as the tuner responded quickly to button presses and changing frequency bands was quicker than most tuners. One relatively rare feature that the Onkyo provided was that it allowed the FM station's frequency to be entered directly via the remote control, although scrolling through the preset FM stations was so quick that I hardly used this feature at all.

One surprising thing for a DAB tuner, especially for one in this price range, was that it didn't provide an S/PDIF digital audio output and, apart from the standard connectors that all tuners sport, the only connectivity the tuner provided was an RS232 serial port and some connectors to allow it to be operated in conjunction with other equipment via a common Onkyo remote control. Reception quality was good on both DAB and FM, as reception problems on the weakest DAB multiplex I can receive were very infrequent, and reception was hiss-free for all of the FM stations that I can receive. Reception quality on MW was average, as the audio wasn't as smooth on MW as it was on the other tuners.

The Onkyo performed very impressively on the better-sounding FM stations, in particular the classical music stations, as it provided a refined and authoritative yet vibrant delivery, with a well-defined soundstage and good stereo separation. The Onkyo also usually kept its composure when playing back poorly engineered audio, as it managed to squeeze a significant amount of detail from the signal, although it has to be said that it was no match for the Yamaha in this regard. It also fared very well on DAB too, as its refined sound complemented the output of the better-sounding DAB stations, and it made the most of the more mediocré-sounding ones.

YAMAHA TX-761

Again coming in at around £350, the new Yamaha's rather understated looks grew on me over the time I spent auditioning it, and its wide two-line display was the best of the three tuners being tested, as it was easily readable both from a distance and from a wide angle. Entering stations into the preset locations was very simple using the remote control, and the tuner provided ninety-nine presets for DAB, and thirty presets each for FM and MW.

In operation, the tuner scrolled quickly through the lists of stations following button presses on the remote, but one minor grumble was that when tuning into FM stations it often paused for around three to five seconds before the audio started playing. This issue wasn't apparent when tuning into DAB stations, though, and the tuner was also quick at switching between radio bands. In terms of connectivity, the Yamaha was the only tuner to provide both optical and coaxial S/PDIF digital audio outputs in addition to the standard phono and aerial connectors.

Reception quality was good on DAB, but sensitivity on FM was only average - there was no hiss on the stations I live inside the coverage area for, but there was slightly more hiss than on the other tuners on some of the out-of-area stations. However, a tuner of this calibre deserves to be fished with a signal from a decent aerial to make the most
of its sonic capabilities anyway. MW reception quality was good, and the sound produced was smooth.

**SOUND QUALITY**

The Yamaha’s sonic performance raises the bar for tuners in the sub-£400 price range, and I would rate its performance as being closer to that of the superb Creek T50 (a £550 FM/AM tuner) than it is to the performance of the other tuners in this test. It squeezed far more detail out of the FM signal, which led to it delivering a much more precise and dynamic sound, with a vivid soundstage and excellent separation of the different instruments being played.

The Yamaha’s ability to extract so much information from the signal also greatly benefited its performance with audio that hadn’t been well engineered, and even when the other two tuners had given up the ghost and the soundstage had descended into a homogenous mess, the Yamaha still usually managed to squeeze a respectable amount of detail out of the signal as well as adding some much-needed energy. Put simply, the sound provided by the Yamaha was much more vibrant, engaging and entertaining than that provided by the Onkyo or the NAD, from the very best stations down to the very worst! This also went for its super DAB performance, which already supports DAB+, and possibly Wi-Fi Internet radio too. Therefore, for people that place a high value on buying a tuner that is future-proof, the Onkyo would have to be the one to go for out of the three tuners tested. However, the replaceable tuner modules for the Onkyo are likely to cost upwards of £100, and the first product using Frontier-Silicon’s new Venice 6 receiver module has recently been launched, which already supports Wi-Fi Internet radio, FM, DAB and DAB+. Therefore, for people that want to buy a future-proof tuner, I would actually recommend waiting for respected hi-fi brands to bring out tuners containing the Venice 6 module.

Digital radio formats are all well and good, but the better quality stream of radio is still FM, which is in no danger of being switched off before about 2020, and the Yamaha is simply phenomenal here. As such, the Yamaha TX-761 is the worthy winner and I would have absolutely no reservations in recommending people to buy it even though it won’t support any of the future digital radio formats.

**CONCLUSION**

The latest generations of mid-price hybrid tuners all offer a respectable blend of features and sound, but that doesn’t mean to say there aren’t big differences between brands. Unexpectedly, the least accomplished here was the NAD. Although it sounded good on the better-sounding FM stations and was relatively strong on DAB, the C445 let itself down a little in not handling the poorer-sounding stations as well as the other tuners.

The Onkyo performed well in terms of sound quality, but its unique selling point is that it can be upgraded to support new digital radio formats, such as DAB+, and possibly Wi-Fi Internet radio too. Therefore, for people that place a high value on buying a tuner that is future-proof, the Onkyo would have to be the one to go for out of the three tuners tested. However, the replaceable tuner modules for the Onkyo are likely to cost upwards of £100, and the first product using Frontier-Silicon’s new Venice 6 receiver module has recently been launched, which already supports Wi-Fi Internet radio, FM, DAB and DAB+. Therefore, for people that want to buy a future-proof tuner, I would actually recommend waiting for respected hi-fi brands to bring out tuners containing the Venice 6 module.

**VERDICT**

**FOR**

- superb sound quality
- good display
- superb sound quality
- good display

**AGAINST**

- disappointing on FM
- setup
- disappointing on FM
- setup

**DP SAYS**

Life is not simple for anyone wanting to buy a tuner right now - it’s comparable to somebody just about to buy a new computer, unsure about when the new generation of processors, displays and hard drives will appear and not sure if they should wait. Right now we have FM, AM and DAB. Unlike TV, there are no immediate plans to switch off analogue on either FM or AM, and if it does happen it’s likely to be more years away than the lifespan of a modern tuner. The question about future compatibility, then, is over DAB. Whether or not its unloved and ancient MP2 audio codec is going to be replaced, or at least partially replaced by a version of AAC (so-called DAB+) is still uncertain in the UK. Market wise, the industry are currently locked into the old DAB+ version, which means that future products will be unable to support it.

**VERDICT**

**FOR**

- future-proof
- ease-of-use
- good quality
- ease-of-use

**AGAINST**

- overall price with DAB+
- no digital output
- overall price with DAB+
- no digital output
better than gold

The expertly crafted

Monitor Audio Platinum range
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Linn Majik System
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Price includes nationwide delivery and installation by Linn trained staff.
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Fatman iTube Valve Dock
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Mordaunt Short Avant MS908i Floorstanding Speaker
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Pioneer

Latest Pioneer G8 Plasma TV’s
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Onkyo Receivers
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Space Port

David Price listens to Audio Pro's Porto portable music system...

It doesn't seem so long ago that Iron Maiden famously scored a number one hit record by releasing the catchily titled 'Bring Your Daughter to the Slaughter' just after Christmas; the one time when no one else was putting records out. The result was massive publicity and the first chart topper of the year.

How quaint that sounds now – the music industry is a very different place, not least because fewer people are actually buying physical media. These days, for most under twenty five year olds (and many older than that) music is something that comes down your telephone line - or even direct into your portable device via the wireless router if you have an iPod Touch.

With this in mind, there are ever more products around designed to turn that digital audiostream on your music portable into living, breathing sound. The good news is that this all means extra choice, and some are actually rather nice to listen to. The iPod, with its brilliant versatility and wondrous accompanying software (i.e. iTunes) has become the Compact Cassette of the noughties, but with far greater flexibility, portability and sound – and Audio Pro's Porto shows how...

Put simply, it's a tallish, slim, small footprint (120x305x140mm) iPod docking station with an amplifier and speaker built in, plus an RDS FM radio and two auxiliary inputs. Interestingly though, it forsakes two weedy little stereo speakers for a single larger mid/bass unit and twin tweeters. Given that similarly sized stereo designs struggle to reproduce either bass or a credible soundstage, Audio Pro have conceded the latter for the Porto but had a real go at the former. It's also unusual for having a leather covered case – although it did become a tad overpowering when placed in a corner on the floor.

Overall, this is an interesting, quirky mobile music machine that integrates seamlessly with iPods, offers superb build and finish and sounds surprisingly civilised – an average iPod boom box it is not. At under £175 it's competitively priced, and a good deal cheaper than Harman Kardon's superb £250 Go & Play portable which is the one to beat on sonic grounds. Overall then, a charming little music maker offering fine value for money.

VERDICT •••••

Characterful mobile music maker with superb finish and impressive sonics.

AUDIO PRO PORTO £175

CSL Solutions
C. +44 (0) 1423 359054
www.audiopro.com

FOR
- sound
- build quality
- crisp, characterful design

AGAINST
- tough competition
Adam Smith charts some of the many milestones in the development of the humble loudspeaker since its invention...

Where it all started - the original Rice/Kellog speaker design drawing.

New recruits to the school of high fidelity are often surprised to hear that loudspeakers are something of a technological throwback. Despite the applications of space-age materials to cones, computer aided finite element analysis to the design of suspensions, the application of swish materials to motor units and tweeter domes, all topped off with some exotic veneers to cabinets, none of these can alter the fact that the resemblance to the very first moving coil loudspeaker, designed over eighty years ago, is still more than superficial.

However, just because the basic principles remain the same, there have been more than a few steps taken along the road of loudspeaker design, and along that way there have been innovations, frustrations and more than a few ideas that have fallen by the wayside...

IN THE BEGINNING

Of course it was all much easier in the old days, when all that was required for sound reproduction was a needle in a groove, which set up vibrations in a sound box, sent these up the "cone arm" and into a nice big horn. Bigger horns meant more volume, a simple flap could be utilised to control output level and that was that. Then, following work from Thomas Edison, John Fleming and Lee DeForest, the amplifying valve took hold and things would never be quite the same again.

It was actually in 1874 that Ernest Siemens was granted a patent for "obtaining the mechanical movement of an electrical coil from electrical currents transmitted through it" but he did not use it for sound reproduction. However, a second patent in 1878, following Alexander Graham Bell's invention of the telephone, did and this formed the basis of a parchment-based diaphragm to be used at the heart of a moving-coil transducer, allied to a suitable horn.

Various improvements quickly followed, such as Oliver Lodge's improved loudspeaker of 1898, with non-magnetic spacers to keep the air gap between the inner and outer poles of the magnet system. The development of what we now know to be the main cone followed and then, in 1909, the suspension used for centering the voice coil arrived. Finally, however, the basis of the modern loudspeaker was finally laid down in 1925 by Chester Rice and Edward Kellog when their General Electric research paper established the basic principles of a directly radiating loudspeaker with a small coil-driven diaphragm in a baffle with a uniform response over a broad frequency range.

TWO INTO ONE

This was only the first step and development has continued ever since, even if the modern result is remarkably similar in essence. As the quality of source material and valve amplifiers improved it became apparent that the single drive unit was becoming a limiting factor and in 1928 Herman Fanger invented what came to be known as the coaxial drive unit, featuring a small high frequency horn with its own drive diaphragm that was located in the centre of a larger unit. A patent was granted in 1933 and, as we know, this has led to some interesting developments over the years.

As our very own contributor and guru of all things vintage, Haden Boardman, puts it "lots of crusty old Japanese drivers from the likes of Coral, Pioneer, Distone and even Panasonic had a mediocre..." Altec Lansing's 604 coaxial drive unit - first unveiled in 1944 and still in production today.

HF pressure unit poking through the centre of a bass unit. On the UK side of things, the likes of the Whiteley Brothers' 'Stentorian' loudspeaker was one of the first exponents of this type and a little company called Goodmans gradually refined and developed their Triaxiom
One of the most notable exponents of the art currently is B&V, whose cones on their larger bass drivers, such as that used on the 801D, consist of a layer of 'Rohacell' material, which is a hard foam designed mainly for the aerospace and automotive industries, between two carbon fibre skins - new materials, certainly, but a tried and trusted formula!

Considering single layer cones, virtually all materials you care to think of have been tried at one time or another. From Kevlar to aluminium, via carbon fibre, some most unlikely results have been obtained. Possibly the strangest was around 2000 when, after twenty years of research, JVC's Toshikatsu Kuwahata discovered that soaking sheets of wood in sake made it pliable enough to form into loudspeaker diaphragms! Apparently Suntory whisky did not work, and this was suspected to be as a result of the extra distillation after fermentation of the whisky (sake is just fermented). Either way, it must have been one heck of a development session...

Possibly the most enduring materials however, have been plastics and the most notable exponents of this were Spendor, with their development of the Bextrene cone in the 1960s. Legend has it that the BBC's development work during this time resulted in the need for drive units that exceeded the capabilities of the paper-coned drivers then commonly used. Spendor's Spencer Hughes put an iron bedstead, a compressor working in reverse and an electric fire to use that their manufacturers could never have envisaged, and finally succeeded in producing the first eight inch cone through the use of this very basic vacuum former. This found its way into the BC1 and the rest is history. Spendor never stopped refining the driver design or experimenting with different materials, however.

The other famous and successful UK coaxial development did not occur until 1988 when KEF introduced the Uni-Q drive system. Where this was different again was that it made use of a, by then conventional, dome tweeter in the throat of the bass driver. Such a move had only recently become possible thanks to the advent of rare earth magnetic materials such as neodymium that offered the same amount of magnetic flux in a much smaller package than a comparable ferrite item. This did away with the need for unwieldy horns either in the centre of the drive unit or in the middle of the bass cone and meant that the drivers could be made smaller. Of course, it introduced a whole new set of problems such as the siting of a tweeter dome at the centre of not only a cone that acted as a horn, but one that was moving as well! Fortunately KEF's use of computer aided design since the 1970s helped them immensely in taming the problems that arose, and Uni-Q has continued to have a long and successful life.

Of course, not everyone went down the point source route and Bell Labs' 1931 development of what they called the 'divided range' loudspeaker paved the way for multi drive unit applications and the electrical crossover.

**MATERIAL WORLD**

Another area that has undergone continuous development since the early days is in the shape and material composition of the cone itself. In the early days, parchment or paper were the obvious choices, as a result of their light weight and the relatively weak motor units in the early days of the technology. Paper is still popular today, but more exotic materials have gradually become more prevalent. One of the major steps in this was in 1961 when Dr. Don Barlow of Leak announced the debut of their 'Sandwich' cone consisting of a layer of expanded polystyrene between two thin layers of aluminium. This gave the benefit of rigidity, whilst keeping the overall structure relatively light in weight.

The idea has remained popular to this day and one of the most Tannoy's Dual Concentric drive unit, a design that refined the coaxial loudspeaker and one that forms the basis of the company's output to this day.

A B&W bass driver featuring their Rohacell sandwich style cone, some forty years after Leak came up with the idea.
The Acoustic Research AR1 loudspeaker introduced the concept of the small, sealed box loudspeaker.

leading to the improved SPI in 1983, featuring a homopolymer polypropylene cone.

BOXING CLEVER

Going back to the early days, one of the aspects that was limiting both the abilities of the designers of the times, as well as the visual acceptability of their designs, was that early loudspeakers tended to be either open baffle, infinite baffle with a very large closed space behind the driver, or horn-loaded, using a design like the famous 'Tractrix' developed by Paul Voigt in 1926. Although horns simpler, but technically not necessarily so, came along in 1954 when Acoustic Research's Edgar Villchur invented the 'acoustic suspension' enclosure. As he explains it, the idea was to replace most of the mechanical restoring forces of the drive unit, namely the surround and suspension, with that of a more linear force - the air pressure inside the enclosed box. This method actually lent itself perfectly to shrinking the size of the enclosure, in order to give the air strength required inside the cabinet, so was viewed as a win-win situation.

Development of all of these designs tended to be rather hit and miss until the work of Neville Thiele and Richard Small in the early 1970s. They came up with a method of predicting the response of a loudspeaker drive unit, and its behaviour in an enclosure, through its physical properties. Nowadays, Thiele-Small parameters form the basis of any loudspeaker design, whether closed box, ported, transmission line, or some of the more recent variations such as the bandpass enclosure. They changed the way people designed loudspeakers for ever, and life wouldn't be the same again.

Cross section of Radford and Bailey's original transmission line enclosure design, first featured in Wireless World in 1965.

The third main cabinet configuration arrived in 1965, when Arthur Radford and Dr. A Bailey described a design where the rear wave of the loudspeaker was to be completely absorbed without damping the loudspeaker's motion or modulating it from internal reflections and resonance. Their reasoning was that this rear wave had to be channelled down a tube or channel long enough, and filled with absorbent stuffing, to resist resonance below the desired frequency. In this way, the rear wave is absorbed and, unlike the bass reflex enclosure, not used for reinforcement. In practical terms this meant the line had to be very long and, for domestic applications, the inherent resonance (typically at a quarter wavelength) is exploited to enhance the bass response in this type of enclosure, albeit with a less absorbent filling.

Remained in use for many years and still have a strong following today, even Voigt's Folded Corner Horn of 1943 failed to reduce the horn to a domestically acceptable size.

One alternative was discovered by Albert Thuras whilst working at Bell Labs when he filed the patent for the bass reflex enclosure in 1931.
Tangent Cinque - Your new digital sound centre...

Did you notice how many types of digital sound there are today? Wouldn't it be great with a single device that can play them all? Of course!
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Stand & Deliver

Adam Smith is stopped in his tracks by three pairs of mid-priced standmounting loudspeakers from Aurousal, KEF and Wharfedale...

Since moving coil loudspeakers first appeared in the 1920s, designers have taken many different paths to maximise their potential whilst eliminating their inherent weaknesses. Two methodologies that hark back right to the early days of the technology are represented here by two new arrivals to the market - namely a single, full range drive unit and a coaxial type twin driver.

The full range driver technique is represented by Aurousal and the new Mk2 version of their A1 loudspeaker. Originally introduced last year and reviewed in the June 2007 issue of Hi-Fi World, Aurousal’s Kevin Warne claims a number of significant improvements to the new version. The Mk2s are visually similar, measuring 360x205x270mm (HxWxD) and available in Piano Black (£50 extra, at £695), Beech and Cherry. They also still make use of a Ted Jordan based driver, albeit one modified to Aurousal’s specification and Kevin claims that the Mk2 has undergone “substantial upgrades”. Certainly our measurements bear this out, with visible changes in performance at the low end in particular [see MEASURED PERFORMANCE, p47]. Aurousal also promise “improved sound resolution and enhanced musical depth” from the re-worked driver.

The whole basis of the design of the unit used in the Aurousal A1s is that it seeks to exploit the natural cone breakup and to make use of it by building in a certain amount of tailored flex into the cone. This allows the breakup modes to be harnessed and utilised to extend the driver’s frequency range. By obtaining a full frequency spectrum from one driver, the good old ‘point-source’ theory of a single unit can be exploited to give good imagery.

Of course, the alternative way of achieving this is by a coaxial driver of some description, and the KEF XQ10s use exactly this; namely the latest generation of their Uni-Q driver. This locates a 3/4in (19mm) metal dome tweeter at the centre of the 5.25in (130mm) bass/mid driver as it has always done, but new to the XQ series is the ‘tangerine’ waveguide that sits around the tweeter. This offers protection for the delicate dome for the first time, and is also claimed to improve HF dispersion. This would seem to be a valid claim as, during measurement, the microphone could be moved off-axis by quite a margin both vertically and horizontally, without appreciably affecting the frequency response.

The XQ10s are small, measuring 330x190x247mm (HxWxD) and are supported on three spikes fitted to their curved underside. A rubber mat is supplied to fit in between these if the top plate of your chosen loudspeaker stand is too small for the spikes’ footprint and KEF also supply three spike ‘shoes’ per loudspeaker to protect any delicate surfaces upon which they sit. Cabinet finish is immaculate and available in Birdseye Maple, Khaya Mahogany or Piano Black.

The third member of our triumvirate comes in the form of a new Wharfedale and could be considered to be the most conventional of the designs on test. That said, however, dome midranges are not exactly thick on the ground, nor are large three way standmounters and so they still have their own unique areas of interest.

The smallest models in the new Opus 2 range, the M1s measure 510x230x360mm (HxWxD) and weigh in at 12kg so they are the largest units here. Their cabinet finish is stunning and available in a choice of Black, Cherry, Rosewood or Maple...
Piano colours. Driver-wise, a 7in (170mm) bass driver with a carbon fibre cone and reverse-roll rubber surround handles the low end. Above this is a 1in (25mm) soft dome tweeter using a neodymium magnet and copper-covered aluminium wire which further lightens the moving mass of the dome assembly, increasing responsiveness.

Finally, at the top rests a 75mm midrange dome driver. As mentioned, these are still relatively uncommon despite their theoretical 'rightness' in matching well to a tweeter dome in terms of both character and dispersion pattern. Of course, controlling the breakup of such a large dome is a big problem in itself and many manufacturers have either decided not to take the plunge, or had a go but not quite succeeded!

Wharfedale’s driver uses a 75mm voice coil on a hard aluminium former to maintain rigidity and fires out through a specially designed face plate that provides an element of horn loading to maintain an even dispersion. Behind the dome is a perforated baffle and rear chamber with a finned aluminium rear cover to provide pressure equalisation to the dome and facilitate good heatsinking.

**SOUND QUALITY**

Kicking things off with the Aurousal A1 Mk2s, I was instantly reminded why I was so impressed with these loudspeakers the last time round. Aurousal really have got the single driver design very well sorted and consequently, the A1 Mk2s integrate very impressively across the frequency range.

Most notable, as might well be expected, is the midband, which is expressive, well defined and possessed of a sense of uniformity. Instruments were offered up with pleasing definition and each one, be it piano, guitar or something requiring a bit of puff to play, had a pleasing sense of realism to it. Equally, the Aurousals were able to set up a well defined soundstage and place performers solidly within it. I suspect that the lack of crossover point in a region in which the ear is most sensitive helps out immensely with this.

A caveat here, however, is that the Aurousals still remain quite position-sensitive. The cone drive unit is much more directional at high frequencies than a dome tweeter design and, as a result you do really need to position the drivers at ear height in order that the high frequency output does not drop off appreciably. It is also well worth sticking to Aurousal’s recommendation to orient the loudspeakers such that their axis of operation crosses just in front of you rather than pointing each one directly at you. Without this, you may well wonder what all the fuss is about, but take time to get it right and everything suddenly falls into place...

The top end has also improved with the loudspeakers’ update to Mk2, as the original A1s could be a touch dull at times, but the new variants do not suffer this, offering up high frequencies that are detailed and spacious. Although still not quite as crisp as a good dome tweeter, and thus dulling the likes of cymbal strikes ever so slightly, I have still heard budget domes that offer a worse top end than the A1 Mk2s.

The improvements also continue down the bottom end, as the new A1 Mk2s have a definite extra kick to them. Once again, I found myself impressed at what Aurousal have extracted from a single four inch drive unit! Bass detail is commendable and the Aurousals are tight and punchy across the low end. They are happy to take anything in their stride and the small dimensions of that driver only really become apparent when you start to push the volume higher, when they can start to sound a little strained. All in all, they are musical and enjoyable.

Switching to the KEF XQ10s was quite a culture shock in many ways. Suddenly the top end crispness missing from the A1 Mk2s was back and with reinforcements! The XQ10s straightaway announce themselves as mightily dynamic and bright. Make no mistake, the rising response with frequency offers plenty of treble, as might be expected, but it is always clean and sharp, without any distortion or harshness. Equally impressive is the soundstaging - whereas the Aurousals lay everything out across the plane of the loudspeakers and add a nice sense of air to proceedings, the KEFs fling everything out into your lap. Think of it as the Aurousals putting you in the front row but the XQ10s putting you on stage!

Across the midband, the XQ10s really do project and pick up the slightest change in a voice or instrument. If a trumpeter takes a quick breath in between notes, then the XQ10s will tell you. They captured the essence of Diana Krall’s ‘breathy’ delivery perfectly and made each note from her piano sharp.
and clean. Where they did stumble slightly was when both the vocal and a backing instrument became more strident, such as when the piano builds up behind Tori Amos during the first verse of ‘Pretty Good Year’. Here, everything just tipped across into being slightly uncomfortable as it all peaked.

Moving to something a bit more upbeat, Angelique Kidjo’s ‘Sound of the Drums’ from her ‘Fifa’ CD was right up the XQ10s’ street. They took the rhythm of the track and really ran with it, lapping up the bass line and almost splitting the air with the sharp leading edges they added to the snare drum—dynamic stuff! As might be expected both from the size of the cabinet and the measured performance, the XQ10s do not plumb the depths of the low end but they are remarkably detailed and tight across the upper bass. Combined with their rhythmical alacrity, they thus avoid sounding obviously lightweight.

Heaving the final contenders, the Wharfedales, into place brought a different slant to things once again. Most noticeable was the increase in bass brought about by the larger driver and cabinet. The Opus 2-M1s really do dig quite a bit deeper than the KEFs or the Aurousals and consequently offer a larger-scale window onto the music. My only slight concern was that, although upper bass was taut and expressive, the lowest registers could occasionally feel a little loose. This was mostly noticeable on faster paced music where the Wharfedales occasionally seemed to be only just keeping up, but the rest of the time they played deeply and enthusiastically.

Across the mid, that dome driver works very well indeed. The slight lift in output does bring vocals to the fore but, as suspected, Wharfedale have put their design knowledge to good use and the midrange never becomes shouty or unpleasantly forward. Making well to the soft dome tweeter, which is itself a sweet and detailed performer, the midrange dome lays vocalists out perfectly and spreads the soundstage out before the listener in a most inspiring way. Instruments are convincing, leading edges of notes are precise and the Wharfedales turn the finer aspects of each piece of music into an encompassing whole. In this manner the Opus 2-M1s strike an excellent balance between the atmospheric distance of the Aurousals and the dynamic forthrightness of the KEFs.

In fact, balance is a word that can be attached to the Wharfedales generally, as they integrate impeccably across the frequency range. The Aurousals immediately please as a result of their spaciousness and musicality, the KEFs attract through a combination of dynamics and sheer brio, but the Wharfedales remain remarkably even-handed across all aspects of performance. The track that really brought this home to me, and summed up the nature of each ‘speaker, was Underworld’s ‘Jumbo’. This track has a warbling synth note that plays throughout and can often be lost behind the main rhythm when it starts. The Aurousals picked this up expertly and made sure it was not lost, whereas the KEFs held on to the electronic hi-hat with an impressive tenacity that I have not heard from any other loudspeaker before. The Wharfedales on the other hand, kept both of these aspects just where they wanted to be—noticeable but not dominant.

**CONCLUSION**

All in all, these are three quite interesting loudspeakers that offer a different slant to music. The Aurousal A1 Mk2s take a fair amount of tweaking to get really on song but once there they reward with a magnificently smooth, atmospheric and, above all, enjoyably musical performance. The Mk2 changes have made worthwhile improvements, albeit at the expense of a little sensitivity, and they remain the only single-driver loudspeakers I have heard to date that I would willingly give house room to.

The KEF XQ10s are a quite different kettle of fish, however. They major on detail and verve and can leave you breathless with their sheer joie de vivre. Although careful partnering is a wise precaution to ensure that they do not become over-hard, they have a rare ability to really tell you what is going on in the depths of your music and will be just the tonic for a rather too laid-back system.

So that leaves the Wharfedales, and these really are a very fine pair of loudspeakers. Once again, I would advise a hint of caution when matching them so as not to exacerbate their occasionally slightly loose bottom end. However, that done, they combine a healthy pinch of the atmospherics of the Aurousals with a good portion of the detail and clarity of the KEFs. Factor in their fine fit and finish, commensurate bass depth and the overall even-handedness of their performance and you have the icing on a succulent and rather more-ish audio cake.
A masterful cable that will cause a stir.
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The A1 Mk2s show a broadly similar response curve to the original A1s but where things have improved is in the low end. Previously, the A1's output started to fall gently below 200Hz, finally dropping off at around 60Hz. The new version maintains a steady level down to around 80Hz before tailing off, still to be augmented by the port at around 40Hz. This should improve bass punch and detail without sacrificing any noticeable extension.

Otherwise the A1s still exhibit an impressively even response for a single driver design. The small lift in the 1-2kHz region will add body and output is well maintained to 20kHz. However, the rather uneven nature of the top end may well mean that positioning and listening aspect are more critical than with other loudspeakers as the A1 Mk2s are very directional, with output tailing off sharply as the measurement microphone is moved off-axis.

Electrically, the A1 Mk2s are still a nice, even, well damped load with an average measured impedance of 8.8 Ohms, dropping to a minimum of around 7 Ohms, so they will be easy to drive. This is good, given that their sensitivity falls short of Aurousal's specification of 86dB, measuring around 83dB. AS

KEF's XQ10 loudspeakers show another variation on the loudspeaker frequency response theme. Generally, their output is nicely flat and even across the frequency range, but it does have a rising trend towards high frequencies. This will make the overall sound clear and crisp but may make the balance a little thin sounding. Additionally, there is something of a drop in level in the 300-900Hz region and this may rob some atmosphere from vocals. The dip in output at 10kHz as a result of a cancellation due to the Uni-Q tweeter's positioning is still there as well, but is less prominent than before and should go unnoticed.

Bass output from the small cabinets is not huge, with the main driver working down to 90Hz or so, handing over to the port which has quite a high tuning frequency of 60Hz. Damping is reasonably good, so the XQ10's should be tight at the bottom end, but they are unlikely to satisfy headbangers.

Electrically the XQ10s will work best on a 4 Ohm output thanks to their average impedance of 6.2 Ohms, dipping down to 4 Ohms at higher frequencies, but their sensitivity is quite good given their size, coming in at 86dB. AS

These loudspeakers are quite unusual in that they have something of a gentle lift in response across the 800Hz-4kHz region, whereas designers often reduce this area slightly, as it is where the ear is most sensitive. As a result of this, any problems in this area can be unpleasant if the loudspeaker is less than well designed. Poor design is not an accusation that can usually be laid against Wharfedale's door, though, so whilst I would expect the Ops 2-M1s to have a quite forward balance, they should not be harsh. Treble response is even with just a small peak that will add detail, so this will help.

At the low end, the Ops 2-M1s are quite well damped and offer good extension down to around 80Hz from the main driver, with the port operating over a relatively broad range down to the tuning frequency of around 30Hz. The M1s are large as standmounters go, so they should have good low end weight.

Electrically the Wharfedales offer no surprises, other than something of an inductive peak at around 1kHz but this is not too large. Their average measured impedance is 7.7 Ohms, dipping to a minimum of around 5 Ohms. Combined with an 85dB sensitivity, they should not be too challenging a load. AS
Much excitement has surrounded the arrival of B&W's new 600 range. Haden Boardman listens to the babies of the family, the 686s...

**Straight Six**

B&W are famous for the Nautilus loudspeaker, their range-topping £35,000 tapered transmission line, with actively driven electronics; a speaker in higher demand today than when it was introduced a decade ago. The technologies incorporated within this unique loudspeaker have duly filtered down to the lower models, including the outgoing DM600 range - specifically the Nautilus Tweeter Tube - but it has to be said that the old 600 series was looking a little stale...

After ten years however, the original DM600 range has finally been replaced by the new 600 range (no 'DM' prefix any more). The model numbers have also now been reversed, so that the 686 is the current starting model. A small compact bookshelf, slightly deeper than one may expect, the 686 is beautifully made and well executed. Can this sub-£300 speaker cut the mustard in a way the older 600 models failed?

Technology wise, this small speaker borrows a huge amount from the more expensive CM models; in fact the 686 is based heavily on the CM1 model, which sells for almost double the price. Chinese assembly (all the cabinets and drive units are made in Europe), a vinyl wrap cabinet, (with a thicker front baffle) and a fixed phase plug to the bass unit mark out the more obvious differences.

The tweeter is a huge improvement. Neodymium magnets allow for a much smaller footprint allowing the treble unit to be located much closer to the bass driver. Square section ribbon style aluminium voice coil wire improves drive unit efficiency, power handling, and frequency range.

The matching bass unit is a traditional Bowers & Wilkins speciality; featuring a cone made from Du Pont Kevlar, a diecast chassis and large ceramic magnet. The fixed phase plug helps extend the higher frequencies covered by the unit, with crossover at 4kHz. The crossover itself is total simplicity, consisting of just three components making up a simple first order, 6dB/octave filter - something I totally condone as a 'full range' speaker fan. There is a coil on the bass unit, a capacitor on the tweeter, and a simple resistor to match the level of the two items. This kind of crossover is not possible with poor quality drive units; the idea is taken directly from the 800 range and, other than the upscaled specification of the components, a virtually identical crossover can also be found in the current Signature Diamond! A first order crossover, and the close location of both drive units, should result in fine integration between the two drive units.

Supplied in the box are a series of port bungs, reminiscent of the Lovington Horn speakers reviewed a few months back. The back of the cabinet supports a small bracket for wall mounting along with the bass port and chunky biwire terminal.
Fit and finish are superb, with a solid trim ring hiding the bass unit mounting screws, and making a smooth transition from the edge of the cone to the cabinet.

With the exception of low 84dB sensitivity, the manufacturer's claimed specifications are very impressive; B&W quote an on-axis +/-3dB frequency response of 55Hz to 22kHz and minimum impedance is said not to drop below 5 Ohms. [see MEASURED PERFORMANCE].

For auditioning, the 686s were placed on heavy 60cm stands, located a metre from the rear wall, 70cm from side walls, and toed in towards the listening position. The speakers had a one hundred hour burn-in before any listening took place.

**SOUND QUALITY**

The first track on was from Ernest Ranglin, a bass-heavy reggae track. The little 686s had no problems playing the full force of this one; despite the small size of their enclosures, bass was impressive. Jimmy Smith's 'The Cat' LP has a few tracks mixing Hammond organ bass with acoustic double bass; on some loudspeakers the levels of colouration spoil the timbre differences between the two instruments and it becomes somewhat impossible to tell which is which. The 686s did a magnificent job, letting the clear textures of both come shining through. The speaker had been tuned a little for a slightly lower bass tone; but overall B&Ws have the edge.

Midrange performance was equally impressive. Switching to Ricky Lee Jones's 'Duchess of Coolsville' Anthology displayed a clean, fast and detailed presentation, with low levels of colouration across the board. Upping power, a touch of Dina Washington's version of Mad About The Boy' again underlined the speakers' incredibly smooth and punchy performance, albeit with a mild compression to the sound, compared to absolute references.

A little light opera had the speaker dutifully displaying an equally light touch. There was no overpowering or slowing down on a wide variety of classical material from string quartets to full orchestra, plus a couple of very solid Stravinsky recordings on Decca vinyl. If there was a criticism, this was perhaps that the speaker could be a tad too polite in the midband at times. Playing Tom Waits's first LP seemed to lack a little of the rough edge this recording has; although I admit this may not be such a bad thing!

Treble-wise, I'll now confess my prejudices; I have never been totally convinced by metal dome tweeters. I still feel that the item used in the earliest 600 range is just about one of the worst I have ever encountered, but admittedly that was a decade ago. So what of the new version? Thankfully a much better animal. There is still a slight top end shimmer which is hard to totally quantify; it is not so much sibilance or extra brightness but there is a certain 'sound' to this tweeter, which is a constant reminder that a metal dome is used. The result is not so much 'split', but more of a very minor addition to 'T' sounds. However, it is definitely in a different league to the older generation of metal domes, with none of the bell-like ringing exhibited by B&Ws of ten years ago; I am actually quite excited about listening to the high end diamond domes now!

Stereo image was tight but, given the technology, not as explicit as I would have expected. The soundstage was large, but did not step out of the boxes especially well; a peep inside the box revealed the possible source of the problem, with the crossover resistor and capacitor not exactly being the highest of tolerances. Along with the internal cable, improving these items is a possible DIY tweak to consider, once the speakers are out of warranty of course...

Most of the auditioning was completed on a reasonably pricey system but, as the 686 sells for £279, in the interest of balance, a budget system was assembled around the little speaker. Moderate in price the 686s may be, but they demand a lot from their ancillaries. No sub-£300 amplifier could offer the level of power and control required by them. Budget amplifiers are simply not in these loudspeakers' vocabulary; they thrive on a high quality source, and a damn good amplifier, preferably one with bags of power. Thus I obtained best results with a mix of Cyrus, Pioneer and Marantz two channel amplifiers. In some ways this could be classed as the speakers' Achilles heel; in system matching terms they must be classed more as £500 loudspeakers than a sub-£300 compact.

**CONCLUSION**

My previous sub-£300 reference has been, for quite some time, the Dynaudio Audience 42. Possibly even more demanding in terms of amplification, I still prefer the Dynaudio's treble quality and elements of the bass; but overall Bowers and Wilkins have more than caught up. The smaller crossover (the Dyn' has impedance correction – something I find 'damps out' the overall sound) allows more spark and emotion to the music, and the 686s cost £120 less...

All in all, B&W's new babies are budget speakers in price, but not in performance or demands. Sophisticated and mature in their sound, the 686s are a little gem. They rank leagues above the older DP600 range, and I can think of no similar loudspeaker that captures the thrill of high fidelity at the price point. Strongly recommended.

**VERDICT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FOR</strong></th>
<th><strong>AGAINST</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- slight treble 'sound'</td>
<td>- build</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- modest build</td>
<td>- need good ancillaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- solid performer</td>
<td>- modest bass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- detailed presentation</td>
<td>- value for money</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B&W 686**

£279

**B&W Loudspeakers**

+44(0)1903 221500

www.bowers-wilkins.com

**REVIEW**

The overall frequency response of the B&W 686s is smooth and even across the board, with just a slight lift of 2kHz or so towards 20kHz, which will add a nice sense of atmosphere to proceedings. Bass output is good down to 90Hz or so from the main drive, with the port taking over and pushing in output at 60Hz. This is a fine result for such a small loudspeaker and B&W's 'Flowport' technology can be seen in action under measurement as output from the port is very clean.

Electrically, the 686s are fairly benign, although not as well damped and they do have an inductive peak at 2kHz. Average measured impedance was 7.7 Ohms, dipping to a minimum of around 5 Ohms, so they should not be too difficult to drive. However, their low sensitivity of 84dB will require a certain amount of muscle to successfully get them singing – budget for 40-50 watts minimum ideally.

All in all, the 686s turn in the sort of accomplished performance that would be expected of a manufacturer like B&W and should sound good as a...
Here's your chance to win one of the best sounding sub-£2,000 CD players we've heard of late—Edgar’s superb CD-1! Here’s what David Price said about it in February’s issue of Hi-Fi World...

“Frankly I can’t tell you much about this Slovakian company at all, but this new valve regulated and buffered CD-1 not only measured very well but had sonics to match. Suffice to say that if a similarly performing machine from a British or Japanese manufacturer had been sent in for review, it would have been billed as the greatest thing since the digital watch by shiny suited public relations types. What we have here is quite a substantial machine with a lovely wood fascia that for some reason reminded me, as a classic car nut, of the dashboard of an early nineteen seventies Triumph Stag. Inset into the ‘dashboard’ is a central (wooden) on-off switch which, when depressed, causes an ‘Edgar’ logo above to glow blue. Unlike so many modern machines, the CD-1 has real charm of its own. No digital outputs, bus connectors, etc. What this tells me, in my role of the hi-fi magazine equivalent of Lloyd Grossman in ‘Through the Keyhole’ is that—nothing else—these guys mean business...

Kicking off with The Police’s ‘Synchronicity II’, and compared to my reference Astin Trew AT3500 I was impressed by the bigger, wider and more expansive sound, with a sweeter and more finessed treble. I could hear a cleaner, better delineated electric guitar sound. Vocals were superb with both players, but there was a touch less nasality to the Edgar and this clarity ran all the way up to the treble, giving a cleaner hi hat sound. The Edgar caught the phrasing of the players better, giving a superior sense of accenting on every first bar of the four bar phrase. The Edgar’s wonderful clarity was perhaps most obvious on well recorded piano music, such as in the opening to Al Jarreau’s cover of Elton John’s ‘Your Song’. The reference Astin Trew was superb, but the Edgar revealed just a fraction more lustre, the instrument’s ringing harmonics glistening out of the mix in a way that made its rival sound congested. The Edgar scores with class leading stage width, midband clarity and treble finesse, and meets and matches its arch rival on bass speed and musicality. Overall then, it’s a blinder—and just shouldn’t sound quite as good at the price. If you’re in the market for superlative sound per pound, you may well have just found your dream £1,350 machine.”

If you’d like a chance to win this superb silver disc spinner, all you have to do is answer the following four easy questions. Send your entries on a postcard by 29th February 2008 to: March 2008 Competition, Hi-Fi World Magazine, Unit G4, Argo House, The Park Business Centre, Kilburn Park Road, London, NW6 5LF

**RULES AND CONDITIONS OF ENTRY**

- **ONLY ONE ENTRY PER HOUSEHOLD**
- **MULTIPLE ENTRIES WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY DISQUALIFIED**
- **PURCHASE OF THE MAGAZINE IS NOT A PRE-CONDITION OF ENTRY**
- **NO CORRESPONDENCE WILL BE ENTERED INTO**
- **THE EDITOR’S DECISION IS FINAL**
- **NO EMPLOYEES OF AUDIO PUBLISHING LIMITED, OR OF ANY COMPANIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRIZES, MAY ENTER**

entries will be accepted on a postcard only

**DECEMBER 2008 ANATEK ACOUSTICS PHONOSTAGE & INTERCONNECTS WINNER:**

Mrs. Bev Vedmore of Cardiff, South Wales
Almost Blue
Patrick Cleasby considers recent developments in the Hi-Definition digital wars...

It was back in 2002 that word first began to surface of a higher performance successor to the then still current red-laser (i.e. standard definition) DVD technology - a finer blue laser beam providing the prospect of high definition video (and incidentally audio) encoding on higher-capacity optical discs.

For a while pundits speculated about the ludicrous prospect (given past futile format war debacles) of two incredibly similar but competing formats hitting the market simultaneously. Then the worst thing happened - for the consumer, the electronics manufacturer and ultimately the competing formats' camps - and the infinitesimally small functional differences between the two formats did not manage to force their reconciliation and combination. (As we have outlined before, this was the one factor which had ensured DVD's success a decade earlier.)

The fact that the original purpose of these new 'high definition' formats was video meant that initially at least, audiophiles would have been right to sit on the side lines and enjoy the prize fight between Blu-ray (essentially Sony, aided and abetted by Panasonic) versus HD-DVD (essentially Toshiba with significant Microsoft backup). Music hadn't really begun to feature in the equation and, as with manufacturers and consumers alike, we held our breath and waited for the inevitable fallout. But early 2008 has brought the news which happened - for the consumer, the electronics manufacturer and ultimately the competing formats' camps - and the infinitesimally small functional differences between the two formats did not manage to force their reconciliation and combination.

The true cost of this victory to content producers (and the consumer) will only become evident once this artificial subsidy is removed. On the plus-side, the reduction of the HD playing field will mean a techie, early adopter spearhead into the market. More importantly Microsoft pushed HD-DVD with their cheap add-on to the Xbox 360, and Sony played what will be understood as their masterstroke in hindsight - incorporating Blu-ray drives into each and every Playstation 3. Firstly, there has always been a drive to push the technology firmly into the computer market - ensuring a techie, early adopter spearhead into the market. More importantly Microsoft pushed HD-DVD with their cheap add-on to the Xbox 360, and Sony played what will be understood as their masterstroke in hindsight - incorporating Blu-ray drives into each and every Playstation 3.

With the threat of downloadable HD Video from both Microsoft and Apple on the horizon, the ultimate success of Blu-ray is not assured even if it does inevitably triumph over HD-DVD. The reasons for that small victory are, as ever, due to the more heavyweight business machinations of the Sony Corporation. The amount that it is rumoured to have cost the HD-DVD contingent to persuade Paramount/Dreamworks to eschew Blu-ray less than six months ago will doubtless pale into insignificance once the real reason for Sony's predominance in the HD wars is fully revealed. Much as they attempted in the early days of SACD, the Japanese giant are rumoured to have overcome the hump of closed, prohibitively-priced disc authoring helping the studios by heavy (read zero-priced - for a time) discounting. The true cost of this victory to content producers (and the consumer) will only become evident once this artificial subsidy is removed.

"Sony's masterstroke was to incorporate Blu-ray into each and every Playstation 3..."
S

ince the introduction of the surround sound receiver in 1986, A/V receivers have grown in sophistication, power and complexity. They started as one box products designed to process Dolby surround sound from LaserDisc and Hi-Fi stereo VCR sources, but have now morphed into all singing, all dancing behemoths handling multiple formats, rooms and zones – and the very latest such as this are even Internet aware. But the breed has always had a poor reputation for stereo sound quality compared with even budget stereo amplifiers, which is why hi-fi buyers have traditionally been sniffy...

Denon's new AVR-4308 is big even by AVR receiver standards, measuring 434x195x455mm and weighing 18.9kg, and comes packaged with more accessories than a teenage girl on a Saturday night out. There is also a small stub aerial which is for the internal Wi-Fi card, as this A/V receiver is fully internet enabled, containing not only a Wi-Fi card but also a 10/100 Mb Ethernet port. The receiver uses the net for internet radio, remote control (this can not only be controlled via either remote control but also via a PDA or laptop, as this receiver has a web server on board for control and configuration purposes!) and can stream music directly from a server or NAS (Network Attached Storage) device which supports DLNA (this platform is supported across Windows, Mac OS X and Linux). It can also access music connected to either one of its USB ports, from a memory card or hard disk.

It totes 7x1 30W RMS [see MEASURED PERFORMANCE] which can be used either for a single surround sound system, or 5 channels for surround sound with a stereo pair for a second zone, along with pre outs for two more zones if desired. The mighty Denon has an MM input for phono, 8 line level inputs plus a 7.1 input, along with 3 S/PDIF and 3 TOSLink digital inputs. This receiver has both DAB and AM/FM tuners, for radio reception anywhere. Needless to say, it can decode every surround sound mode known to man including the bleeding edge Dolby TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus and DTS HD Master Audio which is only just becoming available on Blu-Ray players. To simplify setup, it even comes with its own microphone for a fully automated setup, which also provide the input for the Audyssey MultEQ XT which can equalise the sound for six locations in the room automatically.

SOUND QUALITY

The first surprise was the power amp stages, which were not only able to drive my Rocket speakers with ease, but could also drive my more challenging Leema Xavier and ML Vantage systems, both of which

David Allcock browses Denon's new AVR-4308 Internet enabled receiver...
require considerable current to give their best. Whilst the AVR-4308 is not going to challenge the likes of my Bryston 3B-SST or Leema Tucana amplifier in terms of current delivery, this still surpasses any other A/V amp I have tried, most of which lose the Xavier with flabby, indistinct bass or simply shut down when confronted by the 1 Ohm at 20kHz impedance of the Martin Logan speakers!

On stereo playback in pure direct mode, which shuts down all unnecessary circuits, the AVR-4308 displayed a leaning to fullness in the upper bass/tlower midrange region, so the midrange is not quite as transparent as you would hear from the best budget integrated amps, but unlike most A/V receivers this can produce a solid soundstage, even using the internal DACs. The 4308 was able to produce a focused soundstage between the speakers, populated with images which were distinct and identifiable in their own space. It could also portray the depth plane with considerable fidelity, giving a real feeling of layering, but this was improved considerably when I used the Shaling SC2-T200's analogue outputs. At this point the stage expanded beyond the speakers and further towards the back wall, opening up the whole stage and giving more space around and between performers.

High frequencies, whilst clean and extended on the digital input, had a slight splashy quality with cymbals and tambourines and could sound slightly forward. But again, reverting to the analogue inputs rapidly cured this, bringing everything back into its correct balance and perspective. The AVR-4308 has a fine dynamic range with impressive separation and a solid soundstage. It could also portray the depth of space is stunning, the sequence where Bruce Willis shoots his way out of a theatre into a garden or kitchen, and Denon are to be applauded for its inclusion.

On surround sound material, the AVR-4308 excelled. When given a DTS soundtrack such as the Superbit edition of 'Fifth Element' the sense of space is stunning, the sequence where Bruce Willis shoots his way out of a theatre into a foye and destroys it is exhilarating; the room was literally being shaken by my subwoofer, whilst the sounds of the people in the foye were seamless, giving no clue as to the location of the individual speakers. A somewhat more down to earth test was the restaurant sequence in the 1999 remake of 'The Thomas Crown Affair'. This very natural acoustic was incredibly convincing even though it utilises only Dolby Digital, the vocal track being locked to the centre channel solidly with subtle augmentation from left and right mains when necessary, whilst the background music was clean and easy to discern from the rest of the mix.

I was unfortunately unable to obtain a Blu Ray player capable of outputting Dolby TrueHD or DTS-HD Master audio for the review, but listening to these decoded by a PS3 and fed into the 4308 via HDMI showed me the amazing potential of these formats; it was like moving from a 192kbps MP3 to uncompressed CD on all channels. The remastered Blu Ray edition of ‘Fifth Element’ with TrueHD sound makes even the excellent superbit version sound subdued, whilst the Vangelis score on the new release of 'Blade Runner – Final Cut' was stunning and more involving than the sound I heard from any other source.

**CONCLUSION**

Denon have turned in a technological tour de force here. Massively powerful, able to supply four zones with sound, Internet aware and capable of video upscaling analogue video to 1080p HDMI, the 4308 is cutting edge. Yet it’s the basic audio engineering which impresses me most, as the big Denon is fundamentally a very good 7 channel amplifier with a good preamp stage. Mate fine sound with its HDMI switching and future-proofed surround modes, and you have a potent product which will be difficult to match and even tougher to beat. Given its price I would strongly recommend this excellent unit.
Adam Smith tries not to lose Velodyne's diminutive new subwoofer, the MicroVee...

**Vee Small**

It definitely seems that most things in the world around us are getting smaller. With the possible exception of cars, which are bucking the trend and seemingly growing, think of virtually anything else and, chances are, a modern variant will be more diminutive than a model from yesteryear. Take the mobile phone for example, new models from Motorola, Nokia and Sony Ericsson are more tiny than ever and some people need the aid of a toothpick and magnifying glass in order to operate them. Compare this to the brick-sized behemoths that yuppies used to carry around back in the eighties and you can see just how much technology has shrunk.

The thing is, the miniaturisation craze has even reached the subwoofer now, and the Velodyne MicroVee is quite the smallest 'proper' design I have ever seen - smaller even than the tiny REL Quake.

The MicroVee is technologically interesting and comes from a company with a whole raft of technological tricks up their sleeves. These include clever technologies like Digital Drive which is used to optimise room tuning and High Gain Servo technology, which uses a sealed accelerometer-based feedback system to monitor and control the motion of the cone. All this tops out in the mighty Digital Drive DD1812, £11,000 worth of subwoofer, featuring 6,000W of dynamic power.
The MicroVee is rather simpler however, and consists of a 6.5in (170mm) forward-facing main driver flanked on either side of the cabinet by a pair of 6.5in passive radiators. The main driver is powered by an amplifier making use of what Velodyne call a 'Patented Energy Recovery System' to deliver no less than 1000 watts RMS and 2000 watts of dynamic power. This may sound excessive but it is necessary to force low notes out of such a diminutive enclosure.

The MicroVee is truly tiny, measuring 229x229x244mm (HxWxD) and is very well finished, impressively sturdy. On the rear panel are the normal controls for volume, cutoff frequency and phase, plus power configuration switches that allow the MicroVee to come out of standby on application of an input signal and go into standby around 15 minutes after it is removed. Inputs may be provided at line level through phono sockets or mini-jack terminals (for use from an MP3 dock or similar). There is also a full set of speaker level connections for input and output loop-through, disappointingly through spring-clip terminals. Still, I suppose there wasn't really room on the back panel for eight binding posts...

**SOUND QUALITY**

Firing up the MicroVee and setting it up to work with the KEF XQ10 standmounters proved an easy exercise, the Velodyne being relatively uncomplicated to integrate, so it resulted in a sonic disappearing act. This done, the MicroVee proved an ideal partner for a pair of small standmounters that are a little on the bass-shy side. It augmented the XQ10s very successfully and added a healthy dose of low end solidity to their performance.

Musically the MicroVee was more than able to pick up on a bass line and hang on to it without any boom or wallow. Jennifer Warnes' 'Somewhere, Somebody' from her 'Hunter' album was reproduced very well, the dominant bass guitar having a palpable depth to it, with excellent note detail. The Velodyne also picked up on the deep 'pop' from Jennifer's voice near the beginning of the second verse which passes by unnoticed on most full range loudspeakers.

Pumping the pace up somewhat, some Jazzanova tracks showed that the MicroVee is certainly not lacking punch, even if it cannot quite offer up the full flare-flapping ability of a larger unit. The Velodyne kept up with speedy drum and bass tracks and happily got into the stride of Goldie's 'Inner City Life'. Where it seemed less assured here, however, was in that the deep bass notes were all present and correct, but had a tendency to blur into one another somewhat, rather than starting and stopping smartly with proper division between each one. The MicroVee never sounded fluffy or sluggish, but it is just not the fastest subwoofer I have ever encountered in this respect.

Spinning another old bass favourite in the form of Bela Fleck's 'Flight of the Cosmic Hippo' showed that the MicroVee was well able to confer the individual notes of the deep bass line, but that it lacked the sheer room-rearranging rumble that this can generate. I may be being a little unfair here, given the cabinet size and small driver, but this is something that the Velodyne needs to be able to achieve if it's going to really mix it with other subwoofers at the price.

The story was the same when set up in a multichannel system and using DVD as a source. Here the MicroVee picked up on the snappy transients offered by the gunfire in 'I, Robot' for example, but couldn't quite get to grips with bigger explosions in the same way that a sub with a bigger drive unit usually can. The MicroVee never distorted or started to make obvious, painful signs that it was running out of puff, but just lacked the impact that many people will expect from their subwoofers.

**CONCLUSION**

It's hard not to be impressed by the Velodyne MicroVee. The designers have clearly put a good deal of thought into the unit and the result is a musically adept device. It is easy to integrate, well able to follow a tune and only really starts to show its limitations a little when really pushed hard into action. Although Velodyne talk about 'bending' the laws of physics, they have not quite succeeded in breaking them yet.

However, as a compact and decor-friendly device for subtly but effectively augmenting the low end of a small pair of hi-fi loudspeakers, or as an addition to a compact MP3 player dock, like the KEF Picoforte for example, it succeeds completely.

**VERDICT** •••••

Pleasingly musical subwoofer that performs impressively within the confines of its compact dimensions.

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

As might be expected from its cabinet size, the Velodyne MicroVee does not plumb the very depths of bass like a larger design will, with output starting to drop off appreciably below 50Hz. As with some other designs I have measured, the markings on the frequency cutoff control do not correspond to the measured result, for example the upper limit is stated as being 200Hz, but is closer to 150Hz.

Whilst this is not such a problem if the unit is set up by ear or using a room measurement technique of some sort, it still means that the MicroVee does not operate up to as high a frequency as is suggested in its specifica-

**FREQUENCY RESPONSE**

Green - crossover at maximum

Red - crossover at minimum

---

**REFERENCE SYSTEMS**

Eastern Electric MiniMax CD player

NAD M3 amplifier

KEF XQ10 loudspeakers

Arcam DV139 DVD player

Denon AVR-4308 amplifier

KEF XQ10 and Q8c loudspeakers

---

**FOR**

- musicality

- diminutive stature

- build quality

**AGAINST**

- doesn't go very deep

- not as fast as some rivals
Here's a sneak peek at some early product launches...

ACOUSTIC ENERGY – see and hear the new AE22 monitor speakers.

ARCAM – European premiere of the Solo Mini music system and the A38 Integrated Amplifier.

B&W – the first public outing for the Zeppelin, a fantastic new iPod speaker system.

CYRUS – the official launch of the CD6SE, CD8SE and CDXtSE CD players and transport. All based around Cyrus' new Servo Evolution (SE) platform.

DENON – receiving its UK launch... the AVP-A1HD THX Ultra2 High Definition home cinema preprocessor. Approx twice as large and heavy as anything else on the planet (possibly!)

DYNAUDIO – Celebrating 30 years with the UK’s first performance of the humungous predecessors and sporting more technology than anything else.

EXPOSURE – exposing the new MCX system!

FOCAL – debut of the amazing new Chorus 816WSE and the Elektra S range.

JVC – See the “True Black” DLA-HD100 projector.

KEF – see the stunning audiophile XQ series and new KIT series.

MIJ ACOUSTICS – launching the XENO speaker system.

MONITOR AUDIO – UK show debut of the PL100.

NAD – hear the new CS516EE CD player.

PROJECTIONDESIGN – First UK showing of the M25 – the worlds smallest full HD projector.

SPECTRAL – see the stunning new Closed Series models and Contena range.

SYSTEM FIDELITY – a whole new brand launching at Bristol!

VITA AUDIO – look out for the launch of the R4 radio... sure to be another hit!

WILSON BENESCH – UK debut of the Trinity loudspeaker and the Full Circle turntable stand.

For the very latest information please visit www.bristolshow.co.uk
Fine basic engineering makes Mystere’s ia11 integrated amplifier a shining example of valve amplifier design, says Noel Keywood...

Stere Quality

Standards are variable in the valve amplifier world. Some are less well made than they should be, others hopelessly complex and fussy to maintain, but I’m happy to say the Mystere ia11 you see before is neither of these. A fairly conventional design from the Netherlands, it is beautifully detailed in terms of electronic design and casework, and also refreshingly neat and affordable at £1,250. You get 40 watts per channel from a compact chassis, free from arcane ceremony such as bias adjustment. As valve amplifiers go, this is as close to plug and play as it comes...

Mystere is a brand name used by a Netherlands based (Eindhoven I believe) Durob audio group who design locally but get their product built in China they say - hence the low price. I am told, though, that Durob used Melody’s Chinese factory to produce the Mystere, hence the similar styling. The novel Adaptive Auto-Bias circuit is Prima Luna’s apparently, but the output transformers are Melody’s, making the Mystere something of a hybrid in terms of technology, but there’s nothing wrong with this, especially as both Prima Luna and Melody between them seem to know a thing or two about valve amplification! In the ia11 you get a strong, beautifully finished modern valve amplifier.

The ia11 is unusually heavy for its compact dimensions, weighing no less than 20.5kgs. It will fit most shelves, measuring 320mm wide, 350mm deep and 200mm high. There are just four switched line inputs, both eight and four Ohm loudspeaker outlets, plus the usual IEC mains socket. The power switch lies on the right hand side panel, just behind the fascia, so it cannot be seen but is easily accessed. Strengthening its audiophile credentials is a switched stepped attenuator with strong detent springs...
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that give it a heavy, solid action.

The valves are protected - or should I say humans are protected - by a cover that can be easily removed. With no top vents it traps heat and gets hot, as do the valves. As manufacturers like GEC once used to specify minimum distances between valves like KT88s to minimise mutual warming effects that cause overheating, this isn’t the best cover I have seen, but it can be removed without the exposed amplifier becoming electrically dangerous. The valve complement comprises four 6SN7 triodes for amplification and one pair of EL34 output pentodes in push-pull arrangement per channel. All the valves are affordable, EL34s costing around £14 each for example, making replacement every few years (of normal use) relatively inexpensive.

**SOUND QUALITY**

The EL34 is known for its lucid midband, one that is valued highly in the Far East, where this valve has a strong reputation - and I was reminded of its sound listening to the ia I. The amplifier has a delightful midband lucidity that portrays vocalists in a space of their own, seemingly without the harshness of tone and opaqueness that afflicts solid-state. It offers a "see through" window without the slightest haze, just a sparkingly clear image set out neatly between the loudspeakers, but not forward of them. The ia I lays out its stall tidily, with a well ordered stereo stage, if not one that is as expansive as that provided by older valves like the 300B triode. With a musical performance centred on a vocalist like Celine Dion the ia I shone as a result, bringing the lady alive in front of me as I kicked off the listening session. It made a convincing case for choosing valves in an amplifier as well put together as this one, I thought to myself.

The EL34 also possesses refined treble, sweet and intricate, if with a little less substance than that from a KT88. Cymbals rang out with vigour and the smallest strike against a triangle in Steve Earle’s ‘Waiting For You’ was picked out adeptly. Even more captivating was the way violins of the Royal Philharmonic had a liveliness about them that made the first movement of the Brandenburg Concerto seem positively boisterous. The ia I has a well lit upper midband and a refreshing portrayal of musical dynamics that makes it an attractive amplifier to sit in front of. Again, the EL34 within the undoubtedly well honed setting of this amplifier comes across as a lovely performer. The ia I sounded insightful yet nuanced, both with complex percussion work and classical instruments.

It’s more difficult to get EL34s to provide the muscular performance of the KT88 though, and here the ia I differed little from what I have come to expect. Its initial partnership with our Spendor S8es was unsuccessful, bass sounding slow and soft. Being underdamped in themselves, the S8es generally work well with grippy amplifiers and this isn’t one of the ia I’s strengths. They were happier with a pair of Usher S-520s, where the amplifier’s lovely midband was made obvious, its sweet treble highlighted and bass kept in shape.

Moving the ia I into my own listening room to partner them with a pair of valve amplifier-friendly Revolver R45s provided the best results, although my overall impressions were unchanged from those I reached with the Ushers. The amplifier did a fine job with the up tempo ‘Somebody’, from the Eagles latest album, maintaining a good sense of pace, delivering sparkling clear vocals and ringingly sweet treble, full of fine detail. Kick drum and bass guitar weren’t especially impactful though, even though there was enough weight to them.

Rachmaninov’s popular Piano Concerto No2 brought forth a lovely swathe of strings, violins again sounding lively and richly detailed. Piano had both body and tone, sounding rich and engaging. I noticed also with the sensitive Revolvers that input switching or adjusting the volume control brought obvious clanking from the loudspeakers, caused by microphony, a phenomenon new to me in valve amplifiers.

**CONCLUSION**

Mystere’s ia I is a delicate performer, distinguished by a super clear midband and sparkling, sweet treble. Partnered with sensitive floorstanders it does a lovely job at the price, although is more convincing with classical and vocals from the likes of James Blunt or Celine Dion than heavy bass lines and kick drums from The Darkness, for example. All the same, the strengths of EL34s in a nicely designed amplifier are there to be heard in all their glory and the asking price isn’t great, making the ia I a fine, real-world starting point for anyone appreciative of the clarity valves can bring.

---

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

Using EL34 output pentodes the Mystere delivered 45W into 8 Ohms and 42W from its 4 Ohms tap, before visual clipping (output overload). It moved into clip smoothly and symmetrically, a testament to its unusually low distortion at high levels. Pushed to 1% total harmonic distortion the valves are likely run at high voltage and won’t have the life of lower power designs, but EL34s are inexpensive to replace.

The transformers behave unusually well, with no sign of core saturation at low frequencies, and low distortion at high frequencies too. Consequently, distortion levels were very low across the audio band and comprised innocuous second and third harmonics totalling around 0.2%. This amplifier should sound smooth and muddle-free, even at high volume. Frequency response was wider than usual from a valve amplifier, with an upper limit of 56kHz (-6dB). The lower limit was 5Hz. Damping factor was low though, just 0.46, so underdamped loudspeakers will likely sound buoyant.

---

**VERDICT**

With lovely midband and treble, this slick, well built amp is an easy listen. **MYSTERE IA11**  £1,250

*Pistol Music*  
[C] +44(0)20 8971 3008  
www.pistolmusic.co.uk

**FOR**  
- smooth and clear midband  
- sweet treble  
- compact dimensions

**AGAINST**  
- lacks bass punch  
- microphonic switches  
- poor valve cover
Fancy a digital music portable to help you work all those winter pounds off? David Price runs away with five from Apple, Creative Labs, Samsung, Sandisk and Sony...

Given that it isn't just the goose that gets fat each Christmas, the new year always brings the sad sight of thousands of otherwise sofa-bound souls trying to work off the festive flab with a foray into the great outdoors. If you're one of the many, the solemn process of getting fit is always made easier by having music to take your mind off the grim world of exercise beyond the living room couch.

Ten years ago, mobile music was an altogether less inviting proposition. Living in Brighton at the time, I remember my morning constitutional along the seafront being frequently interrupted by my Sony MiniDisc player going silent as the little disc inside skipped a beat, usually as a result of a gust of wind off the Atlantic almost bowing me off my feet. Meanwhile, two decades ago, if I so much as looked at my brand new Sony Discman portable CD player in a funny way, it lost its place on the disc, never to find it again.

With its solid-state flash memory, the MP3 portable has made such histrionics a dim and distant memory — you can shake these things up and down like a cocktail flask and they'll keep on playing. The problem of course is that most don't sound anywhere near as good as the old disc-based devices...

"MP3 portables have recently gone from Stone Age to New Age..."

Until recently that is. The so-called MP3 player has been around for almost a decade now, during which time they've gone from Stone Age to New Age in development terms. The very first Diamond Multimedia Rio had 64MB of memory and sold for around £300 in today's money — nowadays you can get a Sandisk Sansa for £30 with 2GB. This means there's more memory for superior sounding higher bitrate files. The latest crop of portables are cheaper and more sophisticated - by an order of magnitude.

What's really driven prices down and standards up is the Apple iPod. The flash memory-based Nano that launched some two and a half years ago (at £159 for 4GB) was an important product, bringing decent sound and storage to something barely bigger than a half-width Zippo lighter. The second generation (£159, 8GB) that followed a year later actually sounded worse (this is when Apple, for some inexplicable reason, started fitting weedy headphone output stages) but was neater looking still. The latest 3G Nano (£109, 8GB) here is very much the market leader and the one to beat.

Sony's NWZ-A818 is its arch rival, and in my view Sony's first serious music portable for a long time. Before this, they'd been preoccupied by ATRAC - a moribund format originally conceived for MiniDisc in the early nineties - but this new Sony plays almost everything from generic MP3 and Microsoft's mediocre sounding WMA to Apple's preferred (and superior sounding) AAC codecs.

Snapping at its heels is the latest of a new generation of Samsung players - which have been getting particularly strong of late in terms of both sonics and sophistication - the YP-P2. And the group is topped off by two cheaper designs - Creative's Zen Stone Plus, a tiny pebble-sized player for under £50, and Sandisk's new Sansa Clip which is cheaper still and only slightly larger, costing just £30!

"SANDISK SANSA CLIP £30"

Resembling an iPod Nano that's shrunk in the wash, this matchbox-sized 2GB player's rear panel is taken up with a belt clip, which makes it perfect for joggers everywhere. It measures just 55x35x12mm, so is easily pocketable but its soft plastic body is easy to scratch. It has a central five way control that's easy to use, and this lights up in a bright blue hue, matching an easily readable two colour display. Getting music to the Sansa works in the same way as all the others here - you just drag and drop the files via Windows Explorer. The downside is that the Sansa only plays MP3, WMA and Audible files - no AAC will be a pain for iTunes users. Considering its pocket-money price however, it doesn't half sound good - a very lively, passionate sounding player with surprising clarity across the midband and a big, bouncy bass. It lacks the finesse and detail of the iPod Nano, but is certainly no less musical. A nice feature given the lo-fi nature of the bundled headphones is the user-adjustable equaliser, but as with all players here they can be easily upgraded by a pair of Sennheiser MX-550s (£30). There's also voice recording and a rough sounding FM radio, and the long fifteen hour battery life puts the Zen Stone to shame. A lot of player at the price, the Sansa Clip is an easy way to play music on the move for minimal money.

"CREATIVE ZEN STONE+ £49"

This cute pebble-sized portable comes in selection of six wife, girlfriend or daughter-friendly pretty colours. Its tiny (53x33x10mm) design comprises just a control button and postage stamp-sized display, and as per all the others here except the Sony and Apple, connects up to your PC via a supplied USB lead. It supports MP3, WMA and Audible formats - again sadly there's no AAC - and syncing is a piece of cake as the player works seamlessly with Windows Media Player or you can drag and drop files in Explorer. Given its teeny size, there's a surprisingly listenable FM radio, plus a stopwatch and voice recorder, making it usefully versatile. Weighing just 21g it's a cinch to take out and about, and the five-way control works well on the move. For something so tiny, the sound coming out of the Creative is a revelation. Apple fans will be dismayed to hear it beats the Nano in sonic terms - there's a rich tonality, powerful dynamics and...
a generally musical feel to higher bitrate WMA files. Still, this machine has real limitations - a few hours in my jacket pocket saw the plastic Zen's body as pock-marked as the lunar surface. As a cheap and cheerful music machine the Creative works well, offering an affordable, enjoyable, hassle-free listening experience.

**SAMSUNG YP-P2 2GB £99**

Offering one of the first proper fully touch-sensitive user interfaces, this player feels really swish given its modest price. And it's not simply just a poor man's Apple iPod Touch, because it actually works better in some ways - especially sonically. Impressively well built, its 85g black plastic case is just about big enough (100x52x10mm) to hold a wide screen that doubles as the touch control system. This works well, but lacks the pricier iPod Touch's panache; the Samsung feels a whole generation behind. The same goes for its software - it syncs to the bundled Samsung Media Studio or Windows Media Player well enough, but can't match iTunes' ease of use or versatility and only plays WMA or MP3 audio files (along with MPEG-4 and WMV for video), which is a big disappointment as it limits sonic potential and rules out DRM-free iTunes Plus Music Store downloads. Battery life is good at thirty hours on audio and four hours on video, and it's a truly fine sounding little bit of kit. Like all Samung's of late, it has a big bass, expansive midband and a slick, creamy treble. It's dynamic and grippy too, making this portable pure pleasure to listen to. Even its picture quality is excellent, and features like its built-in Bluetooth and FM radio work well, making it a fine all round package - although we'd go for a slightly pricier, larger memory version to make the most of it.

**APPLE IPOD NANO 8GB £109**

The one that all the others must beat, the new Nano hasn't been universally praised. Its frumpy looks and different form factor from earlier models (necessary to fit a screen wide enough for video viewing) makes it look like it's trying to disguise middle-aged spread with a big suit and shoulder pads. Still, the new one is better made than the last generation, with a slicker anodised aluminium and chrome finish and a sharper, brighter, wider screen. It's no match for the beautifully hewn Sony however, which feels altogether more aristocratic. The 52x70x6mm machine retains Apple's trademark clickwheel which is a joy to use; designer Jonathon Ive's iconic interface is still the best, making all rivals feel clunky by comparison. Battery life is better than before, giving twenty hours on audio and four on video, but the Nano's clinical sound disappoints. It's nicely couth and detailed, but can sound sterile compared to the exuberance of the Sony, compressed dynamically and light in the bass. Although the new Nano's sonics are an improvement over its predecessor, it's still not quite class-competitive. Needless to say, everything integrates beautifully with iTunes - the best music manager around - and is utterly straightforward to use, but the Nano isn't the best all rounder at the price all the same.

**SONY NWZ-A818 8GB £135**

Sony's latest Walkman is finally good enough to take a bite-sized chunk out of Apple's market. Pitched directly at the iPod Nano, it betters it in almost every respect, and is cheaper too. Similarly shaped to the first generation Nano, at 88x43x9mm it sits easy in the hand and the powder coated light aluminium (53g) body is the best finished here. The display is the equal of all here, and the three button control system as easy to use as all except the iconic iPod. Although it works directly with Windows Media Player and you can easily drag and drop files - even from a Mac computer - you soon miss Apple's superb iTunes that makes the iPod experience so special.

Unlike earlier Sonys, the new Walkie plays a host of formats (including AAC, WMV, MP3, PCM and PlaysForSure) and makes a top job of it too. Bright, vibrant and powerful, it makes both iPods sound positively anaemic, and unlike the Apple has a customisable equaliser so you can tailor the sound precisely to your taste and/or phones. Bass is very strong and dynamics robust, the Sony's analogue output stage being a serious item, unlike that of the iPod. Although smaller than the cheaper Samsung, its screen still gives impressive video playback, cover art display or photo viewing, and flips from vertical to horizontal if needed. Battery life is excellent too - thirty hours and eight hours on audio and video respectively. A brilliant new digital portable from Sony - the Walkman is back.

---

**VERDICT**

---
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Any one who has ever seen the film 'A Clockwork Orange' will have seen a Transcriptors Hydraulic Reference turntable. It appears in several scenes, and is so visually arresting that it's hard not to spot. Indeed, even today it looks positively avant garde, with those rotating gold plated weights on a brushed alloy platter, mounted on a black acrylic motorboard. All of this is protected by a clear acrylic lid that comes with a central leg hinged from the back panel, to support its weight when open, and is also detachable by pulling the long shaft out of the hinge.

It also takes a radically different approach to the art of dragging a needle through a twisting groove. Today we're used to decks in all shapes, sizes and materials, but in the heyday of the Garrard 301 and Thorens 124 the design of the Transcriptors would have seemed amazing. Not only did it look breathtakingly futuristic, but it was a beautifully integrated mechanical package, performing all the functions a turntable needs with tremendous refinement and sophistication.

The name comes from its bath of hydraulic fluid which sits under the centre of the platter. The bearing rotates in this, and speed is fine tuned by adjusting the angle of a paddle, the control for which sticks out from under the platter at the three o'clock position. The drive belt rides in the deep groove that occupies most of the rather narrow edge of the thin platter, and disappears under a casing in the back left corner, which houses the motor. It follows a path from the motor around a strobe disc (lit by a gentle neon orange glow from underneath) and back to the platter. The motor is switched on and off by a mercury switch operated by rotating the shaft protruding from the casing half way along the left side of the deck. Speed change is accomplished by manipulating a spring-loaded shaft near the back of the motor cover. You push down for 45 and lift for 33. Inside, two prongs engage with the belt and move it to the appropriate pulley.

The late David Gammon founded Transcriptors in 1960, whilst employed as chief engineer at Almer Components. He designed the Transcriptor arm, as well as the sweep arm and stylus brush, due to the lack of professional grade components then available. After getting the interest of Hi-Fi News magazine, he started production in his flat in the early nineteen sixties. Soon after this he was approached by an audio research laboratory, and in 1963 began production of the Hydraulic Reference turntable. The following year he left Almer Components to run Transcriptors full time, initially from two rooms in the Holloway Road in North London. Production grew and in 1965 he moved to larger premises in Borehamwood, in Hertfordshire. Stanley Kubrick visited the factory in 1969, and left with a turntable to use in his new film, 'A Clockwork Orange'. The same year that the film came out, 1971, David received a design award from the London Design Centre. Hydraulic
Reference decks produced after this date carry a logo on the bottom left of the acrylic lid.

1973 saw some major changes in the manufacture of the turntables, with production moving to Carlow in Ireland. It was also in this year that the connection with John Michell came to fruition. Michell had already been doing subcontracting work manufacturing for Transcriptors (their premises were next door to each other) and, following the move to Ireland, a contract was signed that allowed Michell to reproduce the Hydraulic Reference under licence. Thus was born the company that now makes the GyroDec, a visual relative of the Hydraulic.

According to the very informative website set up by David's son Michael (www.transcriptors.net), the inspiration for the deck came from a desire for engineering excellence to be on display, rather than be hidden away in a case, in the same way that some clocks have their workings on display. These days, the Transcriptors Hydraulic Reference is no less remarkable an achievement than it was forty years ago — but now what is most striking is how innovative it was for its time.

In a world of Thorens clones housed in resonant wooden boxes, the Transcriptors was surely the first exo-skeletal turntable around; nowadays almost every deck is. And whilst the novel speed control system didn't catch on, the idea of driving the platter by a belt around its periphery certainly did. Cultural icon, style statement, design study and a surprisingly capable sounding record player in its own right — not many vinyl disc spinners have made such an impression.

**GOING FOR A SPIN**

The example under review here comes from our old friend Classique Sounds of Leicester (www.classique-sounds.co.uk), and is available for purchase for £799. It has the usual accessories of the sweep arm and stylus brush fitted, but sports a Decca International pick-up arm. Interestingly, although this design is nearly forty years old it is still available. Ah! (pronounced "sha") of Holland, who are the makers of the Njoe Tjoeb CD player, still supply the arms for the princely sum of 25 Euros. I think, therefore, that this makes it the cheapest hi-fi arm currently available!

In this case, the arm created a slight problem. It hung down underneath the deck almost as far as the supporting shelf. The signal is carried via a lockable DIN plug to a small junction box. From thence, your own choice of interconnects are required which normally would not be a bad thing. The problem was that there was a cigarette paper's clearance between the shelf and the arm base, allowing no space for the plug to go in. I fitted the arm with my Cartridge Plan MusicMaker III cartridge, and spent over half an hour getting frustrated, trying to get the uncalibrated counterbalance weight set correctly for tracking force, and the azimuth (left or right tilt, or lack of, when viewed from the front) of the arm correctly applied. I was curious to hear this machine even though, with the Decca arm, it is not quite in standard form. In so many ways it flies in the face of modern turntable thinking. Particularly in the way the record is supported. Acrylic is used on a lot of decks for the platter because of its mechanical similarity to vinyl. Others use felt mats and glass platters. No one, to my knowledge, apart from Transcriptors, support the record via six small pads of what appears to be a neoprene type material, each with a smaller area than most little finger nails! Further support is provided by three posts placed so as to support a 7-inch record [Vinyl anorak firmly in place, I can add that Bang & Olufsen actually used a similar system on some of their early 1970s decks, such as the Beogram 1200, and later 1202/1203 variants - AS]

I was surprised by the punchy bass line and kick drum that powers Amy Winehouse's 'Back To Black' opening song, 'Rehab', would be an understatement. I would not describe it as particularly deep, but it had a certain impact and drove the music along very pleasantly indeed. This particular combination of arm and deck favours the midband and the low to middle reaches of the treble spectrum. Sounds and voices were quite detailed in a 'spotlit' kind of way, and stereo placement was good with an impressively wide soundstage.

'Ravi Shankar in San Francisco' saw the sitar well lit and the tabla had a beautiful sound, with the detailing of the hand movements over the drum skin a pleasure to listen to. The 1962 John Ogden recording of Rachmaninov's Piano concerto No. 2 was a mono pressing and the rather open top end made me reach for the mono switch on the GSP Audio Jazz Club phonostage. Even with the surface noise subdued I still found it a technically rewarding rendition. The piano tone, although a little forward, was good and the strings had a definition that reminded a bit of the presentation of the Eastern Electric Minimax phonostage. However, I felt that the overall result was a somewhat soulless performance of one of the great romantic pieces of the classical era. I felt I wanted more body, more heart in it.

I personally prefer a slightly fuller bodied sound, but if you like the sort of presentation that you get from mounting speakers on open frame stands, as opposed to my preference of single column lead or concrete filled ones, then you will enjoy what this deck has to offer. It is fast, detailed and very open. By the same token, it can also be quite ruthless about the condition of your records. If the styling and sound are to your taste then this Transcriptors Hydraulic Reference turntable is an interesting and unusual machine. It's also probably the easiest way to get a film star into your house!

"it takes a radically different approach to the art of dragging a needle through a groove..."
Discover a superb complete music system from the makers of the legendary D200 power amplifier – GamuT.

Great GamuT system

GamuT is one of the very few companies that can offer a complete music system that has achieved WORLD-WIDE PRAISE. See www.gamutaudio.com/reviews

"As the audiophile press has affirmed for several years now, GamuT is on to something very, very good." (JV Serinus, Stereophile)

GamuT's latest arrival, the CD3 CD player, completes a SUPERBLY MUSICAL SYSTEM. The CD3 is in Hi-Fi Choice’s Collection for 2007. "It has superb resolve of fine detail …a perfectly judged balance and …an irresistible ability to draw you into the music." HI-FI Choice

GamuT have merged their excellent D3 preamp with the legendary D200 power amp (an earlier HFC Editor’s Choice), making the Di50, an impressively CAPABLE AND TRANSPARENT integrated amp.

HI-FI Choice’s view on the GamuT Di50: “This is clearly a gorgeous amplifier”— another Editor’s Choice!

GamuT make three “L” speakers – the stand-mount L3 and two floor-standers – all cut from the same cloth and using superb drive units such as the Revelator tweeter. There is also now the three-model PHI series at lower prices.

Comments on a GamuT system: "The CD3, Di50, and L-7 just flat-out worked for me. Music was alive and filled with the little pleasures that make you smile, nod, tap your foot, or even boogie." (Stereophile)

Customers say we make some of the BEST SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know we can do the same in your home. Our advice will take account of your best components and guide you where change is needed, in stages you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy music along the way and save money in the long run.

JUST LISTEN AND YOU’LL KNOW

CD: ACUSTIC ARTS, Bel Canto, jCS, GamuT, Resolution Audio, Stello, Wadia.


Amplifiers: Bel Canto, CAT, DNM, GamuT, Halcyon, Howard, Sonneteer, Stello.

In the audiophile world, there's a tendency for people to think in terms of absolutes. Many folk are quite black and white in their views and often extremely unwilling to countenance that a different way of doing things may not necessarily be a bad thing.

As my primary area of interest is turntables, I have lost count of the number of times I have been asked which are best - idler drive, direct drive or belt drive decks, and it always seems to me that the questioner expects me to reply with a definitive, "this one is best and the other two are a load of rubbish". Consequently I sometimes detect a note of disappointment when I give them the answer that I not only always give, but that represents what I feel, namely that the best turntables are well designed ones, and the worst are the badly designed or shoddily made types. How they drive their platters is largely irrelevant!

That said, however, I do always point out that the different drive methods tend to make each type sound different. Consequently, whilst it is quite right to find one you prefer, to dismiss all others purely because of the way in which they power themselves is frankly a bit daft. As a result, I am happy to stand up and be counted in that I use and love my Garrard 301 (idler), I just after a Technics SP10 (direct) and two of the very best modern turntables I have heard are the Michell Orbe and the SME 10A (belt)!

This phenomenon is not exclusive to turntables however, as passions run high over many other facets of our industry; the likes of horn loudspeakers, vinyl versus CD and Blu-ray versus HD-DVD all cause prolonged discussions and there are some people who absolutely refuse to countenance that two technologies can coexist happily.

The most dominant one of these seems to be the long-standing valves versus solid state debate, and this is something that I have become more involved in since joining Hi-Fi World magazine. Prior to this, my main experience of valves had been a Leak TL10 from a car boot sale that didn't work, along with a couple of Russian Rigonda radiograms, where the biggest issue was trying to translate the faded markings on a forty year old Russian valve in order to find an equivalent!

My most 'serious' exposure was when the electronics clearance store of my university turned up a pair of Cape Electrophones VL1 power amplifiers for £20 and I snapped them up. I cannot remember what valves they used but they sounded fabulous, if rather soft in the bass. The trouble was they hummed like crazy and my knowledge of where to buy components for such beasts was very limited in those days. After a frustrating few months I sold them on and never really dabbled much with valves again until recently.

Of course, joining the editorial team here meant that I was immediately immersed in the world of valves again and was surprised to find out just how much equipment uses them nowadays. Publisher Noel is an ardent thermionic fan and has done much to educate me in the technologies of hot bottles and I must confess that I can completely see his point regarding their strengths; I have enjoyed some truly sublime valve sounds over the past year or so.

Going back to my first point, though, there are quite a few enthusiasts around who cannot (or will not) believe that such old technology can be competitive these days, but yet there are an equal number of people to whom 'transistor' is a swear word, and I have to say the latter band tend to be the most militant - sorry guys!

Most of the solid staters tend to think that valve amplifiers are all soft, warm, woolly and inaccurate, whilst the valveheads think all transistor amplifiers are hard, steely and harsh. Whilst I certainly know of examples of each that would seem to prove them right, I can also bring up designs like the Tube Amplifier Company's TAC834 and World Designs' VD88VA, which ruin the former group's arguments by being typically open and insightful, but simultaneously dynamic and pacy. Equally no-one could call the Sugden A21a Mk2 harsh and steely, nor even the Naim SuperVNa, yet both use those dreaded transistor thingies.

In fact, if asked to name the best amplifiers I have heard, I could straightaway think of two - the Marantz 'Legend' SC-752/MA-952 pre and power amplifiers, and the Melody Pure Black 101d preamplifier with Melody Pure Black KT88 monoblocks. These could not be more different, technologically speaking, with the Marantz being a very modern solid state topology and the Melody being an all-valve setup that makes use of one of the earliest valves ever designed! What they had in common though, was a breathtakingly vast soundstage, with clarity and sweetness (yes, even the transistor Marantz) and superb, tight, deep bass (yes, even the valve Melody!).

All in all, I would say to you all - be open minded next time you consider an upgrade. Don't dismiss something purely because of a particular design methodology it uses - you could be missing out on a treat!
Shocking!!!
Have you joined the FREE Shadow Audio E-Mailing List yet?
If not, then you are missing out on some truly wonderful offers that are quite simply shocking.
Even worse, you won’t be receiving our weekly Used Items List, so will be missing out on yet more bargains.
Visit www.shadowaudio.co.uk to join today! Remember - it's FREE!

**FREE UK delivery**

**DIGITAL**
- McIntosh MD301, CD/SACD (£3490)
- Musical Fidelity SC1 (£2399)
- Musical Fidelity MDX540 and Transport (£3895)
- Shanling CD100/ Omega Drive CD player (£6000)
- Svelto CDA-2100 + CD 700 id transport (£1499)

**AMPLIFIERS**
- Acouspheric E40i Integrated (£5500)
- Aural Edm 0.5 pre amp (£1400)
- ATC DACs Professional pre amp (£4000+)
- Audio Zone Amp 1 dual mono integrated (£1995)
- Audiovox SAV2 Integrated (£2400)
- Av Lab Series integrated (£1999)
- Bel Canto 350i Integrated (£1799)
- Bel Canto Everi integrated amplifier (£2999)
- Cedia 4300 Integrated (£999)
- Copland ETA 250 stereo power amp (£1900)
- DK Design V-1 Reference (£3599)
- Eastern Electric Minimax Power Amp (£999)
- Flying Pope MA-51 Digital Pre (£999)
- McIntosh C2200 pre (£4995)
- Musical Fidelity AS Pre (£1499)
- Musical Fidelity KX550 Integrated (£5000)
- Musical Fidelity W9500 integrated (£6000)
- Musical Fidelity S550 Supercharger (£2998)
- Musical Fidelity Thalia 500 integrated amplifier (£4000)
- Onkyo Al Pa Integrated (£3499)
- Onkyo A-5000 MK II Integrated (£12995)
- Tec T 550 Integrated (£4995)

**LOUDSPEAKERS**
- Acoustic Energy AEI Classic (£845)
- ART Emotion Monitor (£4000)
- ART Loudspeakers Expression 4 (£3500)
- ATC SCM20i (£2400)
- Dan Hefco 400 (£1499)
- Deneil J1 (£2299)
- JAS Audio - Piano Reference (£1399)
- JAS Audio - Prime (£2399)
- JAS Audio - Prime (£3999)
- JAS Audio - Superwoofers (£4499)
- Leerza Acoustics Home (£2245)
- Monitor Audio GRD (£1599)
- Monitor Audio G50 (£4999)
- Omega Acoustics (£999)
- Soundlab Millennium M3 Electrostatics (£8999)

**ANALOGUE**
- Pro-Ject Debut £700 (£799)
- SME VT 3 (18000)
- SRC £495

**MISC**
- Hovland Reference Speaker Cable (£1200)
- Isotek Nova (£1750)
- Isotek C1 Micro (£599)
- Nordost Blue Heaven Speaker Cable (£699)

**Hi-Fi Choice September 2007. SA-751 Review.**

**VERDICT**

**EDITOR'S CHOICE**

**New Reference Range**
- SC-752 Pre-amplifier
- MA-952 Mono Power Amplifier
- SA-751 CD/SACD Player

For the latest news and special offers, sign-up to the FREE shadow audio weekly newsletter list. shadowaudio@bhome.co.uk
"had broadcasters properly upgraded DAB, they wouldn't be facing the problems they are now...

Steven Green

According to Ralph Bernard, "digital radio is facing a crisis". He made the comment at a seminar that was considering 'The Future of Radio' in December, just before stepping down as the chief executive of GCap Media, the UK's largest commercial radio group. He went on to claim that, "at GCap, we are seriously considering whether to continue with our digital stations", and although I don't think GCap would seriously consider closing down the Jazz or Planet Rock, because both stations now have a considerable number of listeners, GCap has just closed down its pop music station Core. Another of its stations, Life (previously called Capital Life), is expected to close in the near future.

Both of these stations have been transmitting for several years on the Digital One national commercial DAB multiplex (which is itself majority-owned by GCap), and another casualty on Digital One has been the talking books station Oneword, which also closed in January. The stations that have closed have been replaced by BFBS (British Forces Broadcasting Service) on a trial basis, and by a "station" playing birdsong...

There have also been casualties on the Channel 4 national commercial DAB multiplex that's due to launch later this year, as Virgin Radio has decided not to go ahead with launching its Virgin Viva station. Additionally, the rolling-news station, Sky News Radio, isn't now expected to launch after the company that was going to run the station on Sky's behalf backed out of the joint venture.

Ralph Bernard shed some light on why commercial radio has had such a change of heart regarding investment in Digital Radio by admitting that it costs GCap £1.5m per annum to transmit its stations on digital, compared to just £8m to transmit its analogue stations — as an example, it costs £1m per annum to transmit an ordinary 128kbps stereo station nationally on DAB — and he said that GCap is making a net loss of £10m per annum due to having to simulcast so many stations on both analogue and digital. Predictably, he went on to criticise Ofcom and the government for not setting a date for FM to be switched off.

There's another reason why so many national DAB stations have been axed that Ralph Bernard wasn't so forthcoming about, which is that DAB sales are now very badly behind schedule. According to a document published by the DRDB (Digital Radio Development Bureau — UK DAB's marketing and PR arm) last September, this year's annual DAB receiver sales are forecast to be a massive 50% below previous expectations for 2008, and cumulative receiver sales are forecast to be a third below target. The DRDB document also showed that, after being at a high level of 69% in 2005, year-on-year sales growth fell off a cliff in 2006 to just 22%, and it's forecast to be lower still for 2007. The timing of this decline is in sales growth coincides exactly with the BBC stopping broadcasting its high-impact TV advertising campaigns for DAB, so it seems that DAB sales growth crumpled once the crutch of BBC TV advertising has been removed.

Another major setback for the broadcasters last year was BT's decision to pull the plug on its DAB-IP mobile TV system. The broadcasters had hoped that mobile TV would take off and, due to people replacing their mobile phones so frequently, this would lead to a large increase in the number of people that could receive DAB — phones enabled to receive DAB-IP mobile TV can also receive DAB radio stations. Not only is this no longer going to happen, but it will also leave a gaping hole in the finances of both of the national commercial multiplexes, because 40% of Digital One's capacity is currently used for mobile TV channels (equivalent to about £3.5m in annual revenue) and a quarter of the capacity of the forthcoming national multiplex had also been set aside for DAB-IP services — with national stations closing down, you have to wonder whether they'll be able to fill the space vacated by mobile TV.

The irony of the current situation is that had the broadcasters upgraded the DAB system prior to properly launching it in 2002 — rather than completely disregarding the audio quality and incompetently adopting the current ridiculously outdated and inefficient system — they wouldn't be facing the problems they now are. For example, if they had upgraded the system by adding the AAC audio codec (which was standardised in 1997) and stronger error correction coding, this would have reduced their DAB transmission costs by approximately a factor of three. And if they had launched such a modernised system, rather than turning their noses up at following the UK's lead due to the system being outdated, lots of countries would be using DAB by now, which would have led to lower receiver prices and consequently much higher sales figures in the UK.

However, as the broadcasters did completely disregard the audio quality, I'm afraid I have absolutely no sympathy for their plight. They have got a ready-made solution to their problems in the form of DAB+ though, but they're even managing to bungle the introduction of that up to now.●
Hi-definition audio

Explore your senses with the ultimate in world class Hi-Fi

www.naimaudio.com
"for all their foibles, BBC archive recordings are unique and of immense value..."

Paul Rigby

The BBC's transcription service discs are an archive of precious gems holding a swathe of unique performances from an array of sources, including music. The vast majority of all archival radio – especially from the 1960s - survives only on these transcription discs; even the original masters which fed them were reused immediately the disc was created. Hence, master tapes for these discs are even rarer than the discs themselves.

Music fans love transcription performances for two reasons. Firstly, they reveal unique performances of familiar songs. However, as Top Sounds (www.topsoundsrecords.co.uk) record label owner Nigel Lees explains, "groups, in most cases, especially the more obscure ones, were told, 'Right, we want a recording of your latest single and then perhaps the B-side or a cover version of a contemporary hit'. It was not very often where a band could walk in off the street and say, 'Here's a batch of three songs we've written, we want to sing these.' The problem was that the BBC worried that, during the airing of the session, the general public wouldn't want to hear three exclusive – and, thus, obscure - tracks from the group, itself. There had to be an element of familiarity in the performance. Hence, you would hear these groups sing unique cover versions of songs that would never be made available elsewhere - the band might never have sung the cover again, anyway." However, despite the element of arm-twisting, occasionally the cover was better than the original!

In many respects, the BBC holds the last untapped archive - although, like Lees, anyone who wishes to plunder it has to pay a hefty fee to legally use it. Lees himself performed some serious research in his obsession for BBC-related sessions between 1967-1969, that period where music had left the beat era and was into its psychedelic mode, moving towards progressive.

He concentrated on the Radio Times from the time, finally managing to obtain a full set of the magazines over this period, which would feature a gamut of information relating to the radio and who was appearing on each programme. Another valuable source for this sort of information, was the New Musical Express from the same era, which used to print what groups were playing live on the radio over the coming week. "It was fascinating to see that some group who, perhaps, did a couple of singles and never got anywhere, still got on the Beeb," said Lees. Such musical archaeology had never been done before.

"Where transcription discs are missing, the content can be filled by 'off-air' material," said Lees. "This is literally, music taped off the radio, normally using a reel-to-reel. A lot of the 'off-air' recordings feature the usual material, John Peel for example. No one recorded the mid-afternoon shows. However, I found a guy who did. He's unfortunately dead now. This guy used to tape this music during his lunch hour, around 1970-1972, on reel-to-reel. He had around thirty reels of the stuff. There were a lot of good tracks on there, complete with full information." Two of the tracks, from this particular source, made it to the new album, reviewed in this issue: Catch 22's 'Price Of Love' and The Portrait's 'Born To Be Wild'. Both, despite some hiss, are good quality.

"Another source might interest you. The Killing Floor track was taped from television, from a programme called 'Disco 2' in January 1971. The original had been wiped decades ago. This particular contact used to plug his reel-to-reel into the back of the TV, an obviously preferable alternative method to many others who used to push their tape machine's microphone next to the TV's speaker output! The Killing Floor track is amazing in quality, and hardly needed any enhancement at all."

Of course, the beauty of the 'found' off-air sources is that this is material the BBC doesn't have and, without diligent archiving, would also be lost to the general public. All Nigel Lees' sources are given to a gentleman who actually used to work for the BBC. Andrew Rose worked for fourteen years as a senior sound engineer (Studio Manager) at the BBC for Radios 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and the World Service. He is based in France and works under his company name, Pristine Audio.

One problem that Rose couldn't tackle and correct, however, was during a track on the latest album by a group called Timebox. Lees noticed a 'wobble' during a vocal portion of the track. After extensive investigation, Rose's final conclusion was that the BBC producer who recorded the session, knocked the recording desk. "Maybe the guy had five groups in that day and was running off for a cup of coffee – whatever it was, the wobble's now held in perpetuity."

For all of their little foibles, the BBC recordings were unique and of immense value. The question is, what else is out there?!
Walrus 11 New Quebec St, London W1

Basis 2500 Signature + Vector 3 Tonearm (£6495 + £2995 including armrest VTA)

A contender for the finest turntable so far.

Pure Sound A30 Amp (£1095)

British designed and Far Eastern made the A30 is stunning value. It might look plain, but boy, does it sound good!

Amazon Model 2 (£1600 without redesign of the original Model 2 split level plinth and even better)

Acoustic Masterpiece AM 201 (£2495)

Beautifully made, gorgeous sounding. Made by A&M Ltd. The meter has "Air Tight" on it. Hmmmm!

Musical Fidelity 550K "Superchargers" (£2996/pair)

Ever wished for more power and headroom from your present amp? Or maybe you just fancy a pair of top quality monoblocks at an affordable price. The 550K Superchargers will full either need - a win-win product!

STAX

Lyra Skala (£1849)
The latest in a long and distinguished line, the Skala is the first Lyre to feature a non-metallic body. We have this beauty on demo now, and are very, very impressed by it. We are confident you will be too...

Solid Tech

Stand Three-Tiered for use with "Use this one please"

Total Cost £470

Luxman L550A (£2795)

A very complete solution. The usual excellent Luxman sound quality. 20W class A (although measures far more), decent phono stage, balanced inputs, tone controls. I want one. Now.

Please ask about our ex-demo stock; many items are virtually as new but with large reductions.

*Please ask about our ex-demo stock; many items are virtually as new but with large reductions.*

We deliver by Business Post 24hr service (subject to stock availability), and internationally by DHL, TNT or UPS.

Major credit/debit cards accepted, even known to take cash on occasions.

Please visit our website for product, technical and ordering info.

tel: 020 7724 7224 fax: 020 7724 4347 contact@walrus.co.uk www.walrus.co.uk
Having spent a good part of my younger life traveling the globe, living and working abroad and participating in several different countries’ hi-fi scenes, I can say with some confidence that British hi-fi magazines generally display high standards of integrity.

Any cynical Brit who baulks at this contention might do well to read magazines from certain other countries, some of which seem less concerned with simple sound quality matters than those of publishing politics. For example, I’ve heard of one foreign hi-fi magazine editor telling the European manufacturer he was visiting that he liked him so much that he was going to make his the biggest brand in his country!

The world of online hi-fi publishing is more unpredictable still. There are some very good Internet magazines and some highly lively forums - although sometimes the latter can be rather febrile at times. They bring a fascinating new dimension to the subject, and sometimes the imagination, breadth of knowledge and attention to detail of some of those who post on forums bowls me over. The trouble is that for every brilliant nugget of wisdom, there might be a correspondingly biased comment which if not plain wrong is certainly misleading.

The other downside of online forums is a tendency to overspecialise issues. Whereas those of us in on the print side of journalism have had it constantly ‘banged into us’ from an early age that we can’t just say anything that comes into our heads (and editors, sub-editors, publishers and lawyers all remind us of our responsibilities), posters on forums effectively have direct, unalloyed access to the outside world. This means they can vent their personal prejudices about individual characters in the hi-fi industry (and there certainly are some ‘characters’) without the magazine publishing equivalent of ‘peer review’.

Read closely and you’ll find the views that appear in magazines are very largely confined to hi-fi products, whereas online posts often opine about the individuals who make them. This goes ‘live’ immediately, sometimes without even the moderator taking a look (these guys often do this in their spare time, for the love of their website). It makes for quite a heady atmosphere, often generating more heat than light - it’s a wild world online, and not always a fair one.

All this said and done, the strangest (and sometimes most amusing) thing about hi-fi, writing is the reactions to published equipment reviews. Although most hi-fi journalists try their best to be fair, unfortunately not every manufacturer would agree. You may or may not be surprised to learn that we hacks (across all the titles) sometimes come in for real stick from representatives of certain hi-fi brands, for having the audacity to express our own subjective opinions about the sound of their products in our reviews...

Amusingly, this usually is not because we have assassinated a particular product in print – because, as regular readers of this particular magazine will know, we chose not to do this. In truth, we get all manner of stickers in for testing which have to be politely returned early because either their measured performance isn’t up to scratch or we think the product is a lemon, sonically or in build terms. (Indeed, behind the scenes at World Towers it can be something of a white knuckle ride when a product we hoped to run as a lead review, on the front cover of next month’s issue, gets pulled because of 10% distortion or an annoying hum on one channel – or sometimes for going up in smoke on the test bench.)

No, oddly enough, the few manufacturers that mean usually do so when we’ve given their products ‘only’ four globes. Summing up a product as ‘excellent’ (which is what four globes denotes) seems to cause some individuals offence equivalent to questioning the morals of their mother, or the identity of their father. It can be a little perplexing from my point of view, as we really do try to get all review kit working as best as we possibly can; we measure it to check it’s in spec, we run it in (even if it’s already been done) and keep it switched on all the time in the most sympathetic system and environment we can find for it.

Alas if it doesn’t quite match our current reference across the board sonically, it’s not going to get five - which is of course the Holy Grail for any hi-fi maker, importer or distributor. A mere four globes is tantamount to a declaration of war for some companies, but amusingly though others act quite the reverse. There are a number of marketing folk and even PR people who will happily admit, off the record of course, that the product is “crap” and they’d rather we didn’t review it!

Hi-fi publishing is a funny old world then – and I guess you can’t please all the people all the time. For me, my ultimate responsibility is to our readers, who – unlike journalists, manufacturers, distributors or importers – don’t actually have unlimited access to cost-no-object kit and (shock horror) actually spend a lot of their own money on the basis of our recommendations. That’s a burden to bear, but it’s no less enjoyable for it.

David Price
Precision engineering
A passion for the music

Ortofon Cartridges
at last you will find all the music in your vinyl

To find out more about the full range of hi-fi cartridges from Ortofon, and where you can buy them visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk

For 20 years now WBT have been developing high quality connectors, sockets and pole terminals for hi-fi enthusiasts as well as for well-known manufacturers of audiophile hi-fi devices so that audio reproduction devices can prove their capability and you can enjoy your hi-fi system at home to the full.

nextgen is the next chapter...

Anatek Acoustics
In ‘A Class’ of their own

Just one of life’s little rewards...

For all product and dealer enquiries call +44 (0)1903 524 602 or visit www.anatekacoustics.co.uk
"what a pity modern digital doesn’t come as well packaged as today’s turntables..."

noel

keywood

Everybody’s ears seemed to perk up at the Edgar CD-I CD player featured last month and this month many of us were a little bit surprised at the Icon Audio PS 1.2 phono stage. Irrespective of the finer points of its sound quality I felt it was an exciting listen – and I can assure you I am attuned to valve phono stages and prepared to be critical about them.

The Audio Innovations P2 valve phono stage I reviewed many moons ago probably left a stronger impression on me than most products I have ever encountered. If you are wondering what beat it then I’ll tell you for what it is worth - the 211 amplifier Andy Grove once designed in-house for a rich Hong Kong gentleman. This blew me away into some distant land where music sounds real and - of course - transistors have not been invented.

What a shame 211s, 845s and 212Es - all massive high voltage triodes - are so dangerous the world hasn’t yet taken to them (but give it time!). Until then, asking valves to swing a few volts from a phono stage threatens no one but delivers a sonic thrill few could deny. This is the gentle, accessible way of listening to valve purity and soundstaging - as Audio Innovations’ P2 so beautifully demonstrated long ago.

It’s peculiar that something as intermediary as a phono stage should have such impact sonically within a vinyl system; but it’s the case and for the price the Icon Audio PS1.2 offers an affordable step into the world of almost unreasonably good vinyl replay. I shouldn’t be ‘reviewing’ it in a column, I know, but I like to write about at least one exciting product a month in order to convince myself that hi-fi publishing has more to recommend it than pig farming! [Oh my gawd – is Noel going to do a Reggie Perrin? Ed!]

The vinyl LP is a variable beast but at best can deliver a sound that’s easy on the ear and emotionally engaging. Like any good analogue medium it hides its sins well, but those sins aren’t as great as many critics, wrapped up in the wonders of digital, have come to believe. Reading a long discussion on the internet the other day between ‘knowledgeable’ engineers about the vinyl revival and the delusional views of LP lovers, I encountered the usual misquotes about distortion levels and all else that is wrong with the LP.

I’m quite proud that on this magazine we are able to measure what goes on and, without getting technical, I can assure you that there’s nothing delusional about the wonders of the LP I realise that most engineers have never measured the medium and their views are no more than simple conjecture that, unchallenged, passes as fact. LP distortion levels are in truth very low - around 0.1%. Better, this being analogue it’s a benign sort of distortion that can only become audibly apparent in large quantities, around 0.5% or higher, causing muddle and congestion. So there’s no delusion here: vinyl really sounds good for some technically verifiable reasons. It also has weaknesses I’ll admit: there’s surface noise, although it passes unnoticed in a good system. There’s variability: some LPs sound bad. And some care is needed to avoid bending the stylus. Otherwise, I am very happy to report that the deluge of new turntables, arms and - especially - phono stages continues unabated and whilst it does I’m happy to leave pig farming to pig farmers.

Flying pigs are a different breed altogether of course and are more likely to be spotted than high definition music playing machines of the Blu-ray or HD-DVD variety, some industry observers are now starting to speculate. I hope it isn’t true.

Surely, I tell myself, it is possible for digital to sound good and challenge the LP: SACD is easy on the ear after all. It seems better able to stand comparison with LP than most PCM, but has already passed into history, it seems...

High quality PCM in the form of Dolby TrueHD and DTS Master Audio is promised by both new high definition discs. But the future of hi def, digital is unassured as Sony and Toshiba battle it out with their overly complex and poorly worked out systems. Disc prices at HMV slid from an astronomic £27 down to £22 at HMV over the Christmas period, but I still do not see many takers at this price. My Samsung BD-P1000 Blu-ray player is fed a limited diet of high def discs as a result, most coming from Amazon.

Sound quality with 24/96 PCM is very good and I was looking forward to hearing Dolby TrueHD and DTS Master Audio music discs on a player able to handle them. Now though, I am beginning to wonder whether these digital formats will remain as rare as flying pigs, leaving the LP to make a slow comeback as some sort of minority interest, revivalist medium with a peculiar chic attached to it, helped along by the incredibly high standards of product styling and finish that have become a part of the technology.

The Transcriptors Hydraulic Reference we feature this month first brought radical styling to the turntable, all those years ago. Nowadays, natty looking phono stages with glowing valves help maintain the momentum. When did your average CD-based Japanese hi-fi ever look so intriguing? Or sound so good? What a pity modern digital doesn’t come so well packaged or so easy to use as today’s vinyl systems? If it did we might at last get a decent alternative to the LP.
AUDIOPHILE VINYL

TRACTOR
Tractor
Ozit Morpheus Records

Duo Jim Milne and Steve Clayton were signed by the late John Peel to his then record label Dandelion as The Way We Live, on the strength of a multi-tracked demo. Peel was convinced that the duo were a larger group, such was the professional presentation. The Way We Live moniker was used for their 1971 debut album release but changed on Peel's insistence, before the outfit's second release, to Tractor in 1972.

Chris Hewit, Managing Director of Ozit Morpheus Records and band manager for thirty six years, explains that, "as dealers are selling mint vinyl originals of 'Tractor' and The Way We Live's 'A Candle for Judith' for between £200-£250 each, the band and I decided to release them on I 80gm heavy vinyl."

The label has already had success with the Tractor back catalogue on CD, and this limited pressing of 1,000 copies recognises how popular vinyl has once more become. The source for the release was via the original quarter inch tapes, now stored in a temperature- controlled environment but apparently damaged enough to require baking before remastering. The process, which the original band 'kept an eye on', featured playback on a Tascam 32-2 reel-to-reel with Sound Forge coming into play for restoration, editing and the like.

The final released version of the album is admirable in its production. However, despite the audiophile tag, it's a shame that the inner sleeve is basic paper diecut and not plastic lined. As it is, the paper will slowly scratch the vinyl over time - replace it with a third part inner to protect your investment. Presenting a grand vision of blues-rock, folk and psychedelia, this self-titled album is both compelling and innovative. This was the band's final album release, at the height of their powers - there have been reports of a new album in the works however; so watch this space...

GROUP $0ALL
By My Side
Misty Lane Records

BEATNIKS
Outside Chance
Misty Lane Records

THE GALAXIES
The Galaxies
Misty Lane Records

All these new LPs come on the same Italian record label limited to 500 or 700 copies and on 10 inch vinyl, a favourite format amongst nostalgists. The Beatniks', a Brazilian beat group, disc covers their complete singles collection from 1966-1968, including The Kinks' "Cansado de Esperar (Tired Of Waiting For You)" and arrives complete with lots of trademark 1960s compression. Group $0All features all of their 1967 recordings. Self-penned, the style of the tracks will be readily familiar to any British fan of beat music from the times. Singing in English, the group should be investigated by anyone who enjoyed beat music with a slightly more aggressive vocal style. Again, the recording techniques of the time dominate with some distortion in the higher registers. On to The Galaxies and a reproduction of a formerly self-titled 12 inch album release from 1968. The band, formed in Sao Paulo in Brazil, could best be described as garage-psych-tropical, using typically energetic, fuzz guitar freak outs and mature psyche-pop.

Massimo del Pozzo, President of Misty Lane Records, explained where the releases were sourced from, "I'm in regular touch with music collectors in several countries. A few of them, who knew members of the original 1960s bands, asked me if I was interested in reissuing their material. We managed to remaster using quality analogue equipment. Where we were able to source master tapes, we found that they are often very noisy, due to dirt accumulation. In these cases a mint copy of the record is actually a better source. Such was the case with The Galaxies." In addition, the original groups were sometimes able to assist in the research and development of the reissue. Group $0All, who hailed from Holland, provided the original master recordings for their release whilst Beatniks went one further and also provided many extra pictures and other relevant recording information.
HÖLDERLIN
Hölderlin's Traum
Wah Wah/Pilz

Direct from Spain, this excellent album has now been released on just 500 copies. According to Wah Wah's Marc Argenter, "we tend to license a limited number of copies which we feel are the right quantities to satisfy the small circle of vinyl lovers worldwide." The inspiration for all of Wah Wah's recent 'Kraut' release titles came from the label owner Jordi Segura, who has always been a big fan of the genre. He's been collecting for years. Hölderlin, in particular, was chosen because it's, "one of the most beautiful Kraut-folk LPs from that magic era. It is now long-deleted and we thought another generation of music lovers deserved the chance to have this one on quality vinyl," declared Argenter.

Whilst rarities, such as this example, are welcome to all music connoisseurs, by their very nature source material is often extremely hard to get hold of, as Argenter can testify. "It is detective work to seek for both rights holders and masters locations. I have found myself often calling old pressing plants, were the records were originally pressed, twenty or more years ago, to ask if they still keep the masters which, of course, they never do!" Fortunately, this particular album was saved by German efficiency. "Yes, we have to bless the German efficiency. Our licensor took care of the archives. Not only were they well organised but they were stored in a safe environment. This meant that our recent releases, including this particular album, could be taken from quality masters."

A German group which was to become more prog rock-like as they grew and matured, this debut release is definitely situated more in the folk field but retains prog elements as well as ingredients that included psychedelia and the East. Centring mostly around analogue instrumentation with the odd electric organ in there, the music, at its best, is haunting. Highly recommend, it is a classic of Kraut-folk.

SHAPES AND SOUNDS VOL.2:
SHADES OF DEEPEST PURPLE,
BBC ARCHIVES 67-71
Top Sounds

Limited to just 500 copies, this is the second compiled set of previously unreleased tracks of little-known artists who appeared on the BBC in some form. Twelve of the sixteen tracks are taken directly from BBC transcription discs, with the other four from off-air recordings and include outfits such as Mirage, The Association, The Alan Bown and Bystanders, who later spawned space rock legends, Man. Created from Top Sound label owner Nigel Lees' passion for 1960s music, the idea for the series stemmed from Lees' discovery of those BBC transcription discs. These were vinyl records which provided BBC programmes for distribution to varying studios plus overseas broadcasters but whose musical content was unique, often featuring many rarities.

Using the original BBC transcriptions as the source, it is intriguing to hear just what the sound quality is like. "As good as a normal record," commented Lees, "after all, this is The BBC. The only difference was the attitude of the engineers who were actually doing the sessions. A lot of them were the white-coated, bespectacled, 1950s boys who were more used to Flanagan and Allen than these long haired pop groups. The kit was antiquated and the producers were quite snobbish. The attitude to the artists by the studio guys was, 'get in, do the track and we can go home'. There was virtually no room to do another take, for example. It wasn't a very nice atmosphere for the artists."

There were always exceptions to the norm of course, but the prevailing outlook did filter through to two examples. "My sound restorer found, on this album, on a The Alan Bown track, that the engineer began cross fading too early. A pure mistake on his part. There's another fault on Volume I within Montana's 'Hey Grandma', of an increase in the volume after the introductory guitar and Brian Matthews vocal introduction." The problem? The producer moved the knobs up during the recording! An excellent rarities collection and an important piece of archival music history, Top Sounds should be congratulated for its preservation work. PR

CONTACTS:
Diverse Vinyl
+44(0)1633 256261
www.diversevinyl.com

Stamford Audio
+44(0) 8456035781
www.stamfordaudio.com
The all-new M-series from ROKSAN

High performance hi-fi separates that will make your heart sing

To find out more about the M-Series of high performance hi-fi separates from Roksan, and where you can buy them visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

ROKSAN CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE
Audio Merchants, Glasgow • Audio Republic Ltd., Headingley, Leeds • HG Rapkin, Northampton • Hi Fi Sound, Darlington • Home Media, Maidstone
Kronos Hi Fi, Dungannon • Merlin Music, Melrose • Music Unlimited, Leverton, Boston • Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Yeoval
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Southgate • Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Holborn • Technosound Systems Ltd., Dunstable
Unilet Sound & Vision, New Malden • Videotech, Huddersfield • Zouch Audio, Ashby-De-La-Zouch
In this heavily revised section, you'll find the great and the good from audio's glorious past. Most are seminal designs which have earned their place in hi-fi history, but you'll also see some oddities which aren't classic as such, but are great used buys. The year of introduction is given, alongside the original UK launch price. Think we've overlooked something? Then write in and let us know!

**CLASSICS**

**DIGITAL**

**CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CDI 1986 £1500**
Inspired Stan Curtis redesign of Philips CD104, complete with switchable digital filter. Lean but tight and musical performer.

**CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD45E 1998 £200**
A touch soft in the treble and tonally light, but outstanding in every other respect.

**LINN KARIK III 1995 £1775**
The final Karik was a gem. Superb transport gives a brilliantly tight, grippy dynamic sound, albeit tonally dry.

**MARANTZ CD73 1983 £700**
A riot of gold brushed aluminium and LEDs, this distinctive machine squeezed every last ounce from its 14x4 DAC -super musical

**MARANTZ SA-1 2000 £5,000**
The greatest argument for SACD. This sublime Ken Ishiwata design is utterly musically convincing with both CD and SACD, beating most audiophile CD spinners hands down.

**MERIDIAN 207 1988 £995**
Beautifully-built two-box with pre-amp stage. Very musical although not as refined as modern Bistream gear. No digital output.

**MUSICAL FIDELITY TRIVISTA 2002 £4000**
When playing SACDs, the sweetest, most lucid and lyrical digital disc spinner we've heard. Old school stereo, pure DSD design. CD sound is up in the £1000 class; too! Future classic.

**MERIDIAN MCD 1984 £600**
The first British 'audiophile' machine was a sweeter, more detailed Philips CD 100. I feel never sounded so good, until the MCD Pro arrived a year later.

**NAIM CDS 1990 £N/A**
Classic Philips 16x4 chipset with serious attention to power supplies equals grin-inducing sonics.

**SONY CDP-101 1982 £800**
The first Japanese CD spinner was powerful and involving. Brilliant transport more than compensated for 16x2 DAC, and you even got remote control!

**SONY CDP-R1/1AS-R1 1987 £3,000**
Sony's first two boxers was right first time. Toned lean, but probably the most detailed and architecturally sounding machine of the eighties.

**SONY CDP-701ES 1984 £890**
Sony's first ever bespoke high end audiophile machine used a 16x2 DAC to provide a clinically incisive sound; supreme build quality; allied to the pure unadulterated luxury of a paperback-sized remote control.

**TECHNICS SL-P1200 1987 £800**
CD version of the Technics SL-1200. Massively built to withstand the rigours of 'pro' use and laden with facilities - a great eighties icon. Sonically, it's pure fun, with hefty bass that can still show weedy modern players a thing or two!

**YAMAHA CD-XI 1983 £340**
Nicely-built 16x2 machine with a very sharp and detailed sound; sometimes too much so. Excellent ergonomics, unlike almost every other rival of the time.

**COMPACT DISC TRANSPORTS**

**TEAC VRDS-TI 1994 £600**
Warm and expansive sound made this a mid price hit. Well built, with a slick mech.

**QED DIGIT 1991 £90**
Budget bitstream performer with tweaks aplenty. Postcron PSU upgrade makes it smooth, but now past it.

**ESOTERIC P0 1997 £8,000**
The best CD drive bar none. TEAC's Tokyo boys pushed the boat out in style. Brilliantly incisive, ridiculously over engineered.

**KENWOOD 9010 1986 £600**
The first discrete Jap transport was beautifully done and responds well to re-clocking even today.

**DACs**

**CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DACMAGIC 1995 £99**
Good value upgrade for budget CD players with extensive facilities and detailed sonics.

**DCS ELGAR 1997 £8500**
Extremely open and natural performer, albeit extremely pricey - superb.

**DPA LITTLE BIT 3 1996 £299**
Rich, clean, rhythmic and punchy sound transforms budget CD players.

**PINK TRIANGLE DACAP 1993 £N/A**
Exquisite; the warmest and most lyrical 16bit digital audio we have ever heard. Clever plug-in digital filter modules really worked!
**CLASSICS**

**TURN TABLES**

**Ariston RDI15** 1972 £94
- Moderns evolution of Thorens original belt-drive paradigm. Scotland's original super-deck was warm and musical, albeit soft. Still capable of fine results today.

**ADC ACCUTRAC 4000** 1976 £300
- Bonkers 1970s direct drive that uses an infra red beam to allow track selection and programming. More of a visual and operational delight than a sonic stunner.

**Pioneer PL 13D** 1973 £36
- The beginning of the end for the British turntable industry. When vinyl was the leading source, this bought new standards of noise performance and stability to the class, plus a low friction S-shaped tonearm. Later PL 112D was off the pace compared to rivals.

**Pioneer PLC-590** 1976 £600
- Sturdy and competent motor unit that performs well with a wide range of tonearms. Check very thoroughly before buying due to electronic complexity and use of some now-obsolete ICs.

**Goldsing Lenco GL75** 1970 £15.45
- Simple, well engineered motor unit with soft, sweet sound and reasonable tonearm. Good spares and servicing support even today from specialists. Eminently tweakable. Similar 88 and 99 motor units are budget 301/ TD 124 rivals.

**Linn Axis** 1987 £253
- Simplified cut-price version of the Sondek complete with LVX arm. Elegant and decently performing mid-price package. Later version with Akito tonearm better.

**Linn Sondek LP12** 1973 £86
- For many, the Brit superdeck constant mods meant that early ones sound warmer and more lyrical than modern versions. Recent 'SE' mods have brought it into the 21st century, albeit at a price.

**Marantz TT1000** 1978 £ N/A
- Beautiful seventies high end belt drive with sweet and clean sound. Rare in Europe, but big in Japan.

**Michell Gyrodec** 1981 £599
- Thanks to its stunning visuals, this bold design wasn't accorded the respect it deserved until recently. Early examples sound cold and mechanical, but now right on the pace. Clean, solid and architectural sound.

**Technics SP10** 1973 £400
- Seminal Japanese engineering. Sonics depend on plinths, but a well mounted SP10II will give any modern a hard time, especially in respect of bass power and midband accuracy.

**Rega Planar 3** 1978 £79
- Brilliantly simple but clean and musical performer complete with Acos-derived S-shaped tonearm. 1983 saw the arrival of the RB300, which added detail at the expense of warmth. Superb budget buy.

**Garrard 301A/DG** 1953 £19
- Heavy metal - tremendously strong and articulate with only a veiled treble to let it down. In many respects, better than the seventies 'superdecks' that succeeded it.

**Roksan Xerxes** 1984 £550
- Supposedly the first to 'better' the LP12. Super tight and clean sound, with excellent transients. Less musical than the Sondek, but more neutral. Sagging plinth cop-plates make them a dubious used buy.

**Sony PS-B80** 1978 £800
- First outing for Sony's impressive 'Biotracer' electronic tonearm. Built like a tank with a clean and tidy sound, albeit lacking involvement. Scarily complicated and with no spares support - buy with caution!

**Thorens TD124** 1959 £ N/A
- The template for virtually every 1970s 'superdeck', this iconic design was the only real competition for Garrard's 301. It was sweeter and more lyrical, yet lighter and less impactful in the bass.

**Linn Ittok LVII** 1978 £253
- Arguably the first 'superarm'. Japanese design to Linn specs made for a muscular, rhythmic sound with real dynamics. Now off the pace, but the final LVII version worth seeking out.

**Naim Aro** 1986 £875
- Truly endearing and charismatic performer - wonderfully engaging mid-band makes up for softened frequency extremes.

**Sme 3009** 1959 £25
- Once state of the art, but long since bet- tered. Musical enough, but weak at fre- quency extremes and veiled in the midband. Legendary serviceability and stunning build has made it a cult, used prices unjustifiably high.

**Grace G707** 1974 £58
- This early Japanese example of the tonearm art has a smooth, lyrical sound. Imported by Linn, fitted to early LP12s. Sonically way off the pace now, though.

**Rega RB300** 1983 £88
- Inspired budget esotera. Detailed, right, neutral sound but tonally grey sounding in absolute terms. Responds well to tweaking, and its cheaper RB350 brother better still.

**Sme Series III** 1979 £113
- Clever variable mass design complete with Titanium Nitride tube tried to be all things to all men, and failed. Charming nonetheless, with a warm and inoffensive sound.

**Haddock GH228** 1976 £46
- Evergreen unipivot with lovely sweet, fluid sound. Excellent service backup.

**Alphason HR100S** 1981 £150
- First class arm, practically up to present-day standards. Buy carefully, though, as there is no service available now. Totally under priced when new, exceptional.

**Audio Technica AT 1120** 1978 £75
- Fine finish can't compensate for this ultra low mass arm's limited sonics - a good starter arm if you've only got a few quid to spend.
**INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS/COMBOS**

**DELTEC** 1985 £1,300
Fast, dry and with excellent transients, this first DELTEC monoblock is the real deal for eighties obsessives. Ridiculously punchy 80W per channel from a tiny, half-size box. Radical, cool and more than a little strange.

**ROGERS A75** 1978 £220
The prototypical Audiolab 8000a — lots of sensible facilities, a goody power output and nice sound in one box. The later A75II and A100 versions offered improved sonic and were seriously sweet and open to listen to.

**EXPOSURE VII/VIII** 1985 £625
Seminal mid-eighites Exposure pre-power, offering most of what rival Naim amps did with just that little bit extra smoothness and sweetness. Still, it’s by no means ‘sweet’ by today’s standards, being lean, punchy, musical. It’s also possessed of that quintessentially eighties look — frumpy black steel boxes with rough silk screened logos!

**SUGDEN CAS40** 1983 £50
Soft sounding early Sugden combo with a plethora of facilities and filters, complete with seventies-tastic DIN socketry. A sweet and endearing performer as you’d expect, but lacking in power and poor load driving ability, so partner carefully.

**NAIM NAIT** 1984 £350
Freshly designed and built high end tube amplifier. Madcap eighties minimalist with clean, open, lively sound. Further upgradeable with PSU power supply.

**NAID NAC32.5** 1978 £N/A
Good for their time, but way off the pace these days. Use of EF86 pentode valve for high gain rules out ultra performance. Not the highest-fi!

**MISSION CYRUS II** 1984 £299
Minimalist FET-based preamplifier from the Yank valve specialists is brilliantly neutral and smooth with a sprightly light balance in the mould of Sugden high end stuff. Something of a curio, but worthwhile nonetheless.

**MUSICAL FIDELITY A1** 1985 £350
Beguiling Class A integrated with exquisite styling. Questionable reliability.

**MYST TMA3** 1983 £300
Madcap eighties minimalism, but a strong and tight performer all the same.

**ROGERS CADET III** 1965 £24
Sweet sounding valve integrated, uses ECL86 output valves, even has a half useable phono stage, sweet, warm a good introduction to valves.

**CROFT MICRO** 1986 £150
Budget valve pre-amp with exceptionally transparent performance.

**LEAK POINT ONE STEREO** 1958 £N/A
A brave attempt by the Glasgow boys to bring remote controlled user-friendlyness to hair-shirt audiophile hi-fi. Didn’t quite work, but not half bad for under £100.

**LEKIN LK-1** 1986 £499
A feature rich styling with clean, open, lively sound. Not the last word in incision but that didn’t matter to those who aspired to it.

**CONRAD JOHNSON** 1969 £N/A
Minimalist FET-based preamplifier from the Yank valve specialists is brilliantly neutral and smooth with a sprightly light balance in the mould of Sugden high end stuff. Something of a curio, but worthwhile nonetheless.

**NAD 3020** 1979 £69
Excellent workaday classic valve amplifier evolved from the Quad II mould of Sugden high end stuff. Something of a curio, but worthwhile nonetheless.

**QUAD 22** 1958 £25
The partner to the much vaunted Quad II monoblocks - cloudy and vague sound means it's for anachrophiles only.

**LECK STEREO 20** 1950 £31
Excellent workaday classic valve amplifier with decent power and drive. Surprisingly modern sounding if rebuilt sympathetically. Irrepressibly musical and fluid.

---

**PREAMPLIFIERS**

**AUDIOLAB 8000C** 1991 £499
Totally grey but fine phono input and great facilities make it an excellent general purpose tool.

**MUSICAL FIDELITY SP-8** 1982 £1,400
Abruptly designed and built high end tube preamplifier with deliciously sweet and smooth sound. Not the last word in incision or grip, but that didn’t matter to those who aspired to it.

**CONRAD JOHNSON** 1986 £2,500
Minimalist FET-based preamplifier from the Yank valve specialists is brilliantly neutral and smooth with a sprightly light balance in the mould of Sugden high end stuff. Something of a curio, but worthwhile nonetheless.

**NAID NAC32.5** 1978 £N/A
The Salisbury company came of age with this, their classic high end pre. Brilliantly fast and incisive sound that’s a joy with vinyl but a tad forward for digital.

**LECKSTON AC-1** 1973 £N/A
Amazing styling courtesy of Allan Boothroyd can’t disguise its rather cloudy sound, but a design classic nonetheless.

**AUDIOLAB 8000A** 1985 £495
Smooth integrated with clean MM/MC phono stage and huge feature count. Extremely reliable, too. Post ’83 versions a top used buy.

**ROTEL RA-820BX** 1983 £139
Lively and clean budget integrated that arguably started the move to minimalism.

---

**CLASSICS**

**TECHNICS EPA-301** 1979 £N/A
Popular partner for late seventies Technics motor units. Nice build and Titanium Nitride tube can’t compensate for middling sound.

**TECHNICS EPA-501** 1979 £N/A
Popular partner for late seventies Technics motor units. Nice build and Titanium Nitride tube can’t compensate for middling sound.

---

**POWER AMPLIFIERS**

**LEAK STEREO 20** 1958 £31
Excellent workaday classic valve amplifier with decent power and drive. Surprisingly modern sounding if rebuilt sympathetically. Irrepressibly musical and fluid.
CLASSICS

LECON AP1 1973 £ N/A
Muscad cylindrical styling alluded to its ‘power of power’ pretensions, but it wasn’t. Poor build, but decently clean sounding when working.

MARANTZ MODEL 9 1997 £8000
Authentic reproduction monoblocks still more than cut the sonic mustard. Highly expensive and highly sought after.

MICHEL ALECTO 1997 £1899
Crisp, clean and beautifully controlled. Partnered with the £1650 Orca, this sounds delicious!

LEAK POINT ONE, TL10, TL12.1 1949 £28
Early classics that are getting expensive. Overhauling is de rigueur before use, using original parts if possible. Surprisingly crisp and musical sound, that’s far more modern than Quad II. Deeply impressive when in fine fettle.

MUSICAL FIDELITY XA200 1996 £1000PR
200W of sweet smooth transistor stomp in a grooved tube! Under-rated oddity.

RADFORD ST25 RENAISSANCE 1986 £977
At the time, very possibly the least cool amplifier on the planet – and we’re not talking about appearance here. This reworking of Radford’s original late sixties design was possessed of a wonderfully rich, old school valve sound with enough power (35W) and less of subtlety.

QUAD 405 1978 £115
The first of the current dumpers is a capable design with smooth, effortless power and a decently musical sound. 606 and 707 continue the theme with greater detail and incision.

QUAD 303 1968 £55
Bullet proof build, but woolly sound. Off the pace, but endearing nonetheless. Some pipe smoking smoker sweaters swear by them!

KRELL KMA100 II 1987 £5,750
Loud and hardware version of the grand KSA-100 is one of the seminal Eighties transistor power amplifiers. Massive wallop allied to a very clean and open Class A sound makes this one of the best amplifiers of its type, ever.

PIONEER M-73 1988 £1,200
Monster stomp from this seminal Japanese power amplifier. Complete with switchable Class A and Class B operation. Clean, open and assured sounding, albeit a tad behind the pace on high speed dance music. Rosewood side cheeks and black brushed aluminium completes the Eighties-tastic experience.

PHONO STAGES

CREEK OBH-8 SE 1996 £180
Punchy, rhythmic character with oodles of detail makes this a great budget audiophile classic. Partner with a Goldring GI042 for an unbeatable budget combination.

LINN LINNK 1984 £149
Naim-designed MC phono stage built to partner the original Naim NAIT – yes, really! Fine sound, although off the pace these days.

MICHELL ISO 1988 £ N/A
This Tom Evans-designed black box started the trend for high performance offboard phono stages. Charismatic, musical and punchy – if lacking in finesse.

TUNERS

MARANTZ 5B8 1978 £353
Marantz’s finest radio moment. Warm, organic sound plus an oscilloscope for checking the signal strength and multipath.

CREEK CAS3140 1985 £199
Excellent detail, separation and dynamics - brilliantly musical. At the price, T40 continued the theme...

NAD 4040 1979 £79
Tremendously smooth and natural sound allied to low prices and good availability make this budget analogue esoterica. Needs a good antenna to work properly, however.

NAIM NAT03 1993 £95
The warm, atmospheric sound is further proof of Naim’s proficiency with tuners.

PIONEER TX-9500 1976 £295
Another of the serious classic solid-state. Boasts the usual high end Jap package of fine sound, brilliant sensitivity and superb build.

LEAK TROUGHLINE 1956 £35
Series I an interesting ornament but limited to 88-100MHz only. II and III are arguably the best-sounding tuners ever. Adaptation for stereo easy via phono multiplex socket. Fed by a modern outboard decoder they’re deliciously lucid with true dimensionality.

YAMAHA CT7000 1977 £444
Reportedly the best of the classic Jap analogues, this combines sleek ergonomics, high sensitivity and an explicit, detailed sound.

QUAD FM4 1983 £240
Superior ergonomics and styling allied to a pleasingly lyrical sound with plenty of sweetness and detail made this one of the best tuners around upon its launch.

REVOX B760 1975 £520
More of a semi-pro machine than a domestic bit of kit, the Revox offers superlative measured performance although the sound isn’t quite as staggering as the numbers. Fine nonetheless, and surely the most durable tuner here!

NAD 4140 1995 £199
Brilliant affordable digital tuner has a smooth, detailed musical sound plus sensible real-world facilities.

ROGERS T75 1977 £125
Superb mid-price British audiophile design, complete with understated black fascia. Fine sound in the true Rogers mould – smooth and sweet with fine dimensionality.

SANSUI TU-9900 1976 £300
A flagship Japanese tuner designed to steal sales from the likes of Accuphase and Revox, it boasts superlative RF performance and an extremely smooth and lucid sound, along with very fine build and finish.

SEQUERRA MODEL I 1973 £1300
Possibly the ultimate FM tuner. Massive in terms of technology, size and features dedicated to extracting every ounce of performance from radio, including impressive multi-purpose oscilloscope display.

SONY ST-S950 1977 £222
One of the first Dolby FM-equipped tuners, a format that came to naught. Still, it was Sony’s most expensive tuner to date, and boasted a very good sound quality allied to brilliant ergonomics.
TECHNICS ST-8080 1976 £180
National Panasonic’s specialist hi-fi brand was a big hitter back then, and this is no exception. Superb FM stage makes for a very clean and smooth listen with lots of detail and depth.

ANALOGUE RECORDERS
YAMAHA TC-800GL 1977 £179
Early classic with ski-slope styling courtesy of Mario Bellini. Middling sonics by modern standards, but cool nonetheless!

SONY WM-DAC 1985 £290
Single capstan transport on a par with a Swiss watch, single rec/replay head better than most Naks. Result sublime.

TECHNICS ST-8080 1976 £180
This seminal full-range driver is still manufactured. High sensitivity, as fitted to many classic horn designs.

SONY TC-377 1972 £14A
A competitor to the Akai 4000D open reel machine, the Sony offered better sound quality and is still no slouch by modern standards.

PIONEER PDR-SSSRW 1999 £480
For a moment, this was the CD recorder to have. Clean and detailed.

NAKAMICHI CR-7E 1987 £800
The very best sounding Nakamichi ever - but lacks the visual drama of a Dragon.

MARANTZ DR-17 1999 £1100
Probably the best sounding CD recorder made; built like a brick outhouse with a true audiophile sound and HDCD compatibility.

REVOX A77 1968 £145
The first domestic open reel that the pros used at home. Superbly made, but sonically off the pace these days. B77 better, but couldn’t match the Japanese.

AIWA XD-009 1989 £600
Aiwa’s Nak better didn’t, but it wasn’t half bad nonetheless. Massive spec even included a 16x4 DAC!

TANNOY WESTMINSTER 1985 £4500
Folded horn monitors which certainly sound good if you have the space. Not the last word in tauntness but can drive large rooms and image like few others.

LOUDSPEAKERS
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AR185 1978 £125
Yank designed, British built loudspeaker became a budget staple for many rock fans, thanks to the great speed from the paper drivers, although finesse was most definitely not their forte...

KENWOOD DM-9090 1997 £500
Serious and sophisticated sound thanks to well implemented ATRAC 4.5; surprisingly musical MD recorder.

THOMAS JU 149 1977 £120
Infamous cylindrical speaker that was ignored for decades but now back in fashion! Based on classic KEF T27 / B110 combo as seen in the BBC LS5/1a. Doesn’t play loud, needs a powerful transistor amplifier, but rewards with fine clarity and imaging.

SONY MDS-JESSSES 2000 £900
The best sounding MD deck ever, thanks to awesome build and heroic ATRAC-DSP Type R coding.

PIONEER CTF-950 1978 £400
Not up to modern standards sonically, but a great symbol of the cassette deck art nonetheless.

SONY TC-377 1972 £14A
A competitor to the Akai 4000D open reel machine, the Sony offered better sound quality and is still no slouch by modern standards.

SONY TCD-8 DATMAN 1996 £599
Super clean sound makes this an amazing portable, but fragile.

MARANTZ DR-17 1999 £1100
Probably the best sounding CD recorder made; built like a brick outhouse with a true audiophile sound and HDCD compatibility.

LOWTHER PM6A 1957 £18
Each

KEF ESL57 1956 £45
Wonderfully open and neutral sound puts box loudspeakers to shame. Properly serviced they give superb midband performance, although frequency extremes less impressive. Ideally use in stacked pairs or with subwoofers and supertweeters.

KENWOOD DM-9090 1997 £500
Serious and sophisticated sound thanks to well implemented ATRAC 4.5; surprisingly musical MD recorder.

KEF R105 1977 £785
Three way Bextrene-based floorstander (complete with castors!) gave a truly wideband listen and massive (500W) power handling. A very neutral, spacious and polite sounding design, but rhythmically well off the pace. The quintessential nineteen seventies loudspeaker.

SPENDOR BC1 1976 £240
Celestion HF1300 tweeter meets bespoke Spendor Bextrene mid-bass unit — and the result is a beautifully warm yet well focused sound. A little bass bloom necessitates careful low-end mounting, but these prove that the seventies did have some fine designs after all!

IMF TLS80 1976 £550
Warm and powerful nineteen seventies behemoth with transmission loading and a mixture of KEF and Celestion drive units. Impressively physical wideband sound but rhythms aren’t its forte.
CLASSICS

MAGNEPLANAR SMGA 198X £800
Technological loudspeaker with genuinely musical abilities; fast, smooth, open, dry.

MISSION 770 1980 £375
Back in its day, it was an innovative product and one of the first of the polypropylene designs. Warm, smooth, clean and powerful sound.

MISSION 752 1995 £495
Cracking Henry Azima-designed floorstanders combined HDA drive units and metal dome tweeters with surprisingly warm results. Benign load characteristics makes them great for valves.

HEYBROOK HBI 1982 £130
Peter Comeau-designed standmounters with an amazingly lyrical yet decently refined sound. Good enough to partner with very high end ancillaries, yet great with budget kit too. A classic.

CELESTION SL6 1984 £350
Smallish two way design complete with aluminium dome tweeter and plastic mid-bass unit set the blueprint for nineteen eighties loudspeakers. Very open and clean sounding, albeit course at high frequencies and limp in the bass. Speakers would never be the same again...

LEAK SANDWICH 1961 £39
Warm sounding infinite baffle that, with a reasonably powerful amplifier can sound quite satisfying.

MISSION X-SPACE 1999 £499
The first mass production sub and sat system using NXT panels is a sure-fire future classic - not flawless, but a tantalisingly unboxy sound nevertheless!

QUAD ESL63 1980 £1200
An update of the ESL57, with stiffer cabinets. Until the 989, the best of the Quad electrostatics.

YAMAHA NS1000 1977 £532
High tech beryllium midband and tweeter domes and brutish 12" woofers in massive sealed mirror image cabs equals stunning transients, speed and wallop allied to superb transparency and ultra low distortion. Partner carefully!

YAMAHA NS1000 1977 £532
High tech beryllium midband and tweeter domes and brutish 12" woofers in massive sealed mirror image cabs equals stunning transients, speed and wallop allied to superb transparency and ultra low distortion. Partner carefully!
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Leopard Lounge
Warner Jazz has just released a 2LP compilation, the rather wordily titled, 'The Leopard Lounge At The Movies: Swinging Film Tunes From the Atlantic & Warner Vaults'. In fact, what we have here are covers of popular and classic tunes. Often featuring major figures including Jimmy Smith's take on the 'Theme From M.A.S.H.`, Shelly Manne's enigmatic version of 'Peter Gunn' or Herbie Mann's all action 'Our Mann Flint'. Other notables are Les Baxter's glorious approach to the 'Theme from Lawrence Of Arabia' or The Marquees kitsch version of the 'Batman Theme'.

State of Mind
Just in from Italy is this new release on Teen Sound Records from The Higher State. Called 'From Round Here', this contemporary four piece reveal their style right from the off. In fact, over the first three tracks of the album, Track 1 exhibits their garage style with lots of fuzz guitar and energy whilst Track 2 reveals the band's Byrds influences — lots of twangy guitars, Track 3 is very psychedelia. Great for modern nostalgists.

Wah Wah Wah
Wah Wah also have three additional releases you should check out. Featuring guitar hero, Peter Bursch, Brosemaschine's self-titled debut album from 1971 takes a Fairport Convention or even Pentangle approach to folk rock but inserts a slice of psych-world vibes and plenty of quality acoustic guitar. Featuring admirable melodic structures, this is an excellent Kraut-folk album. 'Peter Bursch Und Die Broselmaschine', originally released on Xenophon in 1976, was Bursch's second release. Psychedelic folk in nature, it helped to establish Krautrock. Continuing the folkish nature, the third release is Emtidi's second album, 'Saat'. Released in 1972, it is the band's best release. Pastoral, ethereal with fragile female vocals, it is the essence of calm.

Sleep Disturbance
Limited to 1,500 copies each, Peaceville, an imprint of Snapper Records, has released two vinyl editions of albums by the Swedish death/doom metal outfit Katatonia: 'Tonight's Decision' (1999) and 'Last Fair Deal Gone Down' (2001). Issued as double album gatefolds, both exhibit some of the best output from the band. The latter in particular presents an array of melancholy ditties in amongst the heaviest of rock — not necessarily metal, mind you — more Cure-like in tone. 'Tonight... ' is just as downbeat but more aggressive in nature. Retaining the high songwriting quality standards, the album once again moves away from the band's earlier black metal style to a more traditional rock approach.

Classic Folk
Like Bob Dylan, Vega is an acquired taste. Her whisper-quiet vocal style almost engages you in conversation rather than singing a song at you. Those who look kindly on this singer-songwriter will be glad to hear that this is a recommended release, full of ideas, leaping from one aural canvas to the next. The album is short and sharp, too. Never hanging around, Vega is impatient to get on to the next level of inspiration. Released on 200gm vinyl — a fact that becomes more apparent as you reach to place the record on the spindle, it certainly is weighty. The excellent Classic vinyl recipe comes into play most noticeably during the run-in on side 1 — always the crux of any vinyl sound quality test. In this case it's deadly quiet.

Tree Top
Having reached its twentieth anniversary landmark, U2's classic 'The Joshua Tree' album is out again via Universal/Island, having received the remastering treatment and now sitting on 180gm wax. The double vinyl format includes a sixteen page booklet containing lyrics and liner notes by Bill Flanagan, as well as previously unseen Anton Corbijn photos... If you're short of cash post Christmas and can't afford the price of this luxurious reissue, grab yourself a second-hand copy of the original vinyl issue, it's a cracker!
When I think of German turntables, I'm afraid to say that images of vast, sprawling chrome and acrylic festooned beasts spring to mind, about the size of an offshore oil rig. Whilst visually arresting, it costs a lot of money to machine such materials, so when Acoustic Solid decided to design a new budget deck, they went back to the drawing board and used wood.

The Acoustic Solid Classic Wood is, as the name suggests, something of a departure for this company. The solid wooden plinth measures 470x40x370mm, but with the rear left hand corner removed. This is to accommodate the standalone motor unit. As this turntable has no suspension, the designers faced the obvious problem of trying to deal with the vibrations which would be injected into the turntable via the motor. This has been dealt with by simply separating the 24v synchronous AC motor unit from the plinth and housing it in its own heavyweight enclosure. The actual step down of voltage is carried out by a 'wall wart' type supply which is sourced from Hewlett Packard, but a more expensive PSU is available at extra cost - the unit supplied with the rest of the range which uses a microprocessor controlled power supply.
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get a tonearm cable (SME 5 pin DIN type) to mate with the base of my Roksan Nima, especially after its VTA had been adjusted to accommodate the 35mm depth of the platter.

If you’re planning on using a Nima with this turntable, you will need straight (not right angle) lead-out cable. Likewise, you will need adjustable VTA on any RB-300 which you plan on using with this turntable as the depth of the platter results in the standard arm being too low to use. I eventually managed to get both the Nima and a Hadcock GH-242 Export tonearm running with this turntable, with both Benz Glider L2 and Lyra Dorian cartridges.

SOUND QUALITY

When I cued up ‘Fools Paradise’ from Rosie Vela’s album ‘Zazu’ I was greeted with one of the most powerful, energetic and dynamic renditions of this track I have heard from a turntable at the price. Whilst this deck may not have the ultimate resolving power and finesse of its bigger brothers when capturing the subtle phrasing and intonation of Laura Branigan’s vocals, it makes up for it in unbridled enthusiasm for the music. Whilst its esteemed siblings, especially the Solid One, have excellent transient tracking ability, the Classic Wood does not sound too far behind and had me reaching for my copies of Van Halen’s ‘1984’ and ZZ Top ‘Afterburner’, which the baby Acoustic Solid adored.

Bass is strong, but you will not mistake it for the likes of the Solid One or the Basis 2100 (both of which cost a lot more). Although it goes down reasonably deep, it lacks their subterranean reach - but if you’re using standmount or compact floorstanding speakers, then you are unlikely to miss this aspect of the performance too much. The Classic Wood was also good at allowing the listener to follow complex, multi-layered bass lines, offering great separation without damaging the musical coherency by separating each thread into its own box and losing the plot in terms of the musical performance.

In the midrange, the Classic Wood again showed great enthusiasm, but lacked the finesse I was hoping for. On a more subtle recording such as Nora Jones ‘Come Away with Me’ the rich, velvety sound of this album was just a little fuller than I would ideally want, and its energy meant that the turntable missed subtleties in the recording, with images not quite as precisely defined as they could have been, a little like a photograph where the optics are not quite good enough.

Although lacking the crystalline quality of the very best analogue sources, I found that high frequencies were very good for the Classic Wood’s price. Indeed it made a surprisingly fine match for the Lyra Dorian, the combination giving an extended, open and highly resolving treble region, allowing cymbals and triangles to have metallic overtones without taking on a hardness or forwardness. Stage width wasn’t as good as Michell’s rival GyroDec, stereo images being only just able to extend beyond the outer edges of the speakers, whilst stage depth didn’t hang back as well as it could. Still, this turntable did prove to be very stable in its performance, as I could consistently locate images with no wavering or inconsistencies in image size and location.

CONCLUSION

Easy to setup, well built and compact, Acoustic Solid’s Classic Wood turntable has a powerful, dynamic, energetic sound which suits rock, pop and dance music, due to excellent timing - this deck consistently sets your toe tapping by conveying great energy. Although not the most subtle or delicate, it offers very good resolution and separation of instruments in complex pieces, allowing threads running through a piece to be teased out of the music, something rarely heard in turntables at the price. Whilst the midband is warmer and richer than I would ideally like, it’s very seductive and just the sort of sound you just want to sink into rather than examine and meticulously dissect.

If you are looking for a turntable which is totally dependable, conveys great energy and offers superb timing at a highly competitive price, then the Classic Wood demands inclusion on your shortlist.

VERDICT

Smooth and engaging sounding turntable that’s well built, easy to set up and use.

ACOUSTIC SOLID CLASSIC WOOD

FOR
- energetic, driving sound
- fine timing
- ease of setup

AGAINST
- midband richness
- soundstage size

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

The Acoustic Solid Classic One offered fine measured performance when up and running, although this takes a little time due to the heavy platter and highly polished drive surfaces of both this item and the motor pulley - the drive card does slip somewhat initially. However, once up to speed the Classic Wood performed well, running smoothly and returning a very good IEC weighted wow and flutter figure of 0.086%. Speed stability was also good but it was noted that speed accuracy was rather dependent on how the motor’s position affected the tightness of the drive cord. With it loose, the deck ran slightly slow, speeding up as the motor was moved further out to tension the cord. This is something to watch during setup - make sure the deck is running at the correct speed and then do not move the motor. AS
The resurgence in the vinyl market has been very kind to quite a few companies who have stuck with the old format, but I can think of none that have really ridden the crest of the vinyl revival wave like Pro-Ject. Having come along way since their days as Tesla, Pro-Ject have been manufacturing turntables and precision engineering components for over fifty years from their base in Litovel, near Prague. The company now markets a range (according to my fingers, and bear in mind I had to use some of them twice...) around twenty different decks, not including those made for other manufacturers like Cambridge Audio and Music Hall.

The main area in which they have really stamped their mark, however, is the budget sector, with the original Debut throwing a curveball into the market as a result of its impressive performance for relatively little money. Regular updates, leading us to the current Debut III have kept it on top of the game, but even decks a little higher up the range like the Xpression models are well designed, fine units that hardly break the bank.

Consequently, with their top model currently being the £1,300 RPM10 you might have expected that any new developments from Litovel might have involved a move further upmarket, but you'd be wrong. Their latest vinyl spinner, the RPM1 Genie, undercuts even their own budget king, the Debut III, coming in at a miserly £125.

The Genie is an absolute masterpiece of economising, and Pro-Ject have very cleverly removed or simplified anything that can usefully be removed or simplified, whilst ensuring that the important bits of the deck remain of good quality. Bias compensation? - not strictly necessary, so left out. On/off switch? - a simple in-line switch on the power supply lead, just like your bedside lamp. Lid? - not needed so left out. Plinth? - needs to be just large enough to support the main bearing and arm so that's exactly what Pro-Ject have done. The more I poked round this little deck, the more impressed I was at just how Pro-Ject have achieved that low price tag without apparently compromising the quality of the important parts.

What you end up with is a compact unit based around a V-shaped base that supports the main bearing at the front, with the arm at back right and the cutout for the motor on the back left. The motor itself is mounted to another small board that simply sits on the equipment support under the V-shaped plinth, leaving the pulley poking up through the cutout.

Also new for the Genie is the arm, a cute-looking S-shaped design with a headshell that looks remarkably like that from a Technics SL-1200, albeit fixed to the armtube. I think that even the most hardened vinyl enthusiast would have to admit that an S-shaped design does look good, even if there only a handful that really cut the sonic mustard with any conviction - Sumiko's MMT and Alphason's Xenon and the HR-100S that I use being the only ones that spring immediately to mind.

The Genie's arm, however, is solidly constructed with no bearing play. Stylus pressure adjustment involves loosening a grub screw on
the counter-weight and moving it fore or aft as required - no calibration is provided so a stylus pressure gauge is required if you change cartridge.

The other beauty of the Genie is that it comes pre-fitted with an Ortofon OM3E cartridge. The tracking force is set for you at the factory and all you need to do is pop on the platter and belt, position the deck and you're ready to go. A decent quality interconnect is supplied but, as the arm has output sockets you can always upgrade this at a later date. One slight problem I did find is that the sturdy interconnect can tend to pull the whole deck around if you're not careful - as it sits on three cone-shaped metal feet there isn't a lot of friction between these and a glass rack, so I added a few blobs of Blu-Tack to keep everything still.

SOUND QUALITY
So, are all these money saving ideas a step too far? In a word, no, and one of the most surprising aspects of the Genie's performance, for me, was its low end. Although it turned in a very good wow and flutter measurement, [see MEASURED PERFORMANCE] it is a still a very basic belt drive turntable and, in my experience, these do not usually plum the very depths of the frequency range with total conviction. Not so the Genie. Although lacking the sheer solidity and pin-sharp

"a masterpiece of non-essential cost-cutting, it succeeds completely..."
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>PRODUCT</strong></th>
<th><strong>DESCRIPTION</strong></th>
<th><strong>PRICE</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arcam A90-7.1 AV Amplifier</strong></td>
<td>£599.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cyrus 8VS Amplifier</strong></td>
<td>£549.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Channel Plus 5672 Nicam 2 Channel Encoder</strong></td>
<td>£279.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BOW FS-XT Stands</strong></td>
<td>£129.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Harman Kardon AVR500 Receiver</strong></td>
<td>£599.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Denon AVR3806 AV Receiver</strong></td>
<td>£669.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Denon AVR3805 AV Amplifier</strong></td>
<td>£599.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Denon AVR21307 AV Receiver</strong></td>
<td>£549.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Denon AVR1907 AV Amplifier</strong></td>
<td>£349.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LG 42LB1D LCD TV</strong></td>
<td>£549.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KEF 107 Speakers</strong></td>
<td>£249.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arcam DIVA AVR250 AV Receiver</strong></td>
<td>£449.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samsung LE40F71BX LCD TV</strong></td>
<td>£699.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samsung LE23R41BX LCD TV</strong></td>
<td>£249.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samsung HT0100 2.1 DVD System</strong></td>
<td>£169.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samsung DVDHR725 DVD/HD Recorder</strong></td>
<td>£199.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samsung BDP1000 Blu-Ray Player</strong></td>
<td>£349.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panasonic TH37PX600-WAL Plasma TV</strong></td>
<td>£849.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panasonic TH37PX600-CAB Plasma</strong></td>
<td>£949.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LG AN110 DLP Projector</strong></td>
<td>£1,199.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arcam DNA AVR3130 AV Receiver</strong></td>
<td>£649.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arcam DNA DV79 DVD Player</strong></td>
<td>£495.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arcam DNA AVR250 AV Receiver</strong></td>
<td>£495.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arcam DNA DV78 DVD Player</strong></td>
<td>£375.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marantz RC80 Power Amplifier</strong></td>
<td>£219.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Meridian 091 DVD Audio Player</strong></td>
<td>£2,949.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fujitsu P5OXHA40 Plasma Display</strong></td>
<td>£2,949.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KEF CI400 Ci Speaker</strong></td>
<td>£89.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KEF CI110 Ci Speaker</strong></td>
<td>£649.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>InFocus SP7205 Projector</strong></td>
<td>£1,399.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Denon DVD3300 DVD Player</strong></td>
<td>£99.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Philips RC9800 Universal Remote Control</strong></td>
<td>£199.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Philips SBCRU960 Pronto Learning Remote</strong></td>
<td>£659.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Philips 50PF9631D 50&quot; Plasma TV</strong></td>
<td>£1,649.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panasonic DMREX95V-MR DVD/HDD Recorder</strong></td>
<td>£369.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panasonic DMRE85 DVD/HDD Recorder</strong></td>
<td>£279.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panasonic DMRE65 DVD Recorder</strong></td>
<td>£149.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Onkyo DSA2 MPS Dock</strong></td>
<td>£40.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acoustic Energy Evo Centre Centre Speaker</strong></td>
<td>£129.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bose RC48 Remote Control</strong></td>
<td>£35.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BOW FPM4 Surround Speaker Stand</strong></td>
<td>£50.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LG FIZ42PX513 Plasma TV</strong></td>
<td>£599.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LG R7.26l25RV LCD TV</strong></td>
<td>£539.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LG FIZ15LA70 LCD TV</strong></td>
<td>£149.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LG RH199HS DVD Recorder</strong></td>
<td>£249.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LG 0R19(01 DVD Recorder</strong></td>
<td>£119.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LG 5OPY2R Plasma TV</strong></td>
<td>£1,199.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LG 42LC2D LCD TV</strong></td>
<td>£569.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KEF KIT200 AV System</strong></td>
<td>£969.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KEF KIT110 AV System</strong></td>
<td>£649.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LG 610X7100 Projector</strong></td>
<td>£1,799.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Meridian 20-6 Power Amplifier</strong></td>
<td>£2,949.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marantz RC80 Power Amplifier</strong></td>
<td>£219.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marantz RC9000 Power Amplifier</strong></td>
<td>£1,990.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marantz RC5000 Learning Remote</strong></td>
<td>£1,399.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marantz RC3000 Learning Remote</strong></td>
<td>£899.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samsung PS52UH750 Plasma TV</strong></td>
<td>£2,949.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samsung PS50UH750 Plasma TV</strong></td>
<td>£2,949.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grundig 473D04 LCD TV</strong></td>
<td>£2,949.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yamaha KX3000 LCD Display</strong></td>
<td>£2,949.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRIGHTON 01273 733386</strong></td>
<td><strong>SAVE AT LEAST 1:1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KINGSTON 020 8057 0717</strong></td>
<td><strong>END OF LINE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEEDS 0113 245 2775</strong></td>
<td><strong>CLEARANCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOUTHAMPTON 023 9309 7770</strong></td>
<td><strong>CLEARANCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Some items are on display but all are sold with full warranty. These products are only available from the stores listed and are subject to availability. Please contact before traveling.*
Across the top end, the innate nature of the Ortofon cartridge fitted was most dominant. The good old OM range of cartridges has somewhat fallen out of favour with many audiophiles as more modern designs such as the Goldring 1000 and 2000 series, and Ortofon's own 2M models come to the fore, but I personally feel that they are still worthy of merit. The OM's are viewed as dull by many, but I think this is attributable to their smooth nature which can indeed be too laid back in some systems and can tend to lack the spatial extension of other competitors.

However, for a budget deck this smoothness is not necessarily such a bad thing and, as a result, the Genie package has a mellifluous flowing treble that is always a very pleasant experience to behold. It doesn't quite have the crispness of the aforementioned more modern designs, but there is no sense of harshness and the Genie's resultant top end really is supple, sweet and yet detailed.

All in all, the main thought that kept coming back to me as I listened to the Genie was how utterly-confident sounding it is. The deck really does approach every kind of music with infectious enthusiasm and really gets to the nub of what vinyl is about. Musicality is an often over-used term in hi-fi circles but I believe that the Genie embodies it in spades as it just simply transcends its low price to generate a truly impressive result from whatever you care to throw at it.

**TWEAK TIME**
As a born vinyl 'fiddler', the temptation to tweak is never far from my mind, and so I was unable to resist the urge to replace the Ortofon OM3E and fit a £60 Ortofon 2M Red. As expected, the top end gained a notable crispness as the 2M Red's more ebullient treble that is always a very pleasant experience to behold. It doesn't quite have the crispness of the aforementioned more modern designs, but there is no sense of harshness and the Genie's resultant top end really is

**REFERENCE SYSTEM**
Cambridge Azur 640P phono stage
Cambridge Azur 340A SE amplifier
Mordaunt Short Avant 902i loudspeakers

**VERDICT**
A minimalist masterpiece, the Genie has all ingredients necessary to turn the basic-looking arm is more than capable of coping with a cartridge upgrade and that you can also change the arm interconnect to something more exotic should you choose then, as far as I'm concerned it's time for Pro-Ject to relinquish the Debut's grip on the budget turntable trophy. However, the trophy itself not going anywhere, it will just need the model number that is engraved on it altered a little.

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**
The Pro-Ject RPM1 Genie offered up an IEC weighted figure for wow and flutter of 0.07%, which is not only a very good result but actually better than last month's Cambridge TT50 - a Pro-Ject design that comes in at £350. The Genie's motor runs at 12V rather than the 16V of the TT50 (and most other Pro-Ject designs) and is also rigidly coupled to its mounting board, rather than being flexibly mounted and I suspect that both of those aspects help out here.

The Genie ran quietly and steadily for hours with no appreciable speed variation, but the 3150Hz test tone was measured as 3140Hz, so our sample was running around 0.3% slow, which should not be noticeable.

Regarding the Genie's arm, the main arm tube mode is at a fairly high level (although not as high as a Rega, for example), the tube looks to be quite well behaved otherwise. Higher up the frequency range the headshell is not too lively, which should bode well for the top end performance.

**CONCLUSION**
Imagine taking a skeletal transcription turntable like an Avid Volvere Sequel or an SME10A, stripping it of all the gubbins that you do not strictly need and then shrinking it in the wash - you're left with the Project RPM1 Genie. As a masterpiece of non-essential cost stripping, and as a plug and play turntable package, it succeeds completely and I feel is more than capable of worrying one or two more expensive decks.

Ultimately though, a good few hours of disc-flipping proved that it was the likes of a classic piece of eighties nostalgia in the form of the twelve inch single version of The Lotus Eaters' 'First Picture of You' that the Genie really loved. A simple, yet well recorded track, with a solid and pacy low end, it suited the even handed and musical presentation of the Genie to a tee.

Lloyd’s vocals were spot on centre-stage and the Genie set up a centre-stage and the Genie set up a very well-defined image within the loudspeakers. The image itself did not shrink in the wash and it was well able to pick up on the subtleties of softer moments, whilst music held no fears for the Genie by any complex material. Classical music held no fears for the Genie by any complex material. Classical crisp and natural and at no time did it nevertheless come up with a transcends its low price. Instruments were very well recorded track, with a solid and pacy low end, it suited the even handed and musical presentation of the Genie to a tee.
It was Michell's long-lost ISO that kicked off the phono stage craze back in the late eighties, but in the intervening twenty years the headline news has been the reappearance of the thermionic valve. So popular is the tube becoming, and so suited is it to small-scale applications such as preamplifiers, that it's no surprise to find the little glass bottle appearing in ever more phono stages, like the ones you see before you here...

There are obvious synergies; modern valve circuits aren't noisy, and the tubes themselves are compact, long lived and relatively inexpensive — something you don't find when dealing with big output valves like the 300B! Best of all is the fact that the cartridge puts out a small signal which — in some people's view — is easily corrupted by the dreaded transistor or, horror of horrors, op-amp. Some are of the opinion that there's nothing like hearing an all-analogue sound without so much as a single transistor in the way! There are problems too however, the main one being the very small gain emanating from the output pins of a moving coil cartridge. As we shall see, however, there are ways of getting around this...

Over the past year, Hi-Fi World has got rather fond of the Eastern Electric Minimax Phono — its strong, musical sound providing stiff opposition for a series of more expensive solid-state designs which we have measured of late. Then, more recently, Quad's Twenty Four P arrived on the scene, instantly winning favour with this magazine's foremost Quaddie, Mr. Keywood. As such, what better two opponents to field against the new Icon Audio PSI.2 phono preamplifier?

ON THE CATWALK
All three have a very individual appearance. The Quad's looks hark back to the original Quad 11/22 series of the nineteen fifties. The front face contains a power switch, accompanying blue LED and a large volume control knob. The back
Sports RCA phono sockets for the input and the variable and fixed outputs, and an IEC socket for the mains. There is also an earth terminal, a button to change from moving magnet to moving coil input, and a three-position rotary switch to adjust gain.

The Minimax is also conventionally styled, having a row of three exposed and one covered valves, and four transformers. The slim front panel has, on the left, a toggle switch for power, along with the invariable blue LED, and a small knob selecting a muting circuit. The selection of RCA sockets at the back are for the signal output, MM input, and high and low sensitivity MC input. A toggle switch selects cartridge type. The back complement being finished off with the customary earth tag and mains IEC socket.

The Icon Audio PSI.2 takes a different approach. This is a two-box design with an outboard power supply connected to the phono stage via a screened lead with lockable plugs on either end. The phono stage itself is housed in a narrow black metal case, with a porthole at the front displaying the rows of valves inside. Below this are two knobs, one for volume, and the other for MM or MC selection. In between these is a vertical toggle switch for Mono or Stereo. At the back is the mains input socket, RCA input and output, and, above the earth tag, a switch to lift the earth connection (occasionally too many earths in a system can induce a hum. Phono stages, because of the high gain involved, are particularly sensitive to this).

**SOUND QUALITY**

Going in ascending order of price, the £599 Icon Audio PSI.2 was the first to be plugged in. I started off my listening with the St. Germain LP ‘Tourist’. The production is good, with nicely defined placement of instruments and some very close-miked flute work by Edouard Labor. The Icon Audio relayed the sounds with great gusto, seemingly revelling in the Dance-influenced rhythms. The breathiness around the flute in the opening riffs of ‘So Flute’ was nicely portrayed but not overemphasised, as was the synthesised piano that comes in soon after.

Moving onto Tchaikovsky’s ‘Romeo and Juliet Fantasy Overture’, I found the soundstage displaying the classic horseshoe layout of the orchestra. String tone was quite accurate. I was aware of the sound of bows being dragged over a string, without the sound being overly harsh or smooth. At the bottom end of the frequency range, the tympani in the closing moments rumbled impressively, starting quietly, like the sound of distant thunder, and growing to magnificent, earthquake-like intensity.

Edith Piaf’s 1961 concert at the Paris Olympia contains probably her best known track – ‘Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien’, Here the PSI.2’s imaging abilities were ably demonstrated. Jaques Lesage’s orchestra occupied a space just in front of the speakers, with Piaf centre stage and slightly above, surrounded by an inky black background. During her introductions it was possible to hear the echo of her voice reflecting from the back of the stage, and the presentation of the holographic image was further helped by the rustle of her clothing as she moved whilst talking. The ‘Little Sparrow’s voice is one of the more difficult ones to reproduce accurately. A little too much top end emphasis and she can sound quite grating. The opposite effect can make her sound too smooth, and lacking in intensity. I felt the PSI.2 struck the right balance here, letting her rawness through but keeping the harshness at bay.

Whilst stereo grooves carry independent information on each sidewall, necessitating vertical stylus movement as well as lateral, a mono recording is cut only laterally. Any vertical movement will be caused by dirt or damage, and comes through the speakers as crackle. Playing a mono record with the vertical compliance of the cartridge negated solves this problem. For some people this is not an issue, but a sizable part of my record collection consists of mono recordings so I tend to appreciate such facilities.

Listening first in stereo, to the (mono) soundtrack to ‘High Society’, I was aware of the sounds of groove damage (or wear) sitting at the extreme edges of the soundstage. The central musical image was good. There was a good front of back depth and a reasonably big soundstage, occupying about two thirds of the space between the speakers. Switching to mono listening, the central image didn’t really alter but the crackles all but disappeared, only showing themselves between tracks in a centrally placed, but fairly inconspicuous way.

Adding precisely £494.99 to the cost of the Icon Audio will buy you a Quad QC Twenty Four P. I found the sonic presentation to be as far removed from that of the Icon Audio as the styling is. From the first bars of ‘Tourist’, I was aware of a very different tonal palette. The Quad enjoyed rhythms as much as the Icon Audio, but seemed more focused on the emotions that can drive music. This was very noticeable when listening to Tchaikovsky. Instead of concentrating on the textures and tonal qualities of the sounds I found myself sitting back and letting this beautifully flowing, slightly lush sound wash over me. The presentation ideally suited the romantic nature of the piece. Strings were smoother and had a slightly more homogenous feel. They didn’t have the glossiness of synthetic string sounds and were still very real - the fullness of the presentation made me think of it as the full fat, double cream version. Needless to say, the bass lines of large stringed instruments and tympani were shown off in all their glory.
The Globe Ratings here caused - er - 'discussion' in the office. Adam
SECOND THOUGHTS
- the PS1.2 would likely have broader appeal I feel. All the same
and I agreed the Icon PS1.2 phono stage is superb for the price,
agree, so we gave both five globes. NK

Adam prefers the Minimax for its clarity and detail and I just about
yet impressively tight bass. On balance - and especially at the price
reveal studio reverb so well around Tracey Chapman, but it delivers

I found myself again lost in appreciation of the details during the
Tchaikovsky. The separation and micro-information were such that at
one point I actually tried counting the number of violins playing. The
trade off for this was a less dramatic rendition. The intensity level seemed
lower, switching the concentration from the overall feel of the music,
to a study of its constituent parts. Don't misunderstand this as a lack of
musicality; that is there, it's just a different way of focusing on the
character of the piece.

I felt that some of this may be
due to a slight lightness in the
extreme lower registers. The growl
of double basses and cellos was
a little ethereal compared
to the other two phono stages,
and the impact of the tympani was
definitely reduced. Again, instead of
sitting there feeling the power of the
drums, I was more focused on the way
the percussionists were causing the sound.

The analytical nature of the
Minimax delighted in the complexities of
Piaf's voice. Her vibrato, and the
unsophistication of her sound were
clear, as was the minuetia of her
accent. The image was very detailed,
but I felt that there was a certain lack
of the emotional theatricality which
characterises her work.

Moving on to High Society,
and I had more awareness of the
sound of the groove walls than I
did with the Quad. Again, I found
myself listening to the music in a more
studious manner than before, appreciating
little sonic details that seemed more
apparent. Whist I
didn't notice the
slight bass lightness
as much, I still felt
that 'Now You Has Jazz' lacked a touch
of enthusiasm, almost as though
Louis Armstrong and his band were
minding their manners a little.

Moving over to my other system,
I changed to the MM input, fed by a
CartridgeMan MusicMaker Mk.III. Of
the three, the Quad seemed least
happy about this change, losing a
little of its joie de vivre. This system
is based around my Leak Stereo
20, so I also took advantage of the
Icon Audio and the Quad's ability to
directly drive a power amplifier via
the onboard volume controls. The
result was impressive, both units
produced a bigger and more detailed
version of their own take on sounds.
The Quad excelled itself at the end
of 'Olympia '61' when I found the
applause spreading across the room
to surround me. For a few moments
I found myself in the midst of a crowd
of over excited Parisians shouting
and stamping their appreciation.

CONCLUSION
Overall then, there are fairly large
differences between the three units,
but they all get so much right that
the slightest variation from each
other's performance is emphasised. I
would happily live with any of them.
They are all well built, well finished
and offer superb performance.
I could liken the differences to those
between the three box sets of
Beethoven symphonies that I own.
The Quad is like the Von Karajan
recording; somewhat lush in style
and very emotional. The Icon
Audio is akin to the Toscanini set
- impassioned, and energised - whilst
the Eastern Electric is more like the
Klemperer album: very considered
and somewhat cerebral.

If cost is an issue then the Icon
Audio PS1.2 offers unbeatable value
for money. It sounds good and has
very useful facilities. If cost is no
object then audition all three, and
be prepared to do some serious
decision making. Each has its own
style, and the final choice will rest
on how much you wish to trade
emotional involvement for detailed
analysis of the sound. Either way,
these three tubular belles are a
thoroughly modern way to make
music — and all the better for it.

There is no provision for
switching to mono on the Quad,
but with reasonably well preserved
records I found this not too much
of a problem. There was surface
noise present, again at the extreme
edges of the soundstage, (incidentally
confirming my initial impression of
greater width to the image) but again
it had a deeper, slightly fuller tone
which made it a little less obvious.

At £1,099, the Eastern Electric
Minimax is the most expensive of
the three here. After the deep pile
velvet approach of the Quad, the
relative coolness of the Minimax was
a surprise. Where the Quad revealed
in the passion of sound, this machine
seemed to sit back and take a
detached, almost hardheaded view of
things. I found myself concentrating
more on the combination of
its acoustic and emotional
characteristics.

The drive of the rhythm seemed
detached, almost hardheaded view of
the passion of sound, this machine

Although the sound was large
and full, the imaging was still good
with appropriate gaps around
performers. Piaf seemed to occupy
a slightly greater part of the central
image. It was still realistically sized
since the soundstage also seemed a
little wider, extending perhaps a foot
extra either side of the speakers.
Her voice had slightly less gravel in it,
the roll of the RS being less obvious,
but the richness helped top up the
emotional content of her voice and
songs. The defiance of "Non, Je Ne
Regrette Rien" was more blatant. She
genuinely meant every word.

There is no provision for
switching to mono on the Quad,
but with reasonably well preserved
records I found this not too much
of a problem. There was surface
noise present, again at the extreme
edges of the soundstage, (incidentally
confirming my initial impression of
greater width to the image) but again
it had a deeper, slightly fuller tone
which made it a little less obvious.

At £1,099, the Eastern Electric
Minimax is the most expensive of
the three here. After the deep pile
velvet approach of the Quad, the
relative coolness of the Minimax was
a surprise. Where the Quad revealed
in the passion of sound, this machine
seemed to sit back and take a
detached, almost hardheaded view of
things. I found myself concentrating
more on the combination of
its acoustic and emotional
characteristics.

The drive of the rhythm seemed
detached, almost hardheaded view of
the passion of sound, this machine

REVIEW

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

ICON AUDIO PS1.2
The Icon Audio PS1.2 is accurately equalised on both MM and MC inputs. Both have a little bass lift below 100Hz, amounting to +0.5dB at 20Hz. It's common for phono stages to have a bass roll off as they run out of gain, and because it provides a measure of warp filtering. There's also merit in balancing out the natural low frequency lift pickup cartridges display due to arm/cartridge resonance. The Icon bucks the trend and will have bigger bass, as this sort difference is plainly audible.

The volume control rolls off treble at mid settings, due to stray capacitances acting in conjunction with a high track resistance - a common problem. It was -1dB down at 14kHz, worst case, but as most cartridges are +2dB up or so at this frequency, it will pass unnoticed.

The PS1.2 was very quiet on both MC and MM inputs, had little distortion and wide channel separation. Gain on MM was a usefully high x365, giving around 3V maximum output, whilst gain on MC was x3561, sufficient again to provide 3V or more, so the PS1.2 can drive power amplifiers directly. Overload ceilings were fine.

The PS1.2 is nicely engineered, with not a weakness anywhere. Expect stronger bass and subsonics than usual. NK

QUAD QC TWENTY FOUR P
The Moving Magnet section of the Quad has three gain options: x184 up to x737, measurement shows, wide enough to accommodate all MM cartridges. An output swing of 19V gives plenty enough volts with the high gain setting to drive power amplifiers directly from the volume control (variable) output. Hiss will be inaudible and there was a negligible hum. Frequency response measured flat from 23Hz up to 35kHz (-1dB) with MM. Our analysis shows output rolls down slowly below 100Hz, due to the presence of a slow warp filter which reduces gain by -10dB at 10Hz. The MC stage has a similar frequency response.

MC gain levels were vast, measuring x1785 (Low) to x7135 (High). Measurement shows the Quad Twenty Four P can act as a phono stage or preamp. In both roles it measures very well.

EASTERN ELECTRIC MINIMAX
The Minimax is accurate in its equalisation from 200Hz up to and past 20kHz, within 0.1dB or so. Below 100Hz gain starts to fall. There's more roll off with MC than MM, the former measuring -1dB at 60Hz and -3dB at 22Hz, higher than is common. This isn't always a bad thing, as it suppresses warps. The roll off will audibly lighten bass though.

Gain values were fine at x128 for Moving Magnet cartridges, x627 for High output Moving Coils, and x1797 for Low output ones.

Noise was low. MM cartridges feed the first valve directly. MCs feed a tapped input transformer that in turn feeds the first valve. In use hiss with MC is all but inaudible.

The Minimax phono stage measured well in all respects, but it will have slightly lighter bass than any stage meeting RIAA equalisation requirements down to 20Hz or lower. NK

VERDICT
Bargain-priced valve phono stage with excellent build quality and an engagingly uplifting sound.

ICON AUDIO PS1.2 £599
Icon Audio
© +44(0)1162 440593
www.iconaudio.co.uk

VERDICT
Incisive, accurate and detailed tube phono stage offering fine value for money.

EE MINIMAX PHONO £1,099
Shadow Distribution
© 0844 800 0073
www.shadowdistribution.co.uk

VERDICT
Powerful and lavish sounding performer with excellent all-round ability.

QUAD TWENTY FOUR P £994.99
IAG
© +44(0)845 4580011
www.quad-hifi.co.uk

World Radio History
www.worldradiohistory.co.uk
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NORDOST HEIMDALL TONEARM CABLE £250

Tonearm wires are a subject of much discussion in the analogue audiophile community. For many years, major manufacturers such as Linn and Rega resisted fitting premium priced cables to their tonearms, arguing that they had relatively negligible effect. The result of this stance has been that in 2008 there's a range of companies doing aftermarket rewiring of both the internal arm cable and the arm-to-phono preamplifier cabling. In the case of SME pickup arms, upgrading the cable is far easier than having to remove your arm and sending it off for rewiring, as they use a discrete arm cable connected to the armbase by a small DIN plug. Nordost's Heimdall is such a product that plugs into your tonearm in seconds (providing your turntable is such that you've got an easily accessible arm, that is). It uses four 'dual shielded' silver plated 99.9999% oxygen-free copper conductors, each with Nordost's Mono-Filament technology and Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene (FEP) insulation, plus dedicated drain wires for grounding. At one end is a high grade SME-type 90 degree mini DIN tonearm connector, and at the other is a choice of Neutrik professional grade RCA or XLR connectors. Prices are £250 per 1.25m terminated with RCA phonos and £280 with XLRs.

The stock cable supplied with SME's Series V tonearm is a high quality product – just as you'd expect – but replacing it with the Nordost interconnect gave a worthwhile improvement. At a stroke it made the SME cable seem a little misty and diffuse. The Series V, especially with fluid damping in use, has quite a dark and silky sound, whereas the Heimdall give it greater incision and low level detailing, whilst casting a slightly brighter light across the soundstage. The results were quite breathtaking with the fitted vdh Frog, the new tonearm cable seemingly opening up the cartridge and bringing it to life. Frequency extremes were marginally improved too, with more smoothness and air to the treble and a fractionally faster and more dynamic bass. Overall, a fine result, but whether it's worth around £250 depends on your cartridge: with an excellent high end design the answer is an emphatic yes, but those with sub-£1,000 pickups would do better to invest the money on a better one first. [Contact: www.nordost.com] DP

Audiophile Base 01 Isolation Platform £129

One of our most oft-recommended products in Hi-Fi World's letters pages is the Audiophile Base sub-table, but it's been fourteen years since we first reviewed it, so we decided it was time for a second look. Our 2008 review sample was even better made and finished than before, with a really smart silver paint job. Aesthetics aside, the fundamentals remain the same, with the company's unique, patented suspension system underneath that's designed to dissipate ground and airborne vibrations that can sully the sound of hi-fi separates. Currently available in various sizes and two different finishes to accommodate a wide range of equipment, our review sample was 360x350mm, making it just right for standard sized components like a Technics SL1200 turntable, for example. Anything bigger, such as a Michell GyroDec, will need the BOI at 430x360mm and £140. All Bases sit 35mm high.

Sitting any turntable on a Base platform is a rather depressing experience – from the turntable manufacturer's point of view. It shows that suspension systems, massive plinths, heavy bases, etc., do not completely remove vibration coming into the deck unaided. The Base filters out a whole extra layer of mechanical noise from the listening room, letting the turntable perform in a more natural way. Songs flow better, bass is both fuller, tighter and more buoyant. The midband seems clearer and more spacious, with a smoother yet more engaging sound. Even the treble improves, with a more spacious and atmospheric nature. The Base makes quite an improvement to most turntables, then, but remember that results vary depending on how well isolated your deck is in the first place. [Contact: www.audiophilebase.com] DP
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THE DRUGS DON'T WORK
As a consistent reader of many years standing I have come to the conclusion that direct contact with your advice service is in fact the only solution. My hi-fi has provided me, in various guises during the past few years, with a good deal of pleasure, in both the aural sense and in a strange tartan thermos flask, train spotting, 'I think I'll take my balaclava off now as it's getting very itchy' kind of way!

Reading your letters pages over this time has made me come to the irrefutable fact that I have a serious problem. Using a little sound selection and sample listening techniques, I have found myself with the following system: a Roksan Radius/Roksan Nima turntable setup with Ortofon Rondo Bronze cartridge, a Trichord Dino+ (how much?) cable, Musical Fidelity AS amplifier and Acoustic Energy AE1 Mk3 loudspeakers on Partington Dreadnought stands. I also have one or two ‘Oh look he's coming this way Hilary, he looks daft enough to buy our turntable de-wobble/anti-skating ointment’ treatment!

But after an evening of vinyl recuperation, the sad truth is plain for all to hear. I struggle to admit it through clenched teeth but - brace yourself - I really like my system and can find very little to fault it! There, I've said it!

(This statement is made whilst accepting that it acknowledges that future "tweaking", "fiddling" and general "fannying about" to absolutely NO listening improvement falls within the remit of acceptability by the owner/listener).

Brian Oakley

We're printing this letter, dear readers, to give you an idea of what we have to deal with here at World Towers. Sometimes we receive malevolent mail such as this from bitter, twisted individuals who write in to express nothing but contentment with their hi-fi, music and even life. This sort of nihilism has to be stamped out, as it's tremendously bad for business here in the hi-fi industry, and denotes a reckless attitude that's liable to be the ruination of us all! Readers - if you start having sinister, antisocial feelings such as this, remember to sell your entire system and start again from scratch, buying at random online and only on the recommendation of magazines and internet forums, without any recourse to your own ears whatsoever. That way, we'll all be (un)happy again! DP

I must say, Brian, that your letter chilled me to the core and may be one of the first I have ever seen since my arrival at Hi-Fi World Towers that makes me realise that I don't know what advice to give you. Clearly you have fallen into the old trap of choosing your equipment carefully, taking advice where appropriate but with healthy doses of careful listening to the products you are considering, in order to make sure you like them. As a result, I'm afraid that I must be blunt and come right out and say that you really only have yourself to blame for your current state of total satisfaction with your equipment. As to where you proceed from here, I'm not quite sure. In order to achieve some true audiophile concern over some aspect of your system, I can only suggest that you perhaps poke one of the AE's tweeters in, maybe run some sandpaper across the stylus or use a few beer mats to make sure that the turntable is nowhere near level. Then write in again and we'll see if we can help you... AS

DIRECT DILEMMA
A friend of mine said, after learning I had sold my entire record collection built up over many years, "if your I.Q. was a point higher, you'd be a plant". This happened six years ago and I am now attempting to buy it all back via car boot sales, eBay and the like. I have bought some great albums in mint condition and some others that are merely okay. The condition does vary and I have found you can't always tell just by looking. As an example, I bought five albums on eBay advertised as "hardly played" and to describe them as rubbish would be to malign the contents of the average dustbin. So, I now have 500 albums of varying quality but the joy I experience in playing vinyl again is...
Stock Clearance

Time to pick up a bargain. With savings of at least 25% off the original RRP, these end-of-line hi-fi and home cinema separates, speakers and accessories are outstanding value. But hurry, stocks are limited.

### Stock Clearance Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEF i08ds Dipole Surround Speakers</td>
<td>£259.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEF 102C Centre Speaker</td>
<td>£185.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEF 140 Centre Speaker</td>
<td>£149.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEF i07 Speakers</td>
<td>£449.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEF i05 Speakers</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEF 6000 Ace Surround Speakers</td>
<td>£1399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEF 6000 S1 Sub Woofer</td>
<td>£709.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEF XT4 Speakers</td>
<td>£1,299.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Note:
These items are all on sale or buy-all and are supplied with full warranty. These products are only available from the stores listed and are subject to availability - please confirm before traveling. All prices correct at time of going to press. Final sale and clearance offers are not available in conjunction with any other offer or promotion. Advert valid until 16/08/2008. SE7EN OAKS SOUND & VISION
Over the years I have owned many turntables including Dual, Linn Rege etc. This year, intrigued by the debate in your letter pages I bought (nervously) a Technics SL-1200 Mk2 and I love it. Okay, it isn’t the most revealing and yes an arm upgrade would be a good move but I would not want to lose the wonderful bass and sheer joie de vivre this deck exhibits.

Now the crunch. I bought a Goldring 1042 praised not only in Hi-Fi World but more or less universally. I purchased it from Mantra Audio (who were extremely helpful). They told me yes it was a great cartridge and then mentioned that the Gyger stylus was very revealing. You can say that again! Albums that had played happily with the Audio Technica AT 120e now revealed all their imperfections, plus that wonderful bass had disappeared.

I want to get the best from the Technics so where do I go from here? I would be reluctant to attempt an arm conversion myself and at the moment could not afford it. I have £100 to spend. Help!

Doug Hardman.

Hi Doug - you were right to have upgraded from the Audio Technica AT120e, which is a good basic design but not worthy of your turntable. I’d suggest the increased resolution of the new Goldring is throwing up a few set-up issues. Check you’ve got it aligned perfectly and tracking towards the upper limit of its range. Try to site the turntable on a Base platform, or if you can’t afford it then invest in four Foculpods to go under the Technics feet. This done, look to changing the platter mat for a Sound Dead Steel Isolplamat, which works a treat on the SL-1200 and brings a smoother, firmer sound.

Finally, invest in a set of SME’s silver cartridge mounting wires (part number 5899MCS), as fitted to the SME Series V no less, for your Technics headshell - you have already removed its rubber grommet. I trust! This done, you’ll have a far more balanced, smooth and three dimensional sounding deck - the joy of the Technics is that it’s massively tweakable! DP

The obvious one would be an Orbe SE with an SME V arm (the arm being a long term lusted for item) keeping my cartridge until funds and a decent step-up transformer permit an upgrade. Alternatively I could keep the arm I have and spend the lot on a turntable. Whatever route I go it will be years before I would consider another front end change. Which way would you suggest for the long term and if it is the latter what turntable would you suggest?

Kevin Holland

Well, Kevin, I envy your position and you do indeed have a good choice of models open to you. As you say, the most obvious contender is indeed the Orbe, with the SME V being a perfect partner for it. As I have lusted after a V probably as long as you have, you’ll hear no argument from me over the choice of this item and, good though the Tecnostylus Arm is, the SME’s performance is simply in a different league as far as I am concerned. The Dynavector should work well in the SME until you have further funds for an upgrade and the whole combo should be very impressive.

However, there are some alternatives worth considering. First up is the Basis 2100 Signature, another fine and impressive deck from the U.S., although its £3,100 cost would rule out the SME - the Tecnostylus Arm should work fine with it, however. Another contender that I have enjoyed listening to on more than one occasion is the Acoustic Solid Solid Machine, which at £2,500 would still (just!) allow for the Series V. If you’re tired of all this ‘space age’ styling, then the Roksan Xerxes 20 looks more conventional and is a very capable unit for around £2,500, although I generally find it works best with the £1,800-ish Roksan Artemiz tonearm rather than those by any other manufacturer. Finally, I wouldn’t be true to my inner turntable anorak if I didn’t at least point out to you that deducting the cost of the SME V from £4,000 leaves around £2,200 and that will buy you a heck of a lot of immaculately restored Garrard 301 and serious slate plinthery in...
I hope this has given you some items to ponder on, but if you'd like a firm decision, I'll lay my cards on the table and say that, if it were me in your fortunate position, I'd scrimp/ save/steal the extra £500 or so and go straight for an SME 10A turntable with the Series V. This deck left a lasting impression on me when it came in for review last summer, and I can quite honestly say is one of only two turntables I have heard so far that would ever make me consider selling my 301, should a suitable windfall come my way (the other, interestingly, being the Orbe!).

As a long term Michell GyroDec and Orbe user, as well as a TecnoArm and SME V user too, I can happily report that going from a Gyro/TecnoArm to Orbe/SME V is dramatic - and you'd have a great time in the first few weeks after the purchase, discovering a whole new record collection. The Orbe is a sizeable upgrade from the Gyro - it brings real stability and depth to the Gyro's superbly expansive sound. It also tightens up the bass, and offers a smoother yet more sonorous treble, with obviously better rendition of instrumental harmonics, for example.

Going from an Orbe with TecnoArm to Orbe with SME V is more of a mixed bag. Personally I didn't like it in the end, although in some respects it amazed me. The SME V brings massive bass grip and articulation, a far more dynamic sound and delicious clarity even on complex musical passages, but it's a tad too 'hi-fi' sounding for my tastes. I swapped the SME V for an Origin Live Illustrious which had a considerably more 'free flowing' musicality. It was slightly less grippy and a little looser in the bass, but musically far more exuberant and uplifting, and it just seemed to boogie on the Orbe whereas the SME didn't, no matter how I set it up and what cartridge I put in it.

This isn't a criticism of the SME V which, as we all know, is a piece of art as well as a brilliant tonearm; it's just that sometimes a Picasso doesn't look right in the same room as a da Vinci! One platform which the SME V adores is Avid - which brings me to my next point. For the very best sonics, you should throw as much of your money at the turntable as humanly possible; and here the Avid Volvere Sequel is just the job. At £4,600 it's a bit over budget, but would make sweet music with your TecnoArm until such time as you could afford your SME. It confers a similar order of improvement over the Michell Orbe that the Orbe brings over the Gyro - namely substantially better bass solidity and punch, a cleaner, more transparent and better dimensioned sound and soaring, crystalline treble.

Now that we've knocked you off your feet with all these suggestions, it's down to you to do some legwork and go out and listen for yourself. Ultimately only you know which you like best.

**NIGHT FEVER!**

You probably don't get asked this question too often nowadays, but in your opinion what are the best loudspeakers for Disco and Latin music? I'm looking at either new or second-hand items, but nothing bigger than a Tannoy Westminster! My amplification is two Rotel RB1080s and my budget is up to £1,500. Previous loudspeakers I've used are TDL RTL3, Naim Intro, Linn Isobariks, Mirage M.J, Klipsch Heresy and I'm currently using Turbosound THL-Zs with TSW-124 subwoofers (24" horn loaded subwoofers don't really work well in my living room though!) Any suggestion would be most welcome...

**Jonathan Smith**

Hm, PA. subwoofers and monitors in your living room? I assume you are either unmarried or have an even more understanding wife than I do! However, all is not lost as there are a few loudspeakers out there that will fit the bill. First up, I'd counsel the £1,055 RRR FS100s, which are big beasts with plenty of good quality, solid bass (that might be a shock after the Turbosounds). At this point I would also normally mention that they are a bit of a tricky load to drive, but your Rotels will barely break into a sweat with the RRRs on the end, so no worries on that score. If you need more headbanging ability (but most likely a bit less quality) then there is, of course Cerwin Vega. Of their domestic range, the VE-15F has a fifteen inch bass driver and should cost around £500 per pair but if that's not enough, then the CLS-215s have two fifteen inches per loudspeaker for £1,100.

Second-hand you have plenty of choice as well. If you liked the TDLs you had, then some of their bigger models like the Monitors or the Reference Standard Transmission Lines (if you can find a pair) will go as loud and deep as you could ever need. This also applies to some of the big IMFs, such as the Professional Monitor and Reference Standard Professional Monitor (RSPM). However, personally I would see if you can track down a pair of Leak 2075s or 3090s. These were both about the size of a small fridge/freezer and featured a fifteen inch bass driver in a transmission line, a six inch lower midrange driver, four inch upper mid and a one inch tweeter. The 3090 basically superceded the 2075 and the main difference between the two was that the 3090 used the Rank group's Isodynamic tweeter, rather than...
the rather edgy Mylar dome that the 2075s sported. I used to own a pair of 2075s and still bitterly regret selling them - I loved them to bits despite their rather uneven top end (which can be managed by appropriate partnering equipment) and Noel tells me that the 3090s were a big improvement. Once again, they are quite rare but £500 or so should secure you a good pair. AS

Yes, I owned 2075s then 3090s, at a time when they were unfashionable. Both were great fun and the 3090 was in some areas impressive by any standard. The upper midrange unit in particular was a superb design, as was the smooth sounding Isodynamic treble unit. They are rare birds now, however, and the RRR FS100s are a good, realistic and robust modern alternative. NK

NAKED AMBITION

David, a year or so back you invited comment re Yamaha NS1000s. At that stage I had taken the drivers out of mine and unbundled all the internal wires (beneficially), but I thought "there won't be anything David Price's not up with..."

However yesterday I erred and changed my mind. My 1000s were bought 100% functional but with damaged grilles, and a mid grill was only partly attached around its circumference so I took it off to 'panelbeat' indents out of it (thumbs and a dentist's pick worked). While cleaning the dust from around the driver I thought 'hmm, only three screws and the tri-arm cover over the dome is off', so I briefly ran one channel with the dome nude.

Man, those Berylliums are even better than I thought! I only had time to use one track (Bonnie Raitt on Chieftains' 'Tears of Stone') as I discovered kids were coming with their parents for Christmas drinks. However, it was quickly clear to me that nude was beneficial - there was a wiry hardness gone, giving a greater purity and more sense of air and breathiness (not huskiness).

Additionally, an engineer friend had softly been encouraging me to build a larger box, based on his own experiments (he has built his own speakers purely for engineering fun). So I finally said the easiest way to test that is to undo the connector blocks (originals) and relieve some back pressure - four screws and the sound was better. And so we did what he really wanted me to do - pull the crossover out a bit - presently it's sitting loosely on two screws on its 'bottom' and pulled out 15mm at the top. This gave a lot more freedom to the sound. His thought is to take this further by using longer screws and 'standing' the crossover with spacers off the back somewhat. (I haven't digested any negative affects yet).

I have also had common poled the wires (avoiding crossover traces) where possible on the crossover board. This is hot off the press so haven't figured how to strengthen the mid grilles and run without their protective metal 'caps' yet. I hope you might find something of interest here David, and apologies if this is ten years ago for you!

John Dolan

Thanks John - but I'd recommend you refit your drive unit grilles immediately. The reason Yamaha fitted them is that Beryllium is a hazardous substance, rather like asbestos, when broken. It's perfectly safe when complete and formed, but when cracked it can emit dust which can produce an emphysema-like condition if someone is repeatedly exposed to it. Those grilles are there to stop little fingers hitting the Beryllium domes, possibly causing breakage and release of toxic substances. Before you get too paranoid, NS1000s are perfectly safe when untampered with, it's simply when those special metal domes are broken that they may become unstable.

As for unsealing the cabinets, I think I'd beg to differ. They may sound superficially better - bigger and warmer - in your system, but I'm sure the frequency response will no longer be near ruler-flat, and the bass timing will be affected too. Let's not forget that the some of the best brains in Japan came together to make the NS1000s (the Beryllium drivers were, I am told, originally a government sponsored research project), and tinkering is likely to yield different - not better - results! Personally, I'm of the opinion that the best way to upgrade NS1000Ms is to drive them properly (still looking for that perfect amplifier, but the Sugden IA-4 Masterclass wasn't that far off) and site them properly, on the right stands in the right part of the room. DP

SOURCE MATERIAL

I have a Naim Nait 3 integrated amplifier, KEF Q15 Mk1 loudspeakers on Atacama Nexus 6 stands and an Arcam Diva 61 tuner connected via Chord interconnects. I also use Chord Carnival loudspeaker cables. I would like to add a turntable and CD player to this system and was thinking along the lines of the Shanling CD-T80 and the Rega P3-24, and your comments would be very welcome. I would also like to upgrade the speakers as I feel that the...
KEFs are letting the side down a bit, and have a budget of around £1,500 for all three items.

Steven Jenkins

The Rega P3-24 is a fine choice that will take around a third of your budget. If you also allow £100 or so for a cartridge. Here I would personally suggest the Ortofon 2M Red (£100) or the £110 Goldring 1012GX, both of which will work very well with the Rega.

The Shanling is a fine CD player but can be rather forward so it would be worth checking that you do not find this auraely discomforting before purchasing. If you'd prefer something a little more smooth and sophisticated, do check out the Consonance CD120 lineage, which is a very fine player and is only £50 or so more than the Shanling, at £695.

This then leaves you with around £400 for loudspeakers and straightforward I would recommend the Usher S-520s at £320. These will work nicely on your Nexus 6 stands, and do sand fill these if you haven't done so already. If you'd prefer floorstands, then the £350 Mordaunt Short Avant 9i6i should perform very decently in your system, as will the ALR Jordan Entry Ls at £500, if you can stretch the budget a little further.

CD DEBATE

Regarding the letter from Mr. B in the January 2008 issue of Hi-Fi World, I don't agree that you are disinterested or biased against CD players. I do, however, believe there is an underlying assumption in your view of CD. This is often expressed explicitly, that you get a better sound per pound with vinyl than CD and it is this that I believe is open to question. As you rightly point out, it is ironic, that now vinyl is an "obsolete" or "niche" medium, the best ever equipment is now available. Better in all respects than the kit available in vinyl's heyday in the 1970s. Well I would argue the same about CD replay. Arguably, it is even more obsolete than vinyl, as it is rapidly being strangled by MP3 and downloads, with no audiophile credibility to hide behind.

I would claim that, just as vinyl is experiencing an Indian Summer, so is CD. If you pay a reasonable price for a good CD only player, you get comparable performance at a similar or lesser price. When you factor in the need for turntable, arm, cartridge and phono stage, good vinyl reproduction is not cheap at all. In my own case I use both, with vinyl replay being via an Origin Live Resolution/illustrious/ ZYX Airy3 cartridge/R&K hybrid phono stage. I didn't pay retail price for this set up, some was second-hand, ex demo etc. However, it still cost about £4,800 and would have been a great deal more at full retail. Now I set it up as well, I am sure it could be done better, but I have been setting up decks for years and where do you find a real expert at turntable setting these days?

My CD set up is a Resolution Audio Opus 2.1, modified at Great Northern Sound in the U.S. I also bought this second-hand in the U.S. and had it modded there, but at full retail price in the UK, it would be about £3,600. I would honestly say it is hard to say which is best, they are just different.

There are a group of high quality, analogue sounding CD players that I would say approach or equal good vinyl reproduction at a lesser price. I would include the Resolution Opus, the Leema Antila, and the ARC 3 Mark 2. The very best CD I have heard, was at a show, with the ARC Ref 7. Now that is very costly at £8,000, but I don't think I have heard better from vinyl, although maybe I haven't listened to enough vinyl systems.

David Wise

Hi David – a most interesting letter, if I may say! Funnily enough, the point you make here has been looming in the back of my mind for a few months now. I've reviewed about fifteen sub-£1,500 CD players this
winter, and although not all of them were serious, I can think of at least three or four that I really rate - the Astin Trew AT3500, Rega Saturn, Edgar CD-1 and Raysonic CD-128. I don't think you could have got sound like this at the price a couple of years back, proving your point entirely.

Now, whether they're as good as a vinyl front I think is more debatable. I think a Michell GyroDec SE/Origin Live OL/Ortofon Rondo Red turntable would better these by a considerable margin in many respects (but then I suppose you have to factor in the cost of a phonostage too, if you haven't already got one). Still, CD is really getting good at some price points now - and it's taken the latest generation of upsampling/tube tooting machines to do it. DP

SPIN CYCLE

Hello, I have been following your ongoing turntable series for some time now - I have been subscribing for many a year. In September I decided to try a second turntable for fun and variety (Adam will understand, even if the wife thinks I have lost a marble or two). Over about four months, I got my hands on the various bits and pieces necessary to create a second complete vinyl source - JBE slide series 3 (direct drive), Bastin Armony adaptor plate, SRM Tech acrylic platter mat, Michel TecnorArm a, Grado Reference Sonata and, since I had a spare Hi-Cap, a Naim Stageline N. I came across a lot of friendly, interesting, helpful people along the way - vinyl seems to attract more colourful enthusiasts and fewer dogmatic egomaniacs than CD! (oooh - steady on! Ed.)

Now for the problem... The JBE works so well that it really highlights the weak spots of my Lingo+ Cirkus LP12/Ittak/Trotka/Linto - vague imaging with poor depth and loose bass. Given that my local Linn dealer checked the LP12 and Trotka out when he called to install the Grado (great service) and that, even including the price of a 2nd hand Hi-Cap, the JBE cost me a little less than a Keel, what could I do to the Sondek for £750 or less? Wall shelf instead of the Quadraspire rack (floor and wall are both reinforced concrete)? Send the Ittak for an internal rewire? New arm? I am not looking for the same sound as the JBE but the LP12 does sound too loose in comparison.

As for future upgrades, when I carry out my 'threat' to buy a third turntable, what would you suggest one that does not need returning every other weekend? Nigel Briggs

Well Nigel, I have to say that the symptoms you describe from your LP12 do really shout "Keel!" at me but as you, and quite a few others, say, it ain't cheap. For your budget of £750, I would personally get in touch with the Funk Firm and have a look at their upgrades that they offer to the LP12. For £939 you can buy the Clarity top plate mod together with a K-Drive motor system and these make an impressively noticeable difference to the performance of a standard Valhalla LP12. The only downside is that you will have to fit them yourself unless you spend a little extra, but they are not too difficult to do and very well worth the effort. If you're still not sure about spending this much money, then give a Heed Audio Orbit power supply a go for £250. This works wonders on the LP12's bass and imagery, although has less of an effect at the top end than the Funk Firm kit.

As to a third deck that requires less fettling than your LP12, it seems to me that you need to stick to something that isn't suspended and, if you like the direct drive JBE's depth and pace, then idler drive or direct drive would seem sensible. In the idler camp, a Garrard 301 or 401, or a Goldring G88/G99 may require some initial restoration and technical work, but will then spin happily for years with the minimum of attention. However, if you still want that plug and play handyness, then stick with direct drive.

Depending on your budget, why not have a play with a Technics SL-1200 Mk2 (available new for around £340) or, if your budget can stretch to it, an older SP10, SP15 or SP25 motor unit? These will require a plinth and arm to be fitted, or there are the cheaper SL-150 and SL-110 models that are self contained in plinths but still leave you the option to choose your own arm.

By the way, you really should warn your wife - vinyl is horribly addictive and, if she thinks two turntables are bad, wait until the collection starts to approach thirty. Perhaps I should put her in touch with my wife and they can form a "Vinyl Widows" support group? AS

I'd just like to point out that, on hearing the news that Adam's collection has increased by half as much again since I last spoke to him about it, I am getting seriously worried. Was it John Major who once said, "I can hear the rustle of the men in white coats coming..."?

As for future upgrades, when I carry out my 'threat' to buy a third turntable, what would you suggest one that does not need returning every other weekend? Nigel Briggs

Well Nigel, I have to say that the symptoms you describe from your LP12 do really shout "Keel!" at me but as you, and quite a few others, say, it ain't cheap. For your budget of £750, I would personally get in touch with the Funk Firm and have a look at their upgrades that they offer to the LP12. For £939 you can buy the Clarity top plate mod together with a K-Drive motor system and these make an impressively noticeable difference to the performance of a standard Valhalla LP12. The only downside is that you will have to fit them yourself unless you spend a little extra, but they are not too difficult to do and very well worth the effort. If you're still not sure about spending this much money, then give a Heed Audio Orbit power supply a go for £250. This works wonders on the LP12's bass and imagery, although has less of an effect at the top end than the Funk Firm kit.

As to a third deck that requires less fettling than your LP12, it seems to me that you need to stick to something that isn't suspended and, if you like the direct drive JBE's depth and pace, then idler drive or direct drive would seem sensible. In the idler camp, a Garrard 301 or 401, or a Goldring G88/G99 may require some initial restoration and technical work, but will then spin happily for years with the minimum of attention. However, if you still want that plug and play handyness, then stick with direct drive.

Depending on your budget, why not have a play with a Technics SL-1200 Mk2 (available new for around £340) or, if your budget can stretch to it, an older SP10, SP15 or SP25 motor unit? These will require a plinth and arm to be fitted, or there are the cheaper SL-150 and SL-110 models that are self contained in plinths but still leave you the option to choose your own arm.

By the way, you really should warn your wife - vinyl is horribly addictive and, if she thinks two turntables are bad, wait until the collection starts to approach thirty. Perhaps I should put her in touch with my wife and they can form a "Vinyl Widows" support group? AS

I'd just like to point out that, on hearing the news that Adam's collection has increased by half as much again since I last spoke to him about it, I am getting seriously worried. Was it John Major who once said, "I can hear the rustle of the men in white coats coming..."?

THE CABLE TRAIL

I have been reading your magazine for several months which has enabled me to update my hi-fi system and I now wish to replace the turntable with probably a Clearaudio Emotion connected to a Cyrus BVS2amp.

The existing turntable is sited some 11 metres from the amp and I have conflicting views as to practicality, sound quality and cost. One suggestion is that I would need to spend circa £750 on interconnect cables from the phono amp or compromise and put the turntable between the speakers. The alternative is that £60 cables would do the job without a noticeable reduction...
Mission loudspeakers have always been afforded the highest respect, both in critical listening tests and for their iconic style.

The new 79 series embraces this tradition with aplomb, elevating the performance and design standards to new heights – a symbiosis of form and function building on over 30 years at the forefront of acoustic design.
in sound quality. Any help would be most appreciated as whilst I enjoy the quality of music I do not fully understand electronics.

D R Flanagan

One thing I can assure you is that 1 l metres of cable between your phono stage and amplifier is a bad idea. Over this length you will suffer from signal degradation and most likely pickup of hum and other unwanted noises, so this is a setup that is definitely best avoided. If you are going to run cables this long then you really need to look at balanced items, but this means running both a balanced output phono stage and amplifier with balanced inputs. I'm afraid that your best bet is to move the turntable closer to the amplifier - it should be fine between the loudspeakers as long as they are a foot or so away from it as a minimum. AS

PREMIERE CHOICE

It was with surprise and delight that I read your group turntable review in the January 2008 issue. It was refreshing to see reviews of products from different manufacturers than the usual ones. I had had a Scheu Premier for about four years now.

About 2004 I decided to pension off my ageing Source TT after seventeen years of sterling service. I did a lot of research over the internet about a new TT and narrowed it down to the usual suspects - Michell GyroDec SE, Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck, Origin Live Aurora; but two names kept cropping up - Teres from USA (www.teresaudio.com) and Scheu from Germany (www.scheu-analogue.com/en/index.html).

Both were very similar - all acrylic, high mass, non-suspended, external motor with thread drive. Teres have subsequently moved away from acrylic to wood. But the telling point for me was they were both, to some extent, DIY. Both websites have lots of pictures of their respective TTs and Teres has a gallery of satisfied customers - real eye candy. They were both internet-only businesses then, although Scheu did have distributors in USA, Malaysia and Scandinavia.

To cut a long story short, I finally decided on the Scheu Premier, the Absolute Sound review and Golden Ear award and the fact that the Teres involved a large amount of polishing acrylic swung it. I was originally going to use an Origin Live 250 Silver arm to partner the Scheu but after several e-mails and some telephone calls, I was persuaded to buy their Cantus tonearm. This is also made from acrylic and is an undamped unipivot with no bits but again is real eye candy. I had obvious misgivings but Scheu were very persuasive. I decided to jump in with both feet. I ordered the TT with 9" arm board, the 9" Cantus arm (both are available as 12" as well as armboards for two arms), heavy record weight and strobe disc and light.

The Diamond looks to share the same platter and motor and, I suspect, bearing as the Premier, but different chassis. Adam's review bears out my findings - the deep bass, the stable imaging and also the superb speed stability of the Scheu. You get used to replacing the thread "belt" and become adept at tying the knot. At the time, the Teres website also gave instructions on tying a more complex knot that looked like a sheepshank on steroids but I could never get the hang of it.

I have subsequently purchased a Michell TecnoArm as I couldn't get my Ortofon Kontrapunkt b to work properly but the Cantus still works very well with a Denon DL103. I intend to get a base with two armboards so that I can use both arms.

The rest of my system includes Teac T1 CD transport, MF XDac, Headphone amp and Power Supply; WAD KLPP 1; Leak Troughline 3; Nakamichi S82; EAR 859 monoblocks (homebuilt from the plans published in Hi-Fi News) and Wilmslow Fostex Labyrinth back loaded horns. A weird collection but a very immediate and live sound. I'm a recent convert to the low power/high efficiency, valves and horns camp.

The next project is to build new cabinets for the Fostex drive units, probably one of the Double Horns from the Spawn family on the Frugal Horn Project website (www.frugal-horn.com/index.html). Bigger a better! These would be a great project for your DIY feature - something decidedly different.

John Murray

Scheu Analog were a new name to me until speaking to Dave Barker from Sounds/Enjoyment, and him telling me that he was one of their three UK dealers. It was Dave who supplied the Black Diamond for review and I was very impressed indeed by it, both in terms of build quality and performance. Although a relatively unknown name this side of the Channel, I feel sure that this situation will not last.

Incidentally, I also spotted the rather striking Cantus arm and have already made enquiries about grabbing one for review - watch this space! AS

CHANGING ROOMS

I am about to build a new house with a music room, which will be furnished with my hi-fi, a piano and a settee. My equipment consists of a Shanling CD-A10T (which I bought on a Dutch auction on eBay). My amplifier is a Duevel Shuttle supplying Duevel Venus loudspeakers bought from my local dealer. The interconnects and speaker leads are of various shapes and types of nondescript names. I changed the leads to modify the sound along with the valves in the CD player (wife calls it playing again). At present the speakers have to fill a total of 80 square metres, which is no easy task. However we love the units as the omnis fill the room with sound, and allow anybody to enjoy the music.

The new room will be approximately 25 square metres. My problem, and I look forward to your advice on the subject, is that I might need to put the speakers either side of a 3 metre wide glass door with a plaster wall for reflections. If this turns out to be necessary, what type of cable do I use to go either via the walls which would mean a run of 11 metres for one speaker to get past the door, or under the carpet? My intention is not to do either of these, but it is a possibility and would be very difficult after construction is complete. I have also considered running separate power amps at the speakers and running the interconnects via the walls.

Any advice is greatly appreciated. I look forward to your magazine each month, but it appears to arrive at my door just as I remove it from the book shelf. I still prefer the sound a long way from the floor. Andy Lee

New Zealand

The best solution to this not uncommon problem is to lay an accessible cable duct across the door, one side to the other. You could use plastic water pipe within concrete, or bore holes through joists, as I have done in a suspended wooden floor. On top are short floorboards secured with screws, so they can be easily lifted. The cables can exit the floor space through notches or holes cut in the boards, or via 4mm loudspeaker screw terminals, or sockets, in the skirting board or in wall boxes of the sort used by mains outlets. NK
ARGO £795 £635 EX N/A
Blue Point Special £195 £165 EX
Shure Audio Technica
Grado DL 304 £210 £190 EX N/A
DL 160 £95 £83 EX N/A
AT OC9 ML II £270 £255 EX
AT 110 £150 £135 EX N/A
2500 £175 £155 EX N/A
 Audio Technica
Grado DL 110 £79 £69 EX N/A
DL 103R £190 £170 EX N/A
DL 103 £105 £95 EX N/A

DENON
2400 £152 £119 EX
Eroica WH £153 £122 EX N/A
1022 DX £153 £97 EX N/A
1042 £171 £120 EX N/A
1006 £88 £65 EX N/A

SPECIALIST SUPPLIERS OF AUDIO ACCESSORIES

MANTRA AUDIO (HWF), Town End House, Skipwith, Selby, North Yorkshire YO8 5SQ

EXCHANGE Rate price new UK or used. Will buy good quality equipment as return. Order direct online or Tel/Fax (01757) 288652

www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk
www.mantra-audio.co.uk
www.hi-fiworld.co.uk MARCH 2008 Hi-Fi WORLD
High End Cable
visit www.highendcable.co.uk
For the best prices telephone: Dave Jackson on
01775 761880
Free P&P worldwide on all interconnects
After 35 years, Michell is still a family run business with a team of dedicated and proud craftsmen, producing quality turntables and accessories.

Orbe SE
The Michell flagship for music lovers who are not prepared to compromise.

Gyro SE
The classic Michell turntable, refined over many years of development to its current level of performance.

TecnoDec
Entry level turntable incorporating features from the classic Gyro.

MICHELL ENGINEERING
J A Michell Engineering Ltd
2 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Hertfordshire, England, WD6 4SE
Telephone: 020-8953 0771
Fax: 020-8207 4688
michell-engineering.co.uk

We are proud to announce that we are dealers for VPI RECORD DECKS, ROKSAN, ORTOFON, GOLDRING, PROJECT, E.A.R., INCA DESIGN - PTS, WE HAVE VARIOUS CARTRIDGES IN STOCK - MORE EQUIPMENT ARRIVING DAILY - please ring or see web.
EMAIL: matrix@matrixhi-fi.co.uk
WEB: www.matrixhi-fi.co.uk

Cymbiosis
Linn Products
Sondek LP12 specialist
setup, upgrades, rebuilds
25+ years experience with international reputation

Naim Audio
500 series stockist
always available for demonstration including DBL Loudspeakers

Arcam • Atacama
Chord Company • Denon
Dynavector • KEF
Kudos • Neat Acoustics
Quadraspire • Rega Research
Spendor & more...
We are hi-fi specialists, so please call us for advice, recommendations and demonstrations

We always carry a selection of quality used hi-fi
check our website for more details

6 Hotel Street, Leicester, LE1 5AW
Tel: 0116 262 3754
e-mail: shop@cymbiosis.com
www.cymbiosis.com

See us at the Bristol Sound & Vision Show, Marriott City Centre Hotel on 22nd - 25th February 2008.
PRE-AMPS:
Wavac PR-11 three box pre-amp. As new (£23500) only £10750
Wavac PR-11 three box pre-amp. Proced PV pre-amp (£4250)

AMPLIFIERS:
Audio Research VT60 power amp boxed (£795)
Mark Levinson ML432 power amp, mini/blocked, 2 year guarantee (£3995)
Quad 45S amp with 44 pre-amp (£395)

CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS:
Audion "Digital Analogue Company CD player with HDCD (£1995)
Marantz CD 211 (£850)
Sony CDPM41 CD Player (£650)

MISCELLANEOUS:
3 mtr pair Acoustic Zen reference speaker cable £75

SPEAKERS:
Revel Salons (mint/boxed £7995
Wilson Watt/Puppy 7, superb/crates/accessories. £9495
Quad 21L speakers £395
Thiel 2.2 speakers £395
REL Stadium 11 subwoofer £495
Acoustic Zen Adagio Junior speakers with stands (new) £3400
Acoustic Zen Adagio Centre speaker with stand (new) £1625
Mordaunt Short M65-40 speakers £150
Castle Pembroke speakers £150
Mordaunt Short Avant 902 speakers with stands £125
New Acoustic Zen Adago speakers £325
New Almarro speakers £2695
Hales Trancendence 5 speakers £290
Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands £195

TURNBARKES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS:
Kuzuma AIRLINE arm, silver wired as new (£800)
My Sonic Eminent cartridge Mewl (£2750)

MAIN DEALER FOR ESOTERIC

MISCELLANEOUS:
Isolodon Power 50A 111 US power block & noise filter (as new) £850
Selection DYNAMO plugs and power strips £90
Sony AM/FM ST-5370 Tuner £87
Technics ST-610L Tuner (FM/MW/LW) £65
Winds ALM-01 Stylus Gauge (New) £425
Sony ST-SE570 Tuner £50
15 Foot Transparent Music Wave Super single mono run £795

TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS:
Audion "Digital Analogue Company CD player with HDCD (£1995)
Marantz CD 211 (£850)
Sony CDPM41 CD Player (£650)
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Acoustic Zen Adagio Centre speaker with stand (new) £1625
Mordaunt Short M65-40 speakers £150
Castle Pembroke speakers £150
Mordaunt Short Avant 902 speakers with stands £125
New Acoustic Zen Adago speakers £325
New Almarro speakers £2695
Hales Trancendence 5 speakers £290
Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands £195

AMPLIFIERS:
Audio Research VT60 power amp boxed (£795)
Mark Levinson ML432 power amp, mini/blocked, 2 year guarantee (£3995)
Quad 45S amp with 44 pre-amp (£395)

CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS:
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Technics ST-610L Tuner (FM/MW/LW) £65
Winds ALM-01 Stylus Gauge (New) £425
Sony ST-SE570 Tuner £50
15 Foot Transparent Music Wave Super single mono run £795

TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS:
Kuzuma AIRLINE arm, silver wired as new (£800)
My Sonic Eminent cartridge Mewl (£2750)
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Winds ALM-01 Stylus Gauge (New) £425
Sony ST-SE570 Tuner £50
15 Foot Transparent Music Wave Super single mono run £795

TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS:
Kuzuma AIRLINE arm, silver wired as new (£800)
My Sonic Eminent cartridge Mewl (£2750)
**SALE**

100% of products reduced

**ENDS 1ST MARCH**

Massive savings available in-store and online: [www.superfi.co.uk/sale](http://www.superfi.co.uk/sale)

**HI-FI AND HOME CINEMA SPECIALISTS**

Acoustic Energy, Audiovector, Acushnet, Adcom, Adaptrac, Atacama, Audac, B&W, Beyerdynamic, Bryston, Creek, Denon, D'ax, Elipson, Eltax, Fellowes, Forever, Fisher, Kef, Linn, Meridian, Mission, M&K, Onkyo, Panasonic, Pioneer, Pro-Ject, Pure, Q Acoustics, QED, Quad, Reference, Rotel, Samsung, Solid State, Sony, Soundstyle, Sonus faber, Teufel, Wharfedale, Yamaha and many more top brands. Not all products are available from all outlets. Please call or check online at [www.superfi.co.uk](http://www.superfi.co.uk).

### SONY NACHD1E

- CD player, HD recorder, network player, FM/AM radio – all in one separate!
- Transfer from CD, network, USB to built-in HD
- 250GB hard disk

**WAS: £699.95**

**SAVE: £200**

**£499.95**

### SONY DVD PLAYER

**MARANTZ DP7001**

- HDMI out with 1080p HD upscaling
- Plays DVD, SACD, DivX, MP3
- In-store exclusive

**WAS: £599.95**

**SAVE: £100**

**£499.95**

### SONY DAB+ FM RADIO

**REVO BLUJ RADIOSTATION**

- At last, the best of digital, analogue and Internet radio, in one!
- Also listen to music from your computer
- Truly portable – battery or mains powered with Wi-Fi Internet connection

**REVO LUTIONARY**

**£149.95**

### HD RECORDER AND NETWORK CD PLAYER

**SONY NACHD1E**

- CD player, HD recorder, network player, FM/AM radio – all in one separate!
- Transfer from CD, network, USB to built-in HD
- 250GB hard disk

**WAS: £699.95**

**SAVE: £200**

**£499.95**

### SHARP TUNER

**DENON TU1800DAB**

- DAB, FM and AM reception
- Stereo line out for easy hi-fi connection
- Gorgeous, high gloss piano black or maple finish

**WAS: £199.95**

**SAVE: £80**

**£119.95**

### FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS

**WHARFEDALE EVO 2-30**

- Outstanding real wood veneers
- Based on the 5-star-rated EVO1.
- 2 x 120 watts
- In-store exclusive

**WAS: £799.95**

**SAVE: £300**

**£499.95**

### FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS

**KEF IQ7SE**

- Elegant floorstanders in a choice of finishes
- System and room friendly design
- In-store exclusive

**WAS: £499.95**

**SAVE: £150**

**£349.95**

### FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS

**ROKSAN KANDY III**

- Remote control
- Black or silver
- 2 x 120 watts

**WAS: £679.95**

**SAVE: £150**

**£529.95**

### FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS

**PURE EVOKE 1XT PRESTIGE**

- DAB and FM reception
- Remote control

**WAS: £799.95**

**SAVE: £150**

**£649.95**

### FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS

**KEF KH-T3005**

- Four satellites, dedicated centre speaker and stylish subwoofer
- Flexible desk stands/wall mounting in black
- Silver finish

**WAS: £999.95**

**SAVE: £400**

**£599.95**

**FIVE REASONS TO CHOOSE SUPERFI**

Real Hi-Fi

- Quality turntables, CD players, hi-fi amplifiers and speakers always in stock and available to demonstrate
- Latest technology
- Hard disk, HD DVD and Blu-ray, MP3, DAB, PVR and multi-room products – all available to demonstrate
- Official UK models
- Fully-guaranteed, genuine UK products
- 0% credit available
- Ask in-store for details and a quotation
- Free parking
- See [www.superfi.co.uk/freeparking](http://www.superfi.co.uk/freeparking) for details

**STORES – EACH BRANCH OFFERS EXPERT DEMONSTRATION AND INSTALLATION**

**Birmingham**

67 Smallbrook, Q’way
0121 631 2675

**Coventry**

2 Corporation St
024 7622 3254

**Derby**

22 Sadler Gate
01332 360303

**Lincoln**

27a High Street
01522 520265

**London**

2-4 Camden High St
020 7388 1300

**Manchester**

54 Bridge Street
0161 835 1156

**Nottingham**

15 Market Street
0115 941 2137

**Stockport**

68-70 Lower Hillgate
0161 429 9080

**BUY ONLINE NOW**

[www.superfi.co.uk](http://www.superfi.co.uk)
Arouse the Full Passion
Unveil the Source...

Aurousal

For HD, holographic, crossover free reality visit www.aurousal.com

turn on the emotion
DIY Valve Amplifier Parts - Valves, Capacitors, Connectors, Hardware

We stock a full range of valves (tubes) from famous manufacturers. The list below is a selection of favourites. If you don’t see what you want – please ring or e-mail. We are happy to match valves on request.

**EL84M Russian (Sovtek)** £11.49
**EL84 JJ (to Tesla Specification)** £9.75
**JJ 300B (popular and reliable)** £83.50
**EH300B Gold Grid** £69.00
**Svetlana KT88 (outstanding)** £36.50
**Sovtek 6550 WE** £19.49
**Sovtek 5881** £12.49
**EL34 ElectroHarmonix** £11.85
**EL34 JJ (balanced and precise)** £15.49
**5U4G Sovtek** £9.94
**GZ34 JJ** £16.99
**5687 WB Philips NOS (gutsy)** £12.49
**Svetlana 6N1P** £6.50
**Svetlana 6N1P** £10.25
**ECF80 EL** £7.30

**SONIQS SP4 4mm Banana Plugs**
Gold Plated - pack of 2 - Red/Blk £2.49
Neutrik Professional Gold Plated phone plugs - pack of 2 - Red/W £1.69
Gold plated, teflon insulated phone sockets - pack of 2 £4.75
SONIQS TP1 Speaker Terminal Panel Bi-wireable - Gold Plated £3.60
Twin speaker Terminal Set chassis insulated - Red/Bk £2.94
Chassis mount earth post nickel plated £1.23

**WORLD-DESIGNS MCT**
Moving Coil Step Up Transformers 20:1 & 10:1 ratios - Per Pair £129.00
Hardwire Tag Board twin rows of 18 tags £2.33
Switched IEC AC 'mains' inlet chassis mount with fuse £2.88
Unswitched IEC AC 'mains' inlet chassis mount with fuse £2.34
UK IEC AC 'mains' cable fitted with fused plug, 2m length £5.36

**SONIQS PAPER IN OIL CAPS**
UK Manufactured to Ultra-High Spec.
Superb Performance - Smooth & Clear
0.1uF 630V £10.99
0.22uF 630V £11.99
0.33uF 630V £12.99
0.47uF 630V £13.99

**BOOKS**
*Valve & Transistor Audio Amps* by John Linsley Hood £24.50
*Self on Audio* by Douglas Self £26.50
*Valve Radio & Audio Repair Handbook* by Chas E. Miller £22.50

We stock a wide range of parts to facilitate the build of valve amplifiers. Please ring or e-mail for details. See our on-line catalogue at www.world-designs.co.uk
### Audio Components

**Amplifiers**
- Trichord Diablo
- Townshend Exialibur arm, Merlin p/s
- Thorens TDI2S/SME3009, offboard p/s, acrylic plotter and RB150
- SME Model 200
- SME 309
- SME 3012
- SME 3009
- Roksan IMS1 5 0511 and SME V
- Roksan Radius
- Proie Tubebox
- Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck, AceSpaceorm
- NAD (Rega Planer 2), 1E250
- Musical Fidelity XLF'S ex original

**Loudspeakers**
- Hodcock 242
- 'fado& 228E, excellent boxed
- Graham Slee Elevator
- Graham Phontam
- Goldring GLü inc 10I1GX Cartridge
- Garrard 301 51483009 Behrens Plinth
- Learaudio Silent Matrix RCM
- dearoudio Emotion

**Turntable World**

£1/2 Million Moving Sale Now On

As soon as we can in the near year we'll be moving to our new 5000 sq ft premises, so help us move as much stock as we can. We have just one of many of the items shown below, and up to a maximum of 5 of some others - don't miss out!!!

tel 0845 6019390 Tues to Sat 10 til 5, or email world@2ndhandhifi.co.uk
Subscribe to our eco-friendly e-edition of Hi-Fi World and receive a 50% discount!!!

- Receive your issue a week before on-sale dates.
- Be the first to grab a bargain in our Free Reader Classified Ads.
- In-house lab. tests to AES and IEC standards
- Run by dedicated hi-fi engineers & enthusiasts.
- No missed issues, or postal delays.
- Access your issues from anywhere in the World.
- PC and Mac friendly.
- Eco-friendly.

Subscribe today and receive 12 issues for £20 – that's an amazing £1.90 per issue!

check out our free trial issue

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.hi-fiworld.co.uk and select "ELECTRONIC EDITION"

Pay in Sterling, US Dollars or Euros. Non-sterling prices vary according to exchange rate.
Cards accepted: Visa, Maestro (Switch), Mastercard, Solo and Delta.
A picture can say a thousand words so we let them do most of the talking.

To find out more visit www.tell.uk.com or send an e-mail to incoming@tell.uk.com with 'tell me' as the subject.

tell.uk.com
Technology let loose

Every music lover's dream...

(NEW) EAR 868 Pre-amplifier
Two Versions Available:
Line stage version: £2650
Line and Phonostage version: £3450

by world famous designer

Tim de Paravicini
FREE READER CLASSIFIEDS

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Only one advert per reader. No Trade adverts. This section is strictly for readers selling secondhand hi-fi equipment only. Maximum length per advert is 30 words. Adverts over 30 words will not be accepted. Telephone numbers and E-mail addresses are treated as one word. Model numbers are treated as one word i.e. Quad 303 = two words. Email your advert to: classifieds@hi-fiworld.co.uk or fill in the form on page 129 and post it to Hi-Fi World Free Readers Ads, Suite 64, Argo House, Kilburn Park Road, London NW6 5LF. Sorry, we cannot accept adverts over the telephone. The Publisher reserves the rights to judge submissions.

WHARFEDALE DIAMOND 9.1 speakers. Brand new, 1 week old with receipt & full manufacturers warranty. £120 (£150). Lee, West Midlands. 01384 412234 or Email: lee-t@lycos.co.uk

FOR SALE Brand new Silver Audio B1 Speakers. Never been used. Cost £800. Will sell for £500. No Offers Please. Tel: 01494 774119 or 07968 174674

MAGNEPAN MG 12 QR full range ribbon speakers, off white colour, perfect condition, still under warranty, fantastic reviews, boxed, special stands imported from New Zealand (£350), will sell for £595, telephone Colin on 01604 584630 or 07920151588.

MUSICAL FIDELITY Nu-Vister 300 power amplifiers with new spare set of nu-visor valves, and nu-visor remote control Class A tube preamplifier, all perfect condition with boxes, one of the best sounding amps anywhere, telephone 01604 584630 or 07920151588.

ELECTROSTATIC RESEARCH “Vision” hybrid speakers, similar to martin logan airies, special gloss brown birdseye finish, from the U.S.A., fantastic sound, good condition, size - 49”x14”, no boxes, (£3000), will sell for £525 ono, for more less condition, origional box, CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 584630 or 07920151588.

B&W SILVER Signature 30 floorstanding speakers, top of the range in the nineties costing (£8000), silver wound voice coils in mid and tweeter, special red birds eye piano gloss, excellent condition, rare, true hi end sound, boxed, gorgeous to look at. £2250. telephone-01604 584630 or 07920151588.

WANTED: TOP quality Hi Fi seperates and complete systems, Naim, Linn, Cyrus, Meridian etc. fast, friendly response and willing to travel/pay cash. Please call John on 0781 5892458

QUAD 405/2 power amplifier very good condition, Just been service by Quad £290 ono Tel: 07962865638

GALE GS402 loudspeakers with Target stands. 40-200watt 2way. Smooth powerful sound, vgc, (see review at www.kabrina.com/hifi/Gale_review.htm). £180 ono. Tel, Luton 01582 758049.

WANTED: MUSICAL Fidelity E300 Elektra series power amplifier. 07789 692777 lainf@kororara.com

LEAK 2075 speakers £1,000. JBE Slate Mk3 directive turntable £1,000, FR645 tonearm £650. FRB60 elevation base £100. Audio Alchemy MM/MC phonostage £175, B&W 1800 speakers £250, 01798 813137/ reconcile@bdfirs.freeserve.co.uk

WANTED: ELECTROSTATIC RESEARCH Pre amp required. Contact Charlie on 07966 849860 or 020 7280 7338.

I'M AFTER A Quad 405-2 amp late grey must be in mint condition please E-mail: ttee_34@yahoo.co.uk

COPLAND CDA 823 CD player. Cost £2100 new - will sell £1000. mint condition. Copland CTA 405 integrated amp. Cost £2500 new - will sell £1400 mint condition. alan395shona@btinternet.com

WANTED FOR spares faulty or non working Quad 34 and 44 preamps, also boards for Quad 33 preamps,contact Mike on 01758 613790.

CLASSIC PAIR of Radford Studio 12 Speakers for sale. Fabulous fidelity; gorgeous sound; awesome presence. Solid hardwood cabinets (no cracks or damage). Superb condition. £250 the pair ono. Tel 02104 693941.

TAG McLAREN DVD32R with progressive scan upgrade £1000, Tag McLaren AV32 £500, Good condition and a pleasure to own, very good CD playback plus DVD.Tel. Paul 0118 9845944 (Berkshire office).

TOWNSEND SOLDA 4m Bi-Wire (4 separate runs) Speaker Cable. Terminated With 12 Solid Silver WBT Spades and Barrels. £550 - Original Cost £1450. Contact Mark Mobile 07958 944 424

NAIM 72/140 Pre Power. Technics SLP2000 Reference CD Player. Original Epos ES 14 Plus Heybrook Stands, Sony 730 Es Tuner and TCK520 Cassette. All Items Mint, Offers, 07876 597406

WANTED: TARGET Hi Fi rack. 584630 or 07920151588.

ORIGIN LIVE Aurora (no arm) approx 30 hours use. £625. Tannoy Reveal active speakers 50 wpc, cables/stands, HiFiPC compatible £225. Hitachi FT5005Mk2. Denon TU260L £25 each. 01621 772884 (Essex) i_greenslade@hotmail.com


SOMY TC-KA65S 3 head cassette deck, barely used, (£800) £195. Musical Fidelity CDPRe24, combined CD Player/ Pre-Amp/Multi-Input DAC, (£2000) £395. SAE PA-10 Pre-Amp, twin phono inputs, £50. Tel: 01424 442802.

GARRARD 301 turntable, cream finish, strobe platter, oil bearing - £390. Telephone 0118 413708.

ROTEL RA-05 amplifier. Rotel RCD-06 cd player £400 (£700). Both items 14 months old, boxed & mint. Epos M5 speakers £200 (£350). 6 months old, boxed as new. Kimber Timbre interconnect 0.5m boxed as new (£45 (£76). QED XT speaker cable 2m pair with airloc plugs £40 (£62) Brand new & mint with receipt. Lee, West Midlands, 01384 412234 lee-e@lycos.co.uk

ORIGIN LIVE Aurora (no arm) approx 30 hours use. £625. Tannoy Reveal active speakers 50 wpc, cables/stands, HiFiPC compatible £225. Hitachi FT5005Mk2. Denon TU260L £25 each. 01621 772884 (Essex) i_greenslade@hotmail.com

AUDIO ANALOGUE Puccini SE integrated amplifier. Original 1997 model. Perfect condition, £450. Tel: Mike 01323 645317
CLASSIC Hi-Fi SERIES

QC-twentyfour Valve line-only Pre amp

QC-24P Valve phono stage

II-classic 15W Valve mono power amp

II-forty 40W Valve mono power amp

---

"I know of no other speaker I'd rather own, regardless of price."

- Sam Tellig
Stereophile Magazine

FOR THE TRUE MUSIC LOVER...

Performance Series
For many customers, buying their first Quad product is a life-changing experience. Quite unlike most hi-fi companies, Quad products are designed to open a window on a recording — to reveal the natural texture and detail without imposing any character of their own.

Classic Series
This is no nostalgic nod to the past. Beneath the beautiful exterior of each product lies a powerful and superbly musical interior — critically acclaimed throughout the world as the finest in its class.

Reference Series
The new ESL-2805 and ESL-2905 Electrostatics are Quad's latest reference loudspeakers and like their predecessors should be regarded amongst the finest loudspeakers in the world today. In areas such as transparency, and lack of colouration, they are without peer.

Tel: +44 (0) 1435 865 212, Fax: +44 (0) 1435 865 213, www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road, Cross in hand, Nr Heathfield, East Sussex, TN21 0QL. By appointment only please.
QUAD 303, 33, FM3, Denon TU 260L II tuner, boxed, NAD 4155 tuner, boxed, Leak Stereofonic tuner, Leak Trouthline III tuner, Inca Tech Claymore II amplifier, Rega RB300, Rega RB850. Offers on these items. 07956 438 044

DECCA LONDON Gold vgc £135, grey needs service £60. Lentek battery step-up £50, Croft Super Micro totally rebuilt Croft custom coupling Aeroyonder decoupling caps. Mullard valves, outstanding £375, Tel: 0116 288 238

ALPHASON SONATA turntable, no arm, rosewood with new spare plinth and two new spare motors, £850. Four Scanspeak 21W/8554 bass and two Scanspeak 02905/97000 tweeters. Tel: Roy 01452 501 955 (evenings)

QUAD ESL 63's for sale, £700 pair, vgc ono. Hadcock GH228 pick up for sale, vgc £200 ono Tel: 0161 494 0517 (Stockport)


PAIR QUICKSILVER all valve deck D/C motor £50. Hafler vol. MC/MM, perfect £250. Rock pre-amp with phono £30 Tel: 01708 457691 (Berks)
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ASHVale Road, London SW 17 8PV. All answered. Edward.

AMPLIFIER Tempo speakers, mint condition, boxed, (£2195) selling £1300. Tel: 01491 614 329

LINN AKIS Akito, Linn K9. Perfect working condition, Almost new stylus, Minimal use for years. Can be heard working £180. Croydon. Tel: 020 8251 7179 or Email: dandsh@blueyonder.co.uk

QUAD ELS 63's vgc £700 ono. Hadcock GH228 vgc £200 ono. Tel: 0161 494 0517 (Stockport)

ALPHASON R555 five tier hi-fi rack in matt black. Cost £160, accept £70. Unmarked, immaculate. Tel: 01892 534 604


PROJECT DEBUT II turntable £40. Ruark Eilogue speakers £75. Musical Fidelity MCS speakers £150. Goodmans Maxamp 30 exceptional condition £50. Sony MDSJE 770 MiniDisc £70. Tel: 01708 457691

GARRARD 401 The best that you will see. SME 3009 Ser II Shure V15II. All instructions mounting templates setup pro- tractors. Tel: 01252 702 057

BEL CANTO 300i int amp £800. Cardas Golden Cross interms 1m RCA or XLR £100. Tel:01782 633 088 anytime (Stoke - I mile Jntc 15 M)

HITACHI BOOKSHELF loudspeakers, quality build, good sound. New. £50 ono. 1971 Roberts R707 transistor radio. Immaculate, £30. LP12 arm- board for Ittok/LVKX, as new £10. Details - Ring: 01782 205 922 or 07794 732 840 (Staffordshire)

ART SKIBO standout speakers, beech finish, immaculate condition. Demo welcome. £325, cost new £800. Contact John 01484 433 065 or Email: j.hawdon@ntworld.com (West Yorkshire)

GRADO 325i headphones £100. Creek OBH-21 SE headphone amplifier £120. Both one year old. No offers. Tel: 07930 878 582 evenings (North London)

WANTED: 130mm injection moulded driver units as fitted to Castle Keep Isis Tay Severn Harlech Mk1 speakers. Contact: 01952 249 627

THORENS TD160 turntable, Mitchell Tecnco silver wired arm, Denon DL304 virtually new cartridge. Good sounding package. All original Thorens parts included. £425. Consider exchange quality phonostage. Location Merseyside, 07877 678 2864 or Email: vladsaitesculis@canal.co.uk


ORIGIN LIVE Resolution Illustrious with external transformer upgrade, excellent condition, original box. Illustrious has latest arm upgrade. Happy to demonstrate. £1850 ono. (RRP £3650) Tel: 01235 768 604 evenings (Oxfordshire)

UNISON RESEARCH 30wpc integrated single ended valve amp, mint, £850. Unison Research Unico CDP valve CD player, mint £400. Tel: 07714 216 755

CREEK EVO onboard MM phonostage SSC 1000 brand new unused, genuine offers. Tel: 01794 513 003

WORLD AUDIO 22.5mf 60v Ansar polypropylene capacitor £10. HD83 output transformers £100. Tel: 01344 776 445 (Berks)

TEAC X300 7" open reel tape recorder, almost unused with original take-up spool and hand- book plus three 6 hour Maxell 18-180 tapes. £150. You collect. Tel: 07710 828 286 (Brighton)

COPELAND CDA822 CD player (£2100) £900. E.A.R. 834P phonostage (£715) £300. Nordost Solar Wind cables (£300) £100. Soundstyle XS105 equipment rack (£300) £100. Atacama SE24 speaker stands (£50) £20. Tel: 01923 672 664 or 01234 764 147


SPENDOR CLASSIC Series SP2/3E speakers, rosewood, £625 ono (currently £750). Suitable Acoustic Energy mass loaded stands available £200 (£600 new). Unison Research 'Unico' hybrid valve/Mosfet integrated amplifier, £75/week, £552 ono. Tel: 023 8073 8935

AUDI0 RESEARCH SP8 £795. Audio Note Anv interconnect £165. Oracle Paris turntable c/w Oracle arm £425. Leak Trouthline mono £195. Kevin Labs Class 'A' integrated £250. VAC PA35 £1695. RATA Torlyte turntable support £175. Wanted: Rehdeko RK 115A's. Tel: 0113 255 9475

MUSICAL FIDELITY The Preamp 2A serviced by manufac- turer in December 2005. Has excellent MC/MM phono- stage, vgc. £100. Audio Technica MC step-up transformer £80. Tel: 01277 219 639 (Essex)

WHARFEDALE W15/CS Super 8 and Super 3 speakers. 2/3 way separator unit, Garrard 301 turntable, Quad 2 amplifier, Acousticul FM tuner. What offers? Tel: 020 7582 5969 (London, Kennington)

DUNLOP SYSTEMDEK Transcription turntable, original model, Rega R100 tonearm £150. Cambridge CD2, intermit- tent hum problem, needs ser- vice £40, Onix OA21 amplifier, SOAP power supply, mc phono, 1990, mint, £220, 020-8366-2647
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WDKEL84 Valve Amplifier Kit

"The quality that can be gleaned from this amp is a fine introduction to the joys of the valve sound"

The WDKEL84 features a pair of EL84 valves in Push Pull configuration per channel, providing two channels each 18 Watts into an 8 Ohm load. Described by users as a 'Giant Killer' this kit is available as a 5 input integrated amplifier with ALPS volume control.

WDKEL84 kit £449
WDKEL84 built & tested £599

WD88VA Valve Amplifier Kit

"It proved itself to be an engaging valve amplifier that measured well and sounded superb. Quite simply it plays music, and plays it extremely well."

Often described as a 'sweet sounding' valve, our implementation of the KT88 makes sure that it is driven to its ultimate performance. Available as a 35W stereo power amplifier with single input volume control, or as a relay switched integrated with five inputs.

WD88VA Kit £949
WD88VA Built & tested £1249

WDHD3 Headphone Valve Amplifier Kit

"Headphone 3 is a single-ended design with the power pentode wired up in triode configuration for added purity and is as quiet as a mouse"

A beautifully simple stereo headphone amplifier design using Mullard ECL83 valves. It works directly from any source. The circuit uses twin high specification E/I output transformers that can be wired to drive any headphones between 16 to 300 Ohms.

WDHD3S kit £349
WDHD3S built & tested £479

WDPre3 Modular Preamplifier System

"So there we have it, a preamplifier capable of driving any load and maintaining its linearity no matter what cables or partnering equipment you prefer to use."

This 5 input line level preamp is essentially an SE triode power amplifier in concept. WDPre3 uses an ECC82 double triode arranged as input voltage amplifier and power output amplifier stages, the latter driving oversize 20:1 output transformers.

WDPre3 kit £369
WDPre3 built & tested £494

WDPhono3S MM/MC preamplifier

"...only a few designs meet the requirements of tonal accuracy and maximum retrieval of musical detail."

Twin input preamp with MM and MC relay switched inputs, passive RIAA equalisation and wide bandwidth MC step-up transformers.

WDPhono3S kit £399
WDPhono3S built & tested £524

WDPSU3 Power Supply

Can be used to power either WDPre3 or WDPhono3 units individually or together.

High performance choke power supply with separate HT and Heater feeds for both WDPre3 and WDPhono3 preamplifiers.

WDPSU3 kit £199
WDPSU3 built & tested £299
NORDOST BLUE Heaven interconnect for sale. £60. (was £125). Excellent transparent sound cable. Tel: Andrew 01484 427 426 (Huddersfield)

BOSE LIFESTYLE 5. Pre-amp, CD, FM/AM tuner with RF remote. Used in dining room only. Complete with original accessories and in as new condition. £275ono Tel: 07952 056746

GAMUT D200 for sale in excellent condition £1750 John 07926 126694

TEAC Hi-Fi H500i system 6 components. Stereo Amplifier, CD Recorder/Rewrite Deck, CD Player, AM/FM/RDS Radio/Tuner, Minidisc, Cassette Deck. All remotes & manuals. Superb. As new £150. 0121 246 1341 or 0777 932 1663

EXCELLENT CONDITIONED KEF Q4 in dark apple with QED original bi-wire in 7m & 5m lengths. £230. Pro-ject Xpression, carbon arm with OM10 & 510 mkII cartridges, £130. Tel 07789902845 email: waynejennings@mac.com

MARANTZ PM 7200 Amplifier. Boxed. Superb condition. Class A option. New £350.00 For £225.00. Phone Mark 078653(Worksop)

---

QUAD ESL57 matched stereo pair bronze grilles original packaging. 495.00. Rel Strata/2 subwoofer britex black 295.00 Denon 1604AV receiver 120.00. All excellent condition . ono. Tel 01159229176 email : aaaa.w2@ntlworld.com

PROAC STUDIO 100 speakers in walnut £95.00 beautiful sound, classic speaker. Elemental Audio equipment rack, two shelves, shot filled, 10mm glass shelves £250.00 Tel: 01502 513940 or 07810 189933

TANNOY PRESTIGE Gnielar 10 loudspeakers, brand new factory sealed boxes, 5 years guarantee £2650 ono (£3300). Collection from SE London. Gordan 0785343330 or naisuss@hotmail.co.uk

NAIM AUDIO Nac 72 Preamp £300, Hicap 300 (olive), SBL Speakers Black Ash inc. PC/Crossovers £500. All mint condition/boxed. Upgrade forces sale. Tel 07970 078653(Workshop)

PAIR LOWTHER DX4, new type. Near mint, in original packaging - less than 100 hours in test enclosure.Welborne Labs DRD300b amps (ultimate upgrade) assembled. Offers - 07899 966 8052 micah.lax@gmail.com

RCA ARENA MONITOR speakers in walnut £395.00 (one speaker not working) 01256 462218 or info@stanhopephotos.com

---
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When a classic goes 'pooof' your troubles have just started, but there may be a good ending. Replacing falling parts can improve the sound, so here is a short listing of all those companies who specialise in getting a region's favourite music back on your system.
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Open the pages of April's Hi-Fi World and you'll find a veritable shower of great new equipment to read about. If you're thinking about spring cleaning your system, then we have products of every type and price to consider—from Linn's super new high end Akurate DS network music player to Tonearm Audio's Model 9, a wooden pickup selling for under £200! There's everything from the brand new MF Audio Reference, possibly the world's best pre-amp, to Leak's classic Stereo 60 amplifier. Here's just some of what we hope to bring you in next month's bumper issue:

ICON AUDIO MB90 MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIERS
FEATURE: DIGITAL AUDIO PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE
GRAHAM SLEE VOYAGER HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER
MOON i-3 vs. MYSTERE IA21 INTEGRATED
MF AUDIO REFERENCE PASSIVE PREAMPLIFIER
LINN AKURATE DS NETWORK MUSIC PLAYER
OLDE WORLDE: LEAK STEREO 60 AMPLIFIER
AUDIO TECHNICA AT-H1000 HEADPHONES
ORTOFON MC WINFELD CARTRIDGE
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 340R AV RECEIVER
TONEARM AUDIO MODEL 9 TONEARM
Q ACOUSTICS 1020i LOUDSPEAKERS
QUAD 11L ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
WHEST AUDIO TWO PHONOSTAGE
B&W ZEPPELIN IPOD DOCK
TRENDS AUDIO UD-10 DAC
PMC OB1i LOUDSPEAKERS

PICK UP THE APRIL 2008 ISSUE OF HI-FI WORLD ON SALE FEBRUARY 29TH, OR SUBSCRIBE AND GET IT DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR: p62
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A cult figure, the late Nick Drake's entire musical oeuvre has been hailed by many as 'classic'. Largely ignored as a creative talent when he was alive and making music from 1969 to 1972, mainly because he refused to play live, this folk-rock singer-songwriter's standing has rocketed during the past twenty years. Presenting a mixture of beautifully melodic and sometimes stark and bleak works, Drake is never less than interesting. As such, therefore, rather than recommend a single album, it seems wise to guide you to Drake's entire commercial works, currently available again, collected within a box set in both CD and vinyl forms.

Originally released in 1986 on vinyl, this 2007 version of Fruit Tree is a four-disc box set featuring all three of Nick Drake's studio albums: 'Five Leaves Left' (1969), 'Bryter Layter' (1970), and 'Pink Moon' (1972) plus a DVD of the 1986 documentary film 'A Skin Too Few' by Dutch filmmaker Jeroen Berkvens. The box set also features a 108-page book which features comprehensive lyric sheets, exclusive interviews with Nick's producer Joe Boyd, and engineer John Wood who discuss each song Nick recorded under their auspices.

Why release this box set now? The mysteriously named Cally, who manages the estate of Nick Drake for and on behalf of Gabrielle Drake, Nick's sister, elaborated, "It was felt a good idea to re-release the 'Fruit Tree' box set as a cheap way for new fans to buy all three of Nick's albums in one go. So many shops only stock one or, at best, two of Nick's titles at any one time."

Cally however had strong feelings about how the sets were to be produced. Take the CD version for example, "I am not a fan of the Jewel Case. I think it's a lazy throwback to the novelty of CD's birth as a format. Record companies have been dictated to by the retailers to retain the hideous plastic case as a format housing, regardless of the fact that it later devalued music to the same level as a home-burned CD copy."

Hence, Cally proposed that, to increase the value of the CD set, 'mini-vinyl' cardboard sleeves should be used. Deciding upon an additional vinyl format came very late and was created purely as a result of customer demand. "That is," said Cally, "Universal thought they could sell enough to make it worthwhile. Seeing the horrible so-called 'Japanese' vinyl bootlegs and now the even worse coloured vinyl variant bootlegs, I thought and hoped that we could do better on a very limited budget. Those hideous cheap packages - gatefold sleeves back to single pockets - were mastered from the appalling first-edition CDs from 1986."

The vinyl production followed, "We mastered the new vinyl with (mastering engineer) Kevin Metcalfe from the tapes used for the current CD formats. Less than perfection but we are not claiming that these vinyl releases are 'audiophile' in any way. They are priced not to be! (However) I think the pressings sound every bit as good as the original Island vinyl first pressings."

For now, we can only imagine what a full set of re-released albums taken directly from the original masters, utilising today's superior processing software (for CD) and analogue chain (for vinyl) would sound like. However, until that day and until sufficient funds are released by Universal, both format sets are admirable productions and well worth your attention. PR
Be there.

THE BERYLLIUM EVOLUTION

With the music

The new Usher Beryllium 718

BE-718
Two-way system
Tweeter: 1.25" (9980-20BEA)
Mid-bass: 7" (8948A)
Sensitivity: 87 dB @ 1 watt / 1m
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms
Frequency response (-3 dB): 42 Hz ~ 35 kHz
Power handling: 80 watts
Crossover frequency: 2.06 kHz
Weight: 14.2 kgs
Dimensions (w x d x h): 25.5 cm x 42.8 cm x 39 cm

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai-fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Tel:886-2-2381 6299 Fax:886-2-2371 1053 E-mail: usher@ms11.hinet.net

HI AUDIO
3 St Fort Place Wormit Newport on Tay DD6 8NT United Kingdom Tel/Fax:00 44 (0) 845 0 525259 Mob:00 44 (0) 7968 272614
Web: www.hiaudio.co.uk Email: hugh@hiaudio.co.uk
We're not trying to give the most. We're trying to lose the least. That was John Bowers' philosophy 40 years ago, and it lives on in our new 600 Series. Speakers that neither add to, nor take away from, the original sound. That requires world-class science – and extremely experienced ears. Because once we've selected exactly the right components, we begin the long, careful process of tuning. Listening and refining, over and over. Until the frequencies combine to conjure a sound so true, so alive, you want to reach out and touch it. Dr John Dibb, Senior Development Engineer and Fellow of the Society of Sound, on the new 600 Series.

Visit the Society of Sound at www.bowers-wilkins.com

B&W Bowers & Wilkins

Listen and you'll see